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Foreword

What you have in hand is the latest Elmo of the
Apes novel by ERB-List member Thomas Johnston.
Jungle in the Sky was published on the Internet at
Tangor'sTangor'sTangor'sTangor's Pastiche and Fan Fiction Pastiche and Fan Fiction Pastiche and Fan Fiction Pastiche and Fan Fiction web site
(http:\\www.erblist.com) one chapter per week. Each
chapter featured one or more NEW illustrations by
various artists; some famous, some about to become
famous.

Johnston's Jungle in the Sky is not your typical Elmo
of the Apes tale. The prose and plot hark back to earlier
writers of adventure fiction such as H. Rider Haggard,
Edwin L. Arnold, and the Grand Master of Adventure
fiction himself, Edgar Rice Burroughs. Thomas Johnston
has lovingly produced an instant masterpiece of the
legendary Elmo that is sure to entertain young and old
alike. Buckle your seat belts, Elmo fans, and prepare to
be thrilled!
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CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1

THE WISDOM OF THE SCAVENGERSTHE WISDOM OF THE SCAVENGERSTHE WISDOM OF THE SCAVENGERSTHE WISDOM OF THE SCAVENGERS

Illustrated by Tangor

The Date:The Date:The Date:The Date: some time in the 1950s

TheTheTheThe Place: Place: Place: Place: on the borders of the nation of Anyi-

mawu

ELMO OF THE APES knew it was a strange

day when Ska, the vulture, circled a dead zebra but

refused to feed.

It looked as if the rumours were about to be

proved true. There was some strange new killer in

the jungle—and on the veldt, and in the bush, and

throughout the swamp and along the river. A

strange killer that slew selectively yet did little

more than worry at the dead carcass. And the marks

of death on the hide of the creatures fitted the

rumours too—incisions of a surgical nature.

For a moment Elmo felt anger—it was an

instinctive impulse. His brow grew white beneath

his heavy tan and the scar along the hairline of his

scalp glowed red. He felt it burning—like a bolt of

crimson lightning that sought a tree to strike to

flaming splinters.
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Then Elmo relaxed. That flash of anger was the

human side of his nature. This cold response, this

indifference he now felt was what the jungle had

bred into him. Yet there was nothing passive to his

decision. He knew he had to get to the bottom of

this mystery and learn who killed in such an indis-

criminate, yet curiously calculating manner.

They would give an accounting to him. And

Elmo doubted if they could look him in the eye

when they were called to answer.

Overhead, the distant drone of a light aeroplane

signalled the approach of Aga-Sheikh Aneesa Baal’-

sin. 

While Elmo waited for the plane to circle and

land he knelt by the side of Pacco, the zebra, and

examined the corpse more closely. All around the

body the ground was marked with the spoor of

Dango, the hyena, and Ungo, the jackal. Ska, the

vulture, had landed at some point, but had obviously

found the carrion not to its liking. 

So the carrion had been here for some hours.

Scavengers had discovered it but they had decided

not to eat it.

Bending close, Elmo’s delicate sense of smell

caught an odd, musty odour—reminiscent of Histah,

the snake, but with an unusual tang to it that sug-

gested something new and exotic. It was almost

like a cross between Histah, the snake, and Gimla,

the crocodile. 

By the time Elmo had finished his olfactory

examination, the light plane had touched down on

the open scrub. It taxied up to him. He ducked

under the wing and opened the cockpit hatch.
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‘Salàm álêkum!’ Elmo called out the traditional

Arab greeting of ‘peace unto you’.

The pilot’s reply of ‘Wa álêkum es salàm!’ was

the equally traditional ‘and on you peace.’

‘You had no trouble finding me, then?’

‘None at all, Elmo,’ replied the beautiful young

aviatrix at the controls. ‘I followed all the landmarks

you described.’

Aneesa wore a bright Italian silk headscarf and

French designer sunglasses. Designer label clothes

and accessories were her only vanity, Elmo knew,

her only response to the immense personal wealth

that was at her disposal. Almost unique in the Arab

cultures, she held the hereditary position of Aga-

Sheikh of an Arab tribe, the Juhumites. Having been

educated in Europe and America, she had managed

to avoid the usual trappings of Islamic purdah. This

was not to suggest that she cared nothing for her

people’s culture: she carried the rank and responsi-

bility of the spiritual role

of Mullah amongst her

people. She had an exotic

career in the Western

world as a fashion photog-

rapher, and now she had

set her sights at becom-

ing a serious documen-

tary photographer. She

wanted to specialise in

Africa, and since Elmo

was the father-in-law of

one of her dearest friends, Meriem Clayton, who

better to help her enter into the presence of the
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spiritual heart of Africa.

Elmo saw merely a beautiful young woman.

Her beauty was exotic and at once curious. Her

features were classically Arabic, with long sweeping

lashes—but added to the exoticism of her Arab

lineage was the curious accident of birth. She was

an albino, and Elmo had only ever seen her eyes

unshielded with sunglasses in an evening setting.

Her albinism had been one of many factors that

had promoted her elevation to the role of Aga-

Sheikh to her desert tribe. Her tribe was of an

ancient Bedouin and Berber mix, and carried

strange legends about its ruling family. Other

legends, equally ancient, conflicted with these and

claimed direct descent from the Juhumites, and ’Ad,

who were descended directly from Adam through

Shith, and Iram.

Nimbly, Aneesa climbed out from the cockpit

and looked around at the savage desolation of the

scrublands, dotted only with the occasional baobab

tree or clump of doum palms. Long-limbed and

lithe, she wore a Chanel safari shirt with jodhpurs

and riding boots. With her Hasselblad camera she

began taking shots of the surroundings, dodging

from place to place, crouching and stretching to

juxtapose spindly scrub-thorns against the back-

ground of acacia trees.

Finally, the setting taken care of to her satisfac-

tion, she changed films and lenses and returned to

Elmo, who was squatting by the body again.

Elmo had used this interval to strip himself of

his travelling accoutrements. He carried his grass

rope, several fathoms in length and always in a state
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of continual repair. Alongside the rope, he laid his

hunting bow and the quiver with its complement of

28 arrows. He had started out with thirty arrows

three days ago, but had lost two because he had

fired at small game that crossed his path, eating

what he caught raw and still warm. The two arrows

he had lost he let lie, his mission was too important

to miss them. Last of all he laid down his heavy,

short-hafted hunting spear.

Elmo was left wearing only his rawhide loin-

cloth and the locket that had always hung around his

neck since he had discovered it as a boy in a ruined

cabin in a lonely land-locked bay.

Free at last, Elmo tested the zebra’s limbs for

rigor and found them inflexible. ‘See these inci-

sions?’

Aneesa stepped out of her own shadow and

crouched to have a look through her viewfinder.

‘That’s what interested Kalim.’ She continued

snapping as she spoke. ‘He’s asked for all the

samples to be taken by truck to his medical com-

pound. He’s planning to fly back from Nairobi today

and start an autopsy.’

Elmo drew his knife and stuck it into the

ground. ‘We’re too far for a truck to reach here. I’ll

conduct my own autopsy.’

Bracing his mighty thews, Elmo placed his

hands under the stiff form of the zebra and turned it

over. 

Aneesa snapped the action and then renewed

the film. ‘What are you looking for?’

‘Signs of scavenging.’ Elmo ran his hand along

the hide of the beast. ‘This hide should be riddled
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with bore-worms by now. In fact, it should not exist

at all—the vultures spotted it and came to dine.

Their spoor is all over the place, but there is a

curious odour to the flesh—something that stopped

them all.’

‘Your senses are that keen?’ exclaimed Aneesa.

‘You can smell a scent that only wild animals can

smell?’

‘This is only a photo-shoot,’ replied Elmo. ‘No

copy to go along with it that mentions my name. I

value my privacy.’

‘Of course. We discussed that.’

Elmo drove his hunting knife into the soft

rumen of the gut. Gases escaped and Aneesa

backed away fastidiously, waving her gloved hands

in front of her face. She was too well bred to make

any other comment apart from coughing to clear her

lungs.

‘There is no decay,’ added Elmo. ‘This smells

like fresh internal digestive juices. This is very

odd.’

Elmo was up to his elbows in intestines by

now. He had pulled out the stomach sacs, and was

reaching up into the chest cavity, wielding his

hunting knife with practised ease.

‘What are you looking for?’ asked Aneesa.

‘This.’

Elmo drew his bloodied hand out and held up a

metal pellet in his fingers. It was no more than

three inches long, and appeared to be made from a

curious marbled kind of metallic alloy. ‘This is no

ordinary bullet—’

Before he could finish, the pellet began to
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tremble.

Jumping to his feet, Elmo threw the pellet

away. As luck would have it, it caught among the

branches of a baobab tree only thirty yards away. 

Elmo threw himself at Aneesa, who had turned

to look at the results of his toss. He knocked her to

the ground, his impetus bowling them both over so

that they rolled beneath the wings of the aeroplane.

A blast of hot air and woody debris gusted over

them, and where the tree had been standing a

second before, there now remained only an up-

rooted, smouldering stump.

Despite her surprise and amazement, Aneesa

still kept her presence of mind and managed to

retrieve her camera and once again took to snapping

the burning remnants of the tree.

‘Wild!’ she exclaimed. ‘What on earth could

have done that!’

‘It’s an anti-tamper device,’ replied Elmo. ‘A

booby-trap. Whoever killed that zebra does not

want us examining the corpses.’

‘Why would they do that?’

‘They don’t want us to learn anything from an

autopsy.’

‘Bismillah!’ exclaimed Aneesa. ‘And what about

the other specimens of wildlife! That means that

Kamil is in danger! I’ve got to get back to him.’

She struggled free from her entanglement in

Elmo’s arms and scrambled out from under the

plane. 

The smoke from the burning tree drifted

towards them, choking in its intensity.

Elmo climbed out beside her as she brushed
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herself down. An eerie whistling noise penetrated

the air about them, and Aneesa looked about for its

source. Once again Elmo threw himself at her, and

they landed in another undignified heap. 

At the spot where they had been standing only

seconds before, a branch from the baobab tree was

quivering like an arrow in the ground. A few feet to

the left and it would have destroyed the cockpit of

the light aeroplane.

Aneesa gasped at the second narrow escape and

as the branch ceased its quivering, she sat up and

began laughing. ‘I think I’ll stay here,’ she managed

to say between gales of laughter. ‘I’ll stay here until

the rest of the tree comes down.’

Elmo rose to his feet and held out his hand. ‘I

think that must be the last of it.’

Calming down a little, Aneesa seized his hand

and pulled herself up. ‘Yes, I suppose anything else

that went higher than that probably achieved escape

velocity.’

Elmo glanced at her. ‘Escape velocity?’

‘Yes, it’s new jargon coming out of the Amer-

ican Air Force. They’re planning on sending up

rockets that can leave the atmosphere and go right

up into outer space. In order to do that they need to

escape the gravitational pull of the planet. Escape

velocity.’

Elmo’s smile held a mixture of surprise and

contempt. The ape-man thought that civilisation

was always trying to escape from something or

other. They sought to achieve escape from their

own nakedness by donning clothes, and then they

sought to achieve escape from their repression by
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taking their clothes off again and calling themselves

naturists. The jungle life he preferred was much

less complicated. Not simple, of course, but cut

from the whole cloth, so to speak, of a unified form

of existence.

‘You’re lucky the plane wasn’t destroyed, or

else you wouldn’t be able to warn Kamil.’

‘I’d better get on my way. The last thing I want

to find is a burning building.—I suppose you’re

staying here, following the trail?’

Elmo looked towards the west, where the

foothills of Anyi-mawu blended into the distance.

‘I’ve never been in this country before. I will enjoy

exploring it. It is good to walk on new lands.’

‘It’s a new land, all right,’ remarked Aneesa as

she climbed into the cockpit. ‘They’ve just received

their independence at the hands of the European

powers. If it’s anything like the Congo, you’ll be in

for an interesting time.’

Aneesa looked down at him through the can-

opy. ‘I can’t fly any further west than this, since I

have no international clearance.’

‘No matter,’ replied Elmo. ‘I will continue on.

You have your photographs; Kamil has his carrion

to autopsy. I’ll see you when I return.’

‘But what if you get into trouble?’

‘I’ve never met trouble that didn’t find me

more trouble. Besides, the jungle is wide. Fare

well, Aneesa, and speak my name to the ones I

love.’

Elmo stepped back as the engine caught, then

spluttered and died. Aneesa tried it again and the

engine roared into life, full-throttled and hoarse for
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aerial action.

Elmo watched her take off and fly on until she

was nothing more than a speck in the sky.

Her leaving made something shift within him.

He stopped thinking in English and his mental

processes returned to Mangani. It was not a white

man who retrieved his father’s hunting knife, lost in

the moment of action when he had dived for cover.

It was a Tarmangani who wiped it on the zebra’s

hide, then sheathed it.

The foothills of the Anyi-mawu Mountains were

a long way off, little more than an ochre smudge on

the horizon. There would be water there, and

hunting for an ape-man. 

Elmo the avenger set off at a steady, ground-

eating trot.

Sundown found the ape-man approaching a

brackish river that wound among swamp-grass and

reeds. He heard Gimla, the crocodile, roaring out

his territorial imperative, but Elmo knew Gimla

would be some way off. Buto, the rhino, a mother

and her calf, reared up out of a wallow and trotted

off in haughty high dudgeon, tail swinging, the calf

peering short-sightedly at him for a moment, before

remembering that mama was some yards distant

and brooked no disobedience.

Through his feet Elmo felt each thud of the

rhino’s gait. The ape-man’s feet were as hard as

horn from years of walking barefoot, but because

they were insensitive to thorns didn’t mean that

they were insensitive to everything. For many

years, his feet were the contact with one of his

oldest friends. Elephants communicated over long
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distances with infrasonic frequencies. They were

too low for Elmo to hear with his ears, but he

sensed them with his feet. At least, that was how

science explained it, although he had never ques-

tioned it before.

Elmo grinned at the thought of renewing his

friendship with his huge grey friend, and after

slaking his thirst at a clear pool away from Buto’s

wallow, he set off to look for Tantor.

He found the great beast in the midst of a brake

of cassia trees, noisy with weaverbirds. Since he

had wasted no time in hunting during the past three

days, Elmo was quite happy investigating their

nests, robbing a dozen eggs. He ate them raw and

cast the eggshells back at the scolding parents. He

had left plenty of eggs behind, knowing that the

jungle only needs an opportunity for life to burgeon.

Robbing all the nests would mean disaster for the

colony. 

The air was thick with the odour of Tantor.

With a satisfied sigh, the great beast sent its trunk

questing through the branches to run its sensitive

finger-like tips over his face and shoulders. Elmo

responded with a similar slobbery sound.

‘Ho, Tantor! It is I, Elmo of the Apes. Your

wanderings take you far, great grey lord!’

The elephant’s stomach rumbled as if in reply.

Elmo grinned in the growing twilight. Tantor was

hungry and he would get no feeding here in these

cassia shrubs, which were bitter with tannin, and

also exuded an irritant latex sap.

Stepping through the shrubs, Elmo climbed up

onto the back of his friend.
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‘Have you ever seen Anyi-mawu, Tantor? I’ve

been told it is a new land.’ 

Tantor huffed sceptically, and Elmo laughed,

drumming his toes on the beast’s ridged spine.

‘I knew that!’ he replied to Tantor’s unspoken

disbelief. ‘There is no such thing as a new land, the

land is old, the land is the world. Only generations

of men are new—men with their ideas about differ-

ent ways of lording it over their fellows.’

Tantor waded further into the swamps, heading

in a northwestern direction. Northwest, south-

west—they were close enough. Elmo had punished

himself the past three days in the dusty scrublands.

In the jungle there was always time to renew

friendship.

The twilight deepened rapidly into the full-

blown African night. The stars sprang out, and

Goro, the moon, arose, huge and yellow, as if wine-

raddled from his long day of inactivity. Two nights

past the full, Goro cast enough light for Elmo to see

a very long way across the swamplands.

All was in darkness, save for the occasional

glowing lights of bugs mating. Bats chittered over-

head on the wing, hunting their insect prey. Owls

ghosted from tree to tree, plunging into pools after

frogs and small mammals.

His hunger sated by the eggs, his thirst slaked

by the clear water, Elmo felt bliss steal over him.

The great round mounds of muscles between Tan-

tor’s shoulders moved arrythmically. No European

who had ever ridden on an elephant had a good

thing to say about its gait—Tantor lifted one leg at

a time, so it was difficult to achieve a riding rhythm,
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especially over natural terrain. But the ape-man

hadn’t felt so much at ease since—

He sat up, staring about.

The night had suddenly gone silent. The frogs

had ceased their chorus, the crickets had stilled.

Even mighty Tantor paused, his ears spread to

catch a sound, his trunk questing forward to snuff a

scent from the unstill breeze.

Nothing. Not a mote stirred. And that was what

was most unusual about the night. An African

swamp at night is a seething bed of activity—fish

splash, bats lunge, moths flutter, frogs hop, toads

crawl. Hippos lumber abroad from the safety of

their watery highway and browse on the riverine

vegetation by night. The gentle breeze carried to

Elmo’s sensitive nostrils the scent of Duro, the

hippopotamus. Hippos look like clumsy creatures,

small-eyed and piggy, but they are dangerous on

land, trampling underfoot anything that keeps them

from their river sanctuary.

Elmo felt the hairs on the nape of his neck

stand up. This was an unusual sensation for

him—the prickle of static electricity crawled over

his scalp until he felt every hair on his head stand-

ing on end. He felt no fear—merely curiosity.

Tantor felt discomfort. The hairs on his wrin-

kled hide were also standing erect. 

Elmo rose to his feet on the Tantor’s broad

shoulders and felt the electric tingle all over his

body. Around him splashes sounded. He looked

about and saw the ripples of the swamp water

coated with an eerie luminescence. The ripples

caused static discharges so that they snapped and
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crackled as they encountered obstacles.

Elmo felt the air around him begin to hum. The

locket he wore on a fine chain around his neck

began to burn against his skin. He tore it loose and

threw it into the branches of a nearby tree. Its

passage caused sparks to fly, and he could see it by

the light of the sparks as it finally landed in the

twigs, swinging to and fro like an electrical pendu-

lum. 

The steel of his father’s hunting knife began to

singe the leather of its sheath. Gingerly, Elmo lifted

the knife from its sheath, using the leather braids

about its handle to protect him from the discharge.

Turning it with a flick of his wrist, he sent it

spinning—to thud home to the trunk of the same

tree that held the pendant. He would want to come

back for those precious heirlooms once he under-

stood what was happening here.

A bank of clouds stalked across the sky. Goro,

the moon, hid his face as if fearful of what was about

to transpire.

The clouds were more than just darkness. They

carried a weight of menace with them, a deep,

ground-shaking tremor that was similar to the

infrasonics that Elmo could detect from Tantor at a

distant. Temblors shook the air around him—it was

not an earthquake—it was as if the sky itself was

being torn asunder.

Ara, the lightning, crawled along the base of the

cloud, lighting up billowing contours. Pand, the

thunder, grumbled distantly, as if aroused from its

meteorological slumber.

Then a light shone down from the cloud. It
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struck with the intensity of Ara, the lightning, but

caused none of its flame. The shaft of light lanced

down some distance away. Tantor trumpeted in

alarm, turning his vast hindquarters to the uncanny

illumination.

Elmo, however, his ape curiosity aroused,

turned to follow what was going on.

From his vantage on top of Tantor, he could see

a family of hippos caught out on the grassy verge of

mud bank. Around the circumference of the pool of

light, Elmo saw other hippos turn and scatter,

bellowing their alarm. Three of the hippos, how-

ever, caught in the centre of the light stood blinking

and anxious, as if rooted to the spot.

Shielding his eyes against the magnesium-

bright intensity of the light, Elmo silently urged the

family group to gather their senses and scatter.

Moving restlessly, mother and sire shielded the calf

from the outside, but there was a sort of fatalistic

charm in the air.

A wind sprang up from nowhere. Elmo felt it on

his back; he heard it rustling through his static-

spread hair. Usha, the wind, whistled and howled

through the swamp grass, racing towards its epi-

centre at the light.

Both adult hippos were almost frantic by now.

But the calf was transfixed. It stood, one foreleg

raised, its head uplifted as it stared into the light

that imprisoned them.

Elmo—his years of jungle experience for once

all standing for nothing—actually gasped as he

witnessed what happened next.

From the lightning-wracked clouds a dozen
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figures began to drift down through the shaft of

light. They wove on the currents of air as if they

were rafting down a racing stream, completely in

control.

Elmo’s eyes misgave him for a moment, but his

nostrils reinforced their evidence. The figures were

lean and lithe and—green. And even though the

wind was in a tortured turmoil around him, it still

managed to carry to his nostrils, that curious mix-

ture of Histah, the snake, and Gimla, the crocodile.

‘Lizard-Men!’ he growled, astonishment and

territorial imperative warring within his savage

breast. The Tarmangani side of his nature won: his

anger flashed along his forehead, limning the scar

that ran along his hairline, the scar given to him by

Bolgani the gorilla when he had been but a boy of

twelve.

Dropping to his knees, Elmo drummed heavily

on Tantor’s skull. ‘Ho, Tantor, ko-Tantor. Invaders

have entered your world and mine. We must chal-

lenge them, let them see what sons the jungle

breeds!’

Fired by Elmo’s ape-speech rhetoric, Tantor

wheeled, and trumpeting like the outrider of a host

of Tantors, went charging towards the light, bearing

a scion of an English lordly house on his lumbering

back.
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Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2

The Folly of the WiseThe Folly of the WiseThe Folly of the WiseThe Folly of the Wise

Illustrated by Tangor

Tantor’s trumpeting warned theTantor’s trumpeting warned theTantor’s trumpeting warned theTantor’s trumpeting warned the lizard-like

beings of his furious approach. Their heads swiv-

elled on their scrawny necks, their jaws gaping in

alarm as they stared about in bewilderment at the

sounds of bestial fury.

Elmo had drawn his bow, the gut bowstring

taut beneath his fingers, an arrow already nocked.

He brought the fletching up to his cheekbone and

let fly. He hardly took the time to draw a bead on

the dancing green targets in the light. For a start,

Tantor’s rollicking gait did not lend itself to accu-

racy and for another he did not normally let his

brain decide how and when to loose an arrow. He

had been an archer for so long, it was in his wrists

and forearms, his neck and shoulders, his eye and

heart. Permitting his brain to get in on the act

would be rather like having one too many cooks to

spoil the broth. 

As it was, he had another arrow nocked even

before the first had found its mark. Elmo was not at

all surprised to hear a whistling hiss of pain, as one
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of the targets was pierced to its wishbone. Smiling

grimly, he let fly with another missile.

The arrow sped through the static-laden air

leaving a visible wake, an after-image on his eye.

Another of the creatures went down, and this time

the others had zeroed in on him, tracking his prog-

ress by the noise that Tantor made splashing

through the marshy groves.

He loosed another shaft, but this time it went

wild. He had downed two out of a dozen. Not quite

enough to even the odds.

As he neared the light, he could make out more

details. They were scrawny specimens, with bul-

bous foreheads and vestigial crests on their crowns.

They were scaled with an iridescent green that

grew paler towards their bellies. 

Some specimens carried what appeared to be

sidearms, of a glittering metallic nature. Others

carried musket-like contraptions, and even as Elmo

drew another arrow to his cheekbone, he saw one

of the lizard-like creatures put the muzzle of its

musket to the flank of the male hippo.

With a bellow, Duro, the hippo, went down like

a puppet with severed strings. Elmo loosed his

arrow and the lizard-skinned executioner was cut

down only seconds after his victim. 

The death of this bipedal lizard seemed to

create a greater consternation in their ranks. Out of

the group of reptilians, those who carried the

muskets ran to their fallen comrade’s aid, brandish-

ing their muskets overhead as if gesticulating for

help. 

Silently, eerily, uncannily, the four musket
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bearers, including the fallen executioner, began to

rise into the air.

The six remaining reptile-men, who appeared

to be wearing what might be considered ceremonial

vestiges of military armour, took up positions

around the fallen hippo and drew their sidearms.

Elmo threw aside his bow and drew his spear.

He slammed the butt on the left side of Tantor’s

skull—the only way he could draw the furious

beast’s attention in the midst of its battle-fury.

Swerving at the ape-man’s peremptory order,

Tantor wheeled to the left.

A ball of light sprang from the muzzle of one of

the side-arms, expanding as it sizzled on a short

trajectory. The reed beds exploded where Tantor

had been only seconds before.

Elmo felt the wind of the explosion and felt

Tantor’s step quicken even further. It was time to

take leave of his huge companion.

Throwing himself off the great heaving back,

Elmo curled himself into a ball and tumbled head

over heels to land softly on his feet, knees bent to

absorb the impact, crouched to present as small a

target as possible.

He saw that his enemies knew nothing of

warfare. They were in the middle of a spotlight at

night, and already they had taken no cover. They

weren’t even using the hippo’s bulk for cover.

Their sidearms doubled up as powerful flash

lamps, he quickly found, as a beam of searchlight-

intensity probed the reed beds in his vicinity. They

knew his general location, but they hadn’t quite

targeted him. Still, the power of their weapons
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meant that they didn’t require pinpoint accuracy.

The ape-man rolled along on his side, moving

away from the direction the beam probed. He

worked his way closer, using the mother hippo and

her calf as cover.

A glance overhead told him that the other four

reptile-men were out of sight. Then, as he antici-

pated, the other reptile-men also began to rise.

Even the fallen were lifted, limbs dangling, as if the

harness they wore around their midriffs was mag-

netising them to their craft. Their resources were

such, Elmo guessed, that it wasn’t worth fighting

over one solitary specimen. They could hop a

hundred miles away and select another.

But Elmo wanted to give them something to

remember him by. Rising to his feet, he launched

his heavy hunting spear upwards. 

Gilded by the static, it soared up—up—up. One

of the reptiles looked down, and his wizened, scaly

face widened in fear. His mouth opened to screech

a warning, revealing pointed fangs and a forked,

prehensile tongue. Before he could warn his fel-

lows, however, the spear shot home, the force of

the throw thrusting him against another of his

fellow reptiles, so that the spear penetrated both

scrawny bodies.

At that second the light blinked out—but Elmo,

smiling grimly, had seen enough. The rest of their

ascent was accompanied by a wailing, hissing

lament.

They would know they had been in a fight. Out

of the twelve who had landed he had managed to

slay five of their number. Twelve against one, under
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these circumstances, were good odds. No wonder

they skulked about with their craft wreathed in

cloud and lightning. They may well be lizards

evolved to a form of civilisation, but they still liked

to have a stone available under which to hide.

Contempt twisted his lips into a snarl.

Although he had no prey to place his foot upon,

he expanded his mighty chest and bellowed forth

the victory cry of the bull-ape. Its eerie noise rolled

along the reed beds, echoing down gulches and

gullies, shaking the swamplands back to their

responsibility to survive. 

As if slapped in the chops, the mother hippo

broke from her spell and trotted off in alarm, splash-

ing into deeper pools for sanctuary, her calf trotting

obediently at her heels.

Elmo, his night-vision lost because of the

intensity of the light, could track them only by the

noise of their movements.

Further off he could hear Tantor grumbling to

himself, followed by the resinous crack of a branch

as it was torn from a tree. Tantor was feeding, his

close brush with death little more than a receding

memory.

* * * * * * * *

Some miles off, up on high ground above the

swamps, a small camping party all swivelled their

heads at the sound of the fearsome cry.

‘Gott in Himmel!’ cried one of their number.

‘What was that?’

A tall muscular black man dressed in crisp
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safari jacket and shorts, had been already looking in

that direction, watching the spotlight through

powerful binoculars, turned to reply. ‘That light

didn’t stay on nearly long enough to carry out their

usual work. I wonder if they were interrupted.’

‘What could possibly faze them?’ asked another,

his accent British. 

The man with the binoculars handed them to

his colleague. ‘Have you heard of the local species

of anthropoid ape that is unknown to science? It

was once supposed to forage in this area. My

grandfather told me of it when I was very young.’

‘Bedtime stories for the future prince,’ added a

third voice, in a South African accent.

‘Perhaps,’ said the tall black man, as he stared

out into the brooding darkness.

The fellow with the binoculars gasped. ‘I can

track the progress of their ships in the cloud. The

static discharge gives them away!’

‘They hunt the swamps tonight,’ growled the

black, as he fingered an amulet on a leather thong

about his throat. ‘Last night it was the veldt, and

the night before that it was the bush. Tomorrow

night it will be the river, and we’ll have a surprise

for them.’

He let go of the amulet and it hung on his broad

chest, a stylised carving of a black panther, carved

from ebony, worked to reveal the spots on its hide

only when it caught the light.

* * * * * * * *

Dawn found Elmo and Tantor still in the
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swamps. After the cloud-wreathed sky-craft had

departed, taking along with it the strange field of

static electricity, the ape-man had gone back to

retrieve his knife and locket from the tree. After

another search he managed to find his bow with the

string unbroken.

Returning to the scene of the slaying, Elmo cut

out the hippo’s tongue and smelt it. Obviously the

death-blow had been dealt, and the reptilian folk had

not had an opportunity to further contaminate the

corpse with their presence. The flesh smelt clean

and wholesome, and his stomach growled like

Numa, the lion, at the thought of the succulent

parts available.

Tantor found good browsing and was content to

wander off for only the distance of a few miles.

Elmo examined the area as best he could in the

darkness, but decided to wait here until dawn, when

his eyes might be able to furnish further clues to

the reptilian men’s activity.

He found a suitable tree and snuggled into a

crotch and went to sleep. He slept lightly, aware of

the arrival of Gimla, the crocodile, drawn by the

spilled blood of Duro, the hippo, but the swamp was

too extensive for any other scavengers to arrive.

Dawn broke like a golden egg spilling its yolk

across the eastern horizon. Kudo, the sun, brought

welcome heat to the landscape and Elmo stretched

himself like a big cat, soaking up the first rays of

daylight.

Elmo searched the area around the hippo’s

carcass and found the curious, reptilian footprints.

Despite their advanced state of civilisation, these
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fellow went barefoot. Perhaps nudity was no taboo.

Doubtless they had other taboos—perhaps not

feeding on eggs.

After a careful examination, avoiding the

occasional roars and mock-lunges of Gimla—just

that old swamp croc asserting his territorial rights,

Elmo thought affectionately—he found a fallen

weapon. Doubtless it had fallen from the hands of

one of the last two reptilians he had slain. The first

two reptilians, even though they were obviously a

military detail out to protect the scientific/medical

detail who were taking samples, had not even had

time to draw their weapons. They were obviously

so used to zero resistance that they had not even

been prepared for the assault of a single man.

The weapon was curiously light in his hands,

but since he considered the reptilians to be scrawny

specimens at best, this didn’t surprise him. He’d

seen the effectiveness of the weapon, and knew to

treat it with respect. It felt inert in his hands.

Recalling the static electricity field he had encoun-

tered last night, he presumed that this was what

activated the weapon, allowing it to be fired. It

didn’t feel like a metallic alloy; it resembled a form

of ceramic. He tied it in place at the end of his grass

rope and decided to keep it for the moment. It

might be worth having if the reptilians drew lessons

from his attack night.

By mid-morning the air was beginning to heat

up considerably—enough for the first vultures to

appear as black specks in the brazen dome of the

sky. 

Elmo sought out Tantor and together they
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wended their way westwards, Tantor browsing as

he marched.

By noon they were out of the swamps. Elmo

wanted to head further west, but Tantor had found

a stream that wove through rolling uplands towards

the foothills. It was taking them northwest, which

was good enough for Elmo.

His belly was still full from the hippo flesh he

had eaten, but he had the opportunity to bring down

some game birds, and he plucked their feathers and

sorted out which ones he could use to fletch new

arrows. Tantor was a comfortable ride until Elmo

felt once again the urge for greater speed.

About halfway through the afternoon, Elmo sat

up, his ears alert to this newest of strange sounds.

It was the unmistakable clink of metal on metal and

it told him that man was abroad.

The ape-man slipped down from Tantor’s

shoulders and patted his companion a silent fare-

well. Tantor trumpeted gently, picking up dust and

cast it over his flanks. Elmo left him to his dust bath

and went in search of the source of the sounds.

The vegetation was thick in this vicinity,

affording Elmo plenty of cover, but there were no

jungle giants for him to climb. Stealth wasn’t a

problem he soon learned, as the noise became

louder.

Eventually he came to the edge of a man-made

quarry. A hundred feet down a small group of

Europeans and Africans dressed in western clothes

were operating mining machinery. Compressors

thumped, sending up clouds of dust into the air. 

Elmo circled the quarry and found a rough track
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that showed the signs of recent wheeled vehicle

traffic.

Even here, in the remotest heart of the jungle,

man the despoiler had come with his filthy ma-

chines, his noise and his stink. Elmo felt a great

anger swell up within him—it was not the anger he

had felt upon finding the carcass of the zebra. This

was a more slow-burning anger, this was an anger

that he lived with every time he came into contact

with civilisation or had to speak to a civilised per-

son.

‘Elmo of the Apes, I presume,’ came a voice

from nearby. ‘Or should I say, Mr John Clayton,

Lord Greystoke?’

Elmo turned and was surprised to find a black

man standing nearby, only a few feet away from

him. For a moment Elmo thought his senses had

betrayed him. He had scanned this clearing only

seconds ago and there had been no one there. Yet

the alternative was to believe that this man had the

supreme woodcraft to be able to stalk him in his

chosen habitat and to get this close to him without

giving himself away.

For a moment Elmo looked at him, and the

black man spoke again: ‘Ah, I have heard that you

are a man of few words. Allow me to introduce

myself. I am Yandu Yerro haAnyi-mawu. You may

call me Yandu.’

Elmo looked the black man up and down. He

was stripped to the waist, revealing a powerful

physique that suggested speed and agility but that

also promised an awesome strength. He wore

canvas shorts that were streaked with dust and oil,
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but his feet were bare. He carried himself with a

regal bearing, and Elmo knew that this man ap-

proached him as an equal. 

Elmo smiled grimly. He often thought of

himself as the unchallenged Lord of the Jungle—if

that title really were true, then this man before him

may well be in a position to challenge him for the

right to carry it.

Instinctively, Elmo extended a hand. ‘I prefer

Elmo. That is the name my mother gave me. But

most civilised men prefer to call me Lord Grey-

stoke. I think they prefer the title as much as to

impress themselves, as anything else.’

‘I know exactly what you mean,’ replied Yandu,

breaking into a toothy grin, and he clasped Elmo’s

hand in a firm grip.

‘You are with the mining operation?’ asked

Elmo, turning to stare down into the man-made

wound in the earth.

‘I am,’ replied Yandu, and his voice was rueful.

‘Have you ever seen thirty pieces of silver?’

‘I have seen mountains of gold, pure gold,’

began Elmo, before stopping himself. He had been

about to blurt out the secret of the fabled treasure

of Opar! What was there about this man that could

make him volunteer such sensitive information! He

had never sensed on a visceral level such naked

majesty before. He had often been sceptical of

civilised friends claiming that their leaders had

charisma, an almost magical ability to sway the

masses and to train history to be their lapdog.

Scepticism was easy, for, on meeting these leaders,

he had always found them self-seeking and venal.
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This was a strange adventure he had under-

taken, the ape-man realised soberly. First the

carrion that no scavenger would touch and now a

king of the jungle whom he was tempted to ac-

knowledge.

‘I have heard a little of your... adventures,

Elmo. Not having met you I never knew what way

to take them. Now that I have encountered you, I

think I can probably take them at face value.’

‘The mining?’ Elmo reminded him.

‘That operation is the price of my country’s

freedom. So far we have been little more than a

province of the vast territory of Anglophone Camer-

oon. Last year a treaty was signed that our country

might have lesser chains about its limbs. Newer

chains, it should have been said. They are searching

for the minerals over which they have claim. They

have the complete mineral rights of the region for

one year—a pilot scheme of sorts. In exchange for

Anyi-mawu’s political independence.’

‘You’ve been here for some days, then?’

‘That’s right.’

‘At night, do you see lights in the sky?’

Yandu grinned. ‘Are you talking about our

famous "flying saucer" visions?’

‘Flying saucers?’ repeated Elmo, frowning,

disliking the humorous tone.

‘Ever since 1947—people have been seeing

flying saucers. Don’t tell me even you’re seeing

them now?’

Elmo was troubled by the falseness he heard in

Yandu’s voice. ‘I don’t know what others saw. I

know that I encountered a strange light in the sky
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and green—’

Yandu placed a hand on his shoulder. ‘Elmo, do

you enjoy being laughed at? Lights in the sky—they

are the province of the weak-minded and the fool-

ish. Come, I’d like to introduce you to my col-

leagues.’

Baffled by the abrupt change of Yandu’s tone,

Elmo drew back. ‘I don’t wish to meet any of your

party. I have a mystery to clear up.’

‘So, you’re going to follow the lights in the

sky?’

‘I think they’re moving west. I’ll go in that

direction. I’m surprised you didn’t see anything last

night—you have the perfect vantage over the

swamp from up here.’

‘If you’re journeying west, Elmo, you are

entering Anyi-mawuan national territory. You’ll

need papers and a visa. You don’t look as if you are

carrying a passport.’

‘I have always journeyed where I’ve pleased in

the past. This is the jungle. Do you ask the elephant

to check in at the emigration office on his way

through?’

‘The elephant doesn’t have voting rights. The

elephant can’t foment revolution.’

‘I am Elmo of the apes. You have heard of me.

Politics are of no interest. I walk the jungle trail.

Passports are for cities and roads—I take to the

trees and ignore civilisation scurrying below.’

‘You’re very proud, Elmo, but you’re also

impudent. Don’t you think the king of Anyi-mawu

deserves a little bit of your respect?’

‘How many kings have you ever met? I have
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met many—and none of them have ever been as

noble as the few I call friends. Kings are what

people make of themselves—enthronement is often

just opportunism drawn large.’

‘I think you’re doing this particular king an

injustice,’ chuckled Yandu, ‘but hopefully you’ll

change your mind when you meet him.’

‘When my quest is finished, I’ll call by this way

again. You interest me, Yandu. And there are few ...

civilised men who have ever interested me.’

‘I am honoured. And hopefully I will have the

opportunity of presenting you to our king.’

Elmo shook his head cynically. ‘We will talk

about kings when I return, and the duties of king-

ship. Farewell, Yandu.’

Turning, Elmo uttered a low call, and Tantor

emerged silently out of a clump of vegetation,

chewing thoughtfully on a shoot of bamboo.

Yandu’s poise faltered for a moment as he saw

how near the beast had managed to come without

his being aware of it. Elmo swung up onto the broad

grey back and urged his huge friend forward, duck-

ing his head to avoid an over-hanging branch.

Gellar came up from behind Yandu, his rifle in

his hand. ‘Did you see

that elephant, baas?’

he asked in his clip-

ped, Afrikaans-accent-

ed English. ‘It’s half

rogue, if you ask me.

They all get like that,

those old male tusk-

ers. Just say the word
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and I’ll go after it with a few askaris. Shouldn’t take

more than a day.’

‘The elephant is not to be hunted,’ barked

Yandu. ‘Haven’t you got enough on your plate in the

way of security around here?’

Gellar dropped his cigarette butt and ground it

out underfoot. ‘What are you talking about?’

‘I’m talking about Elmo.’

‘Elmo? You mean he was here?’

‘Just now. I’m sure he heard you. You were

upwind, so he didn’t smell your smoke—but that

was more luck than planning on your part.’

‘You think he’ll be a problem, baas?’

‘He has his own peculiar code of honour, Gellar.

Who knows what he might think if he were privy to

what we are searching for?’

* * * * * * * *

At dusk, Elmo bade farewell to Tantor. The

open high veldt drew the tusker, with its promise of

the last of the lush grass before the coming of the

rains. To the west, the rain-forest that cloaked the

Anyi-mawu range of mountains drew Elmo with the

fresh scent of its mystery. Amongst the vast jungle

giants he could travel at a leisurely pace, one that

ate up the distance without his noticing it.

Climbing his first tree awakened a deep joy

within him. Gone was the fretful memory of his

disquieting meeting with Yandu—disquieting in

more ways than one. Yandu was one of the new

breed of Gomangani, coming to inhabit the cities of

the white man. They were educated like a Euro-
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pean, but they were also ‘bush-smart’ like any old

wily African witch-doctor of his early days.

Journeying through the dripping, ringing laby-

rinth of trees, he was aware of Goro rising. The sky

was more overcast tonight, the wind freshening

from the south, carrying the promise of early rains.

As he travelled he was aware of this forest and

all of its inhabitants as he passed. Sheetah, the

panther, ceased his sawing growl as Elmo passed

by. Was that homage of a sorts he was receiv-

ing—from one predator to another, a greater?

Sheetah, the panther, was abundant in this forest.

Elmo had left Numa, the lion, and Sabor, the lion-

ess, behind on the veldt and in the swamps. Here,

among the trees, the arboreal-minded succeeded.

Manu, the monkey, called out to him, and Elmo

replied, words of reassurance, and queries concern-

ing his own folk, the Mangani. 

No, replied Manu, no Mangani. Mangani long

gone. A few Bolgani only, and their numbers were

gradually decreasing with casual poaching, the

natives, as always, looking for ‘bush-meat’.

Elmo sighed and passed on. This was always

the way now. The inroads humanity made were

disturbing the vast tracts of what he had once

thought of as limitless jungle. 

He passed a clearing and saw the remains of a

dum dum. It looked as if it had not been used by his

kind in many a long year. He paused only long

enough to snuff the cool evening air, to soak in the

ambience of latent savagery that still lingered.

There was a faint scent of Mangani, but it was very

old, and spoke only of a long-vanished history.
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Returning to his journey, Elmo discovered a

novelty. He was certain that he was being tracked.

Yet how could that be? 

His nostrils informed him that no Mangani

were abroad, and only they were nimble enough to

match his passage through the upper reaches of the

rain forest canopy. Not even Bolgani the gorilla

could maintain his pace through the high terraces of

the jungle giants.

And yet there was a definite presence there.

Smiling, Elmo began to circle back on his tracks; he

was looking forward to hunting his own hunter...
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Chapter 3Chapter 3Chapter 3Chapter 3

Go-SheetahGo-SheetahGo-SheetahGo-Sheetah

Illustrated by Tangor

A rain forest is never silent. It is like a vast

web that is sprung like a tympanum. A footfall here

will resound there; a bird-call will echo and re-echo,

causing chance sounding-boards of off-facing trees

to ring for what might seem like minutes after-

wards. Insects fill the night with their thin cacoph-

ony; bats are abroad, above the highest leaves,

flinging their ultra-sonics like a net of sound to

snare moths and flying bugs. And the prey of the

bats fight back with faux-echo-locations, trying to

fool the bat with a false echo reading.

Even Elmo, shadowy ghost that he was, even

his body weight impinged on this flexing, restless

whirl of a world. Leaves scratched against each

other in the lightest of jungle breezes, twigs grap-

pled, gnarled fingers of neighbouring trees always

arm-wrestling for the highest spot in the sun.

Elmo stayed high, and kept his pace slow. Up in

these tall branches, Goro, the moon, looked down

with his argent face, dappling the world jet and

silver. The ape-man chose this new strategy to
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discover the capabilities of his pursuer.

His previous tack of doubling back had not

worked. Circling back on his trail, he had failed to

pick up any sight, scent or spoor of the presence

that was following him. This was intriguing—he

was warming to the game. 

Had the reptile fellows sent some arboreal

nemesis to seek him out—an off-handed method of

revenge for his thwarting their plans of last night?

Somehow, the ape-man didn’t think so.

It was close to midnight and Goro, the moon,

veiled himself in mystery, behind the cloud.

Despite the fact that the weather pattern was

journeying up from the south, Elmo saw lightning

flicker to the east. 

The reptilian folk and their cloud-wrapped sky-

craft: they were on the hunt once more.

The forest grew still at its approach. Elmo

listened and wondered.

Only the ragged, angry cough of Sheetah was

the last to die down into silence. Yes, thought Elmo

grimly, the lord of this forest resents the intrusion.

He drew his bow and counted his arrows.

Twenty-five left. That should be more than enough

to take care of any landing party that should come

within his reach. He wondered idly if they had

learned, after the harsh lesson of last night, to

perhaps reinforce each team.

Reluctantly, he drew off his pendant and cached

it in an abandoned bird’s nest, along with his fa-

ther’s hunting knife. He took note of the tree,

knowing that he would recognise it again.

Once again the electric atmosphere stole
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around him at the approach of the mysterious cloud.

High as he was, he saw several such lightning-

wracked disturbances. There was more than one

such craft. No matter. If he cut off the head, the

whole organism would die.

He began to jour-

ney northeastwards,

intercepting the path of

the nearest sky-borne

leviathan.

Below him he heard

the bleat of a sitatunga,

a forest buck fond of

marshy places. The scent of brackish water told him

of a swampy area, large enough to provide browsing

for the itinerant family group of bush-buck.

The static electric glowed on each leafy surface

around him, and once again the column of light

lanced down from the sky. With a startled cry, the

group of sitatunga froze in place. There were five

specimens this time, all rooted to the spot.

Now that Elmo knew where the reptilians

would land, he emptied his quiver and laid the

arrows along a convenient branch. He carried a

spare bow-string at the bottom of his quiver, and he

now trod his bow, placing the string and plucking it

so that it rang like a piano wire under its own

tension. He drew off his rope, and coiled it into a

lariat, looped over another vast bough of the jungle

giant, ready for action. 

The weapon he had recovered from the reptil-

ians was now activated. It glowed in the ape-man’s

hands like jewels at the bottom of a sunlit coral
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pool. He would leave it to the last—using it only if

he was absolutely pushed, preferring to use weap-

ons he was familiar with.

The column of light strengthened, almost

becoming a solid wall of luminescence. Elmo

nocked an arrow and waited for his targets to come

into view.

Slowly, dozens of yards overhead, forming like

ghosts out of the air, he saw eight pale-green

figures appear. The floated dreamily, like Pisah, the

fish, in a placid stream. And they hadn’t learned

their lesson from last night, after all. Obviously this

was a different ship, but even so, military proce-

dures should have ensured a greater awareness of

the dangers they were facing.

Drawing his bow-string taut, he brought the

fletching to his cheek-bone, sighted casually, lazily

on a figure in the centre. They were out of range of

even his powerful bow, but they were swimming

closer, slowly, dreamily, supremely confident.

He waited until they were well within bowshot.

Overhead, another party of four was descending.

They were the medical team. He would make them

the first targets—let them die, skewered on his

arrows, while the ineffectual soldiers tried to take

him on in his own environment.

Like the military team, the medical team

drifted gently, barely aware of their surroundings

outside the column of light.

Elmo couldn’t kill such weaklings, at least not

without a warning.

‘Kreegah!’ he cried, awaking every echo in the

forest. ‘Elmo bundolo!’
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The first shaft flew true, and the second was on

its way before the first found its mark. Almost

before the echoes died of his taunting declaration of

war, all four reptilians were dead. One was still

wriggling, impaled high up on his shoulder, hissing

like a knifed tyre. A second arrow split his gizzard,

and he froze in the eternal immobility of death.

Elmo turned his attention to the troops below

who were almost at the ground. The column of light

flickered for a second, then the reptilians began to

float upwards. 

Elmo sent two more arrows off. The first took

a trooper through the skull. The second shot

through a reptilian chest, the momentum of the

arrow hurling the figure out of the column of light.

With a high, thin wail, the figure plummeted to the

ground, close to the hypnotised group of sitatunga.

The impact of his fall startled them from their

trance, and they went bounding off, tails flicking like

white flags in the dark reaches of the forest.

Interesting, thought Elmo. Once outside the

column of light, the ‘elevator’-effect ceased. His

arrows flew with wicked hisses through the dark-

ness, each finding a target. It was all over in sec-

onds.

Drawing his rope into a lariat, looped for a

throw, Elmo’s aim was upset by a voice calling out

only yards away from him:

‘Halt! It is I, Yandu Yerro haAnyi-mawu, King

of the Anyi-mawus, bearer of the tokens of the

Black Panther. You are in my territory. I forbid you

to attack these strangers until we know more about

them.’
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Elmo began drawing in his rope, irritated by the

lost cast.

‘It is too late, King of the Anyi-mawus. They

are all dead. And in a little while, so will more of

their co-conspirators.’

‘Dead?!’ came Yandu’s voice, filled with dis-

may. ‘But that’s impossible! The first party haven’t

even reached the ground yet.’

‘Speaking of the impossible,’ said Elmo dryly,

‘I am surprised that you can follow me through my

own domain. Not the jungle so much as the highway

of the trees.’

The ape-man had the rope coiled again for

another cast, swinging it, gauging the distance

between his branch and the slowly ascending

figures. One of them was still struggling, his taloned

fingers ineffectually tearing at the arrow in his

belly.

Elmo aimed for him. ‘Here’s one still alive.

Perhaps we can interrogate him—learn the purpose

of these raids.’

Yandu’s arm shot out and caught the rope

before it could leave Elmo’s hand.

‘You haven’t been listening to me, Elmo. You

are a foreign national on Anyi-mawuan soil, and I am

the head of state. You will not ignore my orders

lightly.’

Elmo turned, eyes blazing with a sudden anger.

‘So, you lied even when you spoke the truth to me

today.’

‘Because I did not brag to you that I was a

monarch, does not constitute an untruth.’

Elmo snarled. ‘The lies of a statesman, Yandu.
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Did I not warn you that you should tread warily

about a king!’

Snarling like a wild beast, not even taking the

time to drop his rope, Elmo launched himself. Only

yards separated them, yet in that space, Yandu

stepped out of reach and flicked the grass rope up,

so that it tangled about Elmo’s shoulders.

Elmo knew better than to pit his strength

against his own rope. It was woven to withstand the

thews of Numa, the lion. But a rope—like any

weapon—may be turned upon its wielder. Seizing

the free length that separated him from Yandu, he

pulled hard and was satisfied to hear a gasp of

surprise from the Gomangani.

Launching himself into space, Elmo threw his

whole weight onto the rope, unbalancing the king.

Yandu let go, but Elmo had expected that. He had

chosen this tree for its convolution of heavy branch-

es, the sturdiest of its kind to be so far above the

jungle floor.

Below the bough on which Yandu stood was

another branch, running at a forty-five degree angle.

Twisting himself in mid-air, Elmo used his momen-

tum to run up that branch, throw himself back over

the bough and wind the rope several times about

the stunned figure of the Anyi-mawuan.

Chuckling at the success of his stratagem,

Elmo climbed back up to the branch, only to find the

coils of rope lying empty. The ape-man had wasted

no time returning to the branch—Yandu should still

have been only halfway free by now!

A creak of living wood from behind was the

ape-man’s only warning. He half-turned, but failed
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to meet breast to breast the charge of the monarch

of the Anyi-mawus!

The force of the lunge sent him flying back-

wards, off the branch. No sooner had Yandu buf-

feted against him than he tensed against Elmo’s

torso, preparatory to using his enemy’s body as a

springboard with which to leap away.

Elmo, heedless of the great height below him,

snaked his right arm up as swift as Histah, the

serpent. He caught hold of Yandu’s knee, even as it

flexed in mid-air. The force of Yandu’s kick

wrenched his grip loose, but not completely. Elmo’s

grip slipped down to the king’s ankle.

They had fallen perhaps forty feet by this

stage—too far for a grasping hand to reach out and

snare a branch or vine. Elmo felt Yandu flex in his

grip and a rustle of heavy material whipped through

the air. 

Elmo knew he was close to death, but he closed

his other hand about Yandu’s ankle and was pre-

pared to wait him out. He had gauged his enemy

well. Yandu was a skilled arborealist. He had his

own escape route for just such an emergency.

The flapping material spread out and in the

darkness snagged on the upward-pointing branches

of the trees. With a wrench their descent was

slowed enough for Elmo to break his grip and leap

away among a maze of tangled lianas.

Safe once more, Elmo wasted no time looking

for his foe. He hurled himself upwards through the

boughs, seeking out the branch where their contest

had started.

He reached it first, but only just.
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Yandu was right behind him.

For a moment both men stood tensed, fists

raised, legs poised to launch another attack. Then

the column of light blinked out and they were

plunged into darkness.

Elmo burst out laughing, unable to contain

himself any further. His gusty laugh was echoed

back, and in that Stygian darkness, both men blind

until their night-vision returned, somehow their

hands met and gripped—and in that moment a

friendship was forged.

‘You know,’ began Elmo, ‘I smelled something

extra-human about you today when we met on the

edge of that quarry. At the time it was masked by

the dust flurries flying through the air, but after-

wards I gave it no thought.’

‘I smelled something extra-human about you,

too,’ boomed Yandu. ‘Elephant!’

Elmo laughed again. ‘That’s no way to talk

about one of my friends!’

Suddenly their laughter was stilled by the noise

of the vast sky-craft as it began to move off over-

head.

Yandu looked up. ‘I think you’ve given them

something to think about tonight, my friend.’

‘It will make them think twice before coming

into my—into our—jungle for needless butchery.’

‘They’re not doing it needlessly,’ replied

Yandu. ‘They have a reason for it, I’m sure. I’ve

been tracking them for some days and they are

choosing different animals. Tonight it is sitatunga,

last night it was okapi and red river hog. The night

before that it was hippo and leopard.’
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‘I was hoping to snag one of their harnesses,'

said Elmo. I’m sure that’s how they are able to go

up and down in the column of light.’

‘I’ve been trying to come up with a way to gain

access to their craft,’ added Yandu, ‘but it isn’t easy.

My first attempt was by plane, but they shot it

down with some sort of heat-ray. I was lucky to get

out alive.’

‘You’re a strange sort of king not to send

warriors before him into battle,’ remarked Elmo.

‘That’s because I am a tribal king—not, as you

keep imputing to me, a political figurehead, a

puppet of the state. As monarch of Anyi-mawu I

must be first to battle, first to face the foe, other-

wise my people will not follow me.’

‘So, have you got a new plan for storming their

craft?’

‘I have. Would you care to try it with me?’

‘Yes, with you by my side, I would be prepared

to do that. But I still think if you hadn’t made me

miss my cast, we could both be now aboard that

craft, well on the way to making its captain see

things our way.’

Yandu chuckled and clapped him on the shoul-

der. ‘Bygones, Elmo. My kingly pride got the better

of me.’

‘Can we attempt this boarding sally tonight?’

asked Elmo.

‘I think so. A lot of it relies on luck, but I’ve

always believed you can make your own luck. You,

I think, are proof of that.’

‘I have one of their weapons here,’ said Elmo.

‘And I am sure there are more on the jungle floor.
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Do we have time to collect them?’

‘Let’s make time. They may be what we need

to give us the edge.’

Descending swiftly, yet unhurriedly, to the

ground, they cast about the small clearing and

recovered two more of the sidearms. They were

inert, but Elmo explained to Yandu about the

energy field radiated by the craft and how it was

able to activate them again.

‘This is quite an interesting technology,’ mur-

mured Yandu. ‘An army patrol encountered them a

few nights ago. I wonder where they come from?’

‘My first thought was that they might be some

lizard race from the earth’s core. I heard about

volcanic activity to the north of your region—’

‘Up near Lake Noys? Yes, volcanic venting. Hot

gases, sulphurous, but no lava. Not yet, at any rate.’

Continuing on their way, they took to the trees

again, keeping a steady pace so that they might

converse.

Yandu said, ‘I first thought they must be a

space-faring race. There is a lot of discussion

concerning life on other planets lately. They say we

are entering the Space Age soon, with the Ameri-

cans and Russians vying to put rockets up into

outer space.’

‘Using their own stable of captured German

rocket scientists,’ retorted Elmo. ‘A war that bred

such horror should redeem itself by working to-

wards such a magnificent enterprise.’

‘If they came from another world,’ continued

Yandu, ‘that would explain the huge advance in

their technology. I’m sure there is nothing in the
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arsenals of today to match these pistols.’

Their talk drifted on to other topics. Elmo had

noted that Yandu was dressed in attire similar to his

own—a simple loin cloth, of supple, well-cured

panther skin. Yandu also wore a short cape about

his shoulders, obviously the garment that had

slowed their fall through the trees. And Yandu, like

Elmo, was armed. He wore claws on the back of

each hand, which could extend forward. Elmo had

encountered such claws before in the hands of the

Leopard Men. Yandu’s were painted black to reflect

no light. Yandu wore also a panther pendant about

his neck, carved from ebony or some other black

wood. Occasionally, where a fitful sliver of moon-

light caught it, Elmo could discern the melanistic

markings of a black panther.

‘Go-Sheetah,’ he murmured wonderingly to

himself. 

Yandu heard him. ‘I don’t know your words.

What tongue is that? 

‘In the speech of the great apes,’ replied Elmo,

‘it would be translated as "the black panther".’

‘Very apt, for that is what I am. The totem

spirit of my people is the black panther and it has

served us well through the long dark night of the

past two hundred years.’

‘I have fought Leopard Men in the past,’ said

Elmo, with an edge in his voice, ‘who wore claws

similar to yours.’

‘Don’t paint all leopards with the same spots!’

challenged Yandu. ‘Once, it is true, my people gave

shelter to the cult of the Leopard Man, but it has

long been extinguished from our midst. It’s a long
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tale, but I will shorten it.

‘With the passing of history our people have

endured a multitude of evils—slavery, wars, en-

croaching tribes looking for hunting grounds and

grazing grounds. We have seen them all off. My

people are a Bantu race. We are cousins to the Zulu,

the Swahili, and the Ganda people—warriors all!

‘But we have learned from our enemies. One of

the things we have learned is the benefit of appear-

ances. The black panther shows us how to blend

into the night—the night of history in this

case—until the red dawn blushes in the sky and it

is time to show our claws.’

Yandu thumped his chest fiercely. ‘I carry the

spirit of the black panther within me, Elmo. You

would do well to keep that in mind.’

Within an hour they had reached the broad

Anyi-mawu river, reduced somewhat because it was

close to the end of the dry season, but nevertheless

a magnificent stretch of water.

Off to the north, they could see the clouds

wreathed in lightning, denoting the reptilians’ sky-

craft. Three were visible, but there might well have

been more. The nearest was still probably the

vessel that Elmo had attacked. During their journey

it had paused and sent its light column probing

down into the jungle once more. 

The two jungle monarchs were too far away to

get there in time—even if they could have done

something when they got there.

‘We will reach the river before them,’ Yandu

said, adding cryptically, ‘and then we will see if they

can resist our bait.’
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They hurried after that, forgetting the need for

talk. Soon they swung from the trees to land on the

river bank beside a dilapidated wooden jetty.

A canoe was hidden here, and Yandu was

obviously expecting to find it.

Gomangani and Tarmangani slipped out into the

river, and with muffled strokes, turned the canoe

into the current. As Yandu paddled, he kept looking

overhead, gauging the progress of the cloud-wrap-

ped craft, glowing as brazen as a coal in the sky.

Elmo asked no questions. He knew he was in

the hands of a seasoned warrior and master strate-

gist. Whatever he had in mind to get them aboard

the sky-craft would likely succeed.

Suddenly Elmo noticed a disturbance out in the

water ahead. White streaks of foam suggested rocks

or else something surfacing from beneath.

‘Yandu! Do you see?’

‘I see, Elmo. Paddle on, paddle hard. Have you

ever heard of the legend of mokêle-mbêmbe?’

‘Yes, but we’re a little out of the territory

where mokêle-mbêmbe is supposed to roam. It must

be some thousands of miles to the north, I would

say.’

‘Then you would be wrong, Elmo. These

reptilians – these Lizard-Men—are looking for

samples of our wild-life—then I’m making sure that

they are going to get the biggest and the best!’

Elmo looked past the broad, flexing shoulders

of Yandu, and saw a huge head, perhaps three times

the size of the canoe.

‘Mokêle-mbêmbe,’ he whispered to himself.

‘Does he know that you’re his king, Yandu?’
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Yandu laughed gustily. ‘Why, Elmo, no-one

ever accused you of having a sense of humour

before!’
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‘Since these visitations have started,’ continued

Yandu, ‘I have given thought to what they are

doing. They are using some kind of refinement on

radar to track down prey in the jungle, hidden from

what would be normal vision. Therefore, I have

decided to give them something worth seeing.’

Elmo tore his eyes away from the massive form

of mokêle-mbêmbe and glanced up at the sky. The

fiery wake of one of the craft was several miles

away, closing on the river, but too far to the north.

‘We’ll never get there in time to intercept

them.’

‘That’s the whole point, Elmo. Now that we

have mokêle-mbêmbe, we don’t need to chase

them—I think they will chase us. It was only a

matter of shepherding one of the great swimming

lizards out of the more remote regions, where a

small colony of their kind flourishes.’

Elmo returned his eyes to the great water

beast. He was a stranger to fear, but he still re-

spected any creature that had a mouth full of
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knives, each longer than his leg.

It reared its huge head up out of the water and

looked majestically about, water streaming from its

neck and shoulders. The head was forty feet above

the surface of the water, gleaming jet and silver in

the diminished light of the moon.

‘Just how large is it?’ asked Elmo.

‘I’d estimate it to be some two hundred feet in

length. This is the leader of the tribe, come to see

off a threat to its family. Most of it is tail, by the

way, but still pretty impressive.’

‘It must require a huge amount of fish—and

how many relatives does it have?’

‘Up to thirty others—it’s hard to be sure, for

they are long-lived, like the great tortoises of the

Galapagos Islands. A great deal of them are what

the local people call "fry", specimens only a foot or

two in length, too small to be worth worrying about.

‘But you’re wrong about its diet. It’s not a fish-

eater—those teeth may look formidable, but they

are on their way to evolving into a structure similar

to the huge whales of the open seas—baleen, it is

called. Organically, it’s different, of course, but

structurally, it is getting close. They don’t eat

anything bigger than a shrimp, straining them

through the gaps between their teeth.

‘And this is the only place in the world that can

support them,’ Yandu concluded proudly. ‘The

volcanically-enriched waters of Lake Anyi-mawu

provide the vast source of nutriments to support

the freshwater krill, which in turn feed the popula-

tion of the mokêle-mbêmbe colony.’

‘But if he’s so far from his normal haunts, what
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has brought him this distance?’ asked Elmo.

‘Listen!’

Elmo stopped paddling, and over the noise of

the vast beast in the water beside them came the

chug-chug of a diesel engine.

‘That is the MV Anyi-mawu-mwalla. We are a

poor nation—it constitutes 25% of the Anyi-mawu-

an navy. I sent it down-stream three days ago,

hoping to rendezvous with it here. Everything is

going to schedule.’

‘You’re making your own luck,’ observed Elmo.

Mokêle-mbêmbe snorted and slapped the river

with his huge flukes, growing excited at the ap-

proach of the vessel. As Elmo and Yandu drew near,

the ape-man could see men on the decks. The stern

of the vessel was loaded with huge barrels, and as

Elmo watched, one of these barrels was rolled to

the side. A crewman swung an axe and pierced the

top, spilling its contents into the river.

‘My scientists have studied mokêle-mbêmbe for

some time,’ said Yandu. ‘Secretly, of course, other-

wise what little our people have would be taken off

us in order that the West might exploit it for their

own gain. The barrels contain an extract from the

krill—a concentrated, highly nutritious swill that is

enough to draw mokêle-mbêmbe from its usual

haunts.’

Mokêle-mbêmbe was greatly excited at the

presence of food in the water. It plunged like an

otter into the slick of foodstuff.

Yandu steered the canoe away from it and then

circled back to the motor vessel, where a line was

cast to them. Around forty crewmen welcomed
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them on board, faces alive with pride and excite-

ment at having their king among them.

The captain hurried from the wheel-house and

saluted Yandu gravely. 

‘Sire, it is good to see you. All goes well, as you

will have observed.’ The captain’s eyes flickered

towards Elmo, but he was too much in awe of his

monarch to betray an interest in a stranger, not

even if he was a naked white man, bearing native

weapons.

Yandu greeted the captain warmly. ‘You’ve

done a splendid job, Captain N’Zuma. I would like

you to meet a new and trusted ally of ours, a per-

sonal friend of mine. Lord Greystoke, Elmo of the

Apes.’

After introductions to other ranking members

of the crew, most of whom greeted him with French

accented dialects, Elmo said quietly to Yandu. ‘I see

your vessel, I see your loyal crew, and I see your

bait. But I still haven’t seen anything that will get

us up into the sky-craft!’

‘That’s because I haven’t had a chance to show

you over the vessel. And there is one last member

of the crew—well, he’s been added to the vessel’s

roster for this mission.’

Yandu turned and led Elmo towards the bows

of the ship. ‘This was once a mine-sweeper, aban-

doned by the Axis powers when they pulled back

from our territory during the war. I’ve had Major

M’Kimbo, of the Anyi-mawuan Royal Engineers

working on it night and day. This is the crux of the

whole scheme.’

Captain N’Zuma came running up, an old-
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fashioned brass spy-glass in one hand. ‘Sir, sir, the

sky-craft—I mean to say, Objet 1, is turning towards

us!’

‘Capital!’ exclaimed Yandu. ‘Where is Major

M’Kimbo?’

‘Here I am, sir.’

Yandu turned and a soldier stripped to the

waist, with oily streaks across his torso, was salut-

ing and standing stiffly to attention. 

‘At ease, Major. I take it that your work is

finished?’

‘Finished and tested, sir,’ replied Major M’Kim-

bo.

As Yandu took the spyglass from the captain’s

hand, Elmo greeted M’Kimbo. M’Kimbo shook his

hand.

‘It is an honour to meet such a famous person,

Lord Greystoke,’ began M’Kimbo, but Yandu cut

through the formalities. 

‘We have a situation here, men. Action sta-

tions!’ He returned the spyglass to the captain.

A column of light blazed down from overhead,

picking out the shape of the huge mokêle-mbêmbe,

cavorting heedlessly in the river.

The crewmen unshipped several dugout canoes

stationed alongside the motor vessel. All weapons

were returned to the weapons-locker and the

quarter-master handed out hunting bows to each

man.

Elmo looked up and saw the beginnings of faint

green flickers in the vast column of light. There

appeared to be more than the usual raiding

party—perhaps they had finally started to count
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their dead.

A score of Lizard-Men – as Yandu seemed to

have dubbed them—came drifting down, but as they

drew closer, Elmo saw that they were still carrying

their sidearms holstered. There was another differ-

ence, however: on their splayed feet they wore

clumsy, pontoon-style boots, obviously designed to

cope with the aquatic environment they were

entering.

Captain N’Zuma saluted Yandu. ‘Last crewman

overboard, sir. Only special detail remaining.’

‘Thanks, captain. Deploy your men around the

column. I want those Lizards killed before they

have a chance to harm our patriarch. Take cover as

appropriate.’

‘Sir.’

Captain N’Zuma climbed down the ladder to the

last canoe and his men swiftly paddled away.

Yandu led Elmo and Major M’Kimbo along the

narrow deck to the prow of the boat. Here a large

wooden crate had been constructed.

With a blow from a machete, Major M’Kimbo

cut a liana that held the thing in place and the sides

of the crate fell flat to reveal a large wooden con-

traption in its stead. 

Yandu clapped his hands in appreciation. ‘Oh,

well done, Major. I’m very impressed. And it’s an

all-wooden construction, of course?’

‘Main load bearing members are ironwood, sir.

I had to get rid of the girders when I received your

radio message two nights ago.’

‘Good. We lost some fine men learning that

lesson the hard way.’ He turned to Elmo, adding:
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‘The military mindset, I’m afraid. Trained to use

weapons and that’s what they do, even though the

weapons are part of the problem—especially in the

evidence of this static electricity energy field.’

Elmo handed out the three Lizard-Men weap-

ons. Major M’Kimbo’s eyes widened as he saw the

dazzling array of glowing circuitry within the pis-

tols.

‘Ray-guns?’ he asked dubiously.

‘From the Lizard-Men. It suits me to turn their

own weapons on them,’ replied Yandu.

Elmo sniffed the air. The night breeze carried

the scent of mokêle-mbêmbe, but there was another

scent, a new scent that bothered him. Like the

Lizard-Man scent he had first encountered on the

zebra carcass. Of course, there would be new

Lizard-Man smells, with a strike force about to

touch down and secure the mokêle-mbêmbe. But

Elmo was still bothered. This new scent carried an

acrid quality—as if it warred with the Lizard-Man

scent, reacting with it somehow.

Events were happening too quickly, however,

for him to do more than take note of the new scent

and to file it away for later consideration. 

Captain N’Zuma had deployed his men, and at

a shouted command, a hail of arrows were loosed

from the dozen canoes.

The Lizard-Men ground troops died quickly. A

second volley soon slew the balance.

Yandu jumped up onto the platform at the

centre of the wooden platform. The motor vessel

was gilded with static electricity. Sparks jumped

from the top of the mast to the Anyi-mawuan flag
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on the stern, coagulating like a glutinous liquid

under the strange physics of the field.

Elmo and the others were safe enough on the

wooden deck of the vessel, except for the brass

nails that held each plank in place. Stepping onto

the platform, they found the field a little dampened.

Major M’Kimbo was forced to drop his machete as

the energy field’s static electricity gathered around

it like a halo of blue bale-fire.

‘Major, can you pinpoint our target overhead?’

‘Aye, sir.’ M’Kimbo peered gingerly through a

view screen like a periscope and gave the thumbs

up. ‘That’s it, sire. Well within range, your trajec-

tory is sited on an open hatchway in the craft over-

head.’

‘Engage when ready!’ commanded Yandu.

‘Elmo, brace yourself, this will be one hell of an

elevator ride!’

Elmo dropped to a crouch on the central plat-

form, the Lizard-Man pistol in one hand, his grass

rope held in the other,

coiled about his shoulder,

ready to be cast as a lar-

iat.

Yandu grinned at his

grass rope. ‘I don’t think

that will be necessary,

my friend.’

Before Elmo could

reply, Major M’Kimbo

dashed from the controls,

shouting:

‘Three!’
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Holding his bush hat to his head, he charged

towards them. ‘Two!’

He gained the central platform, bellowing,

‘Onnnne!’

With a roar of collapsing dynamics, a great

flywheel began to spin beneath them. For a second,

the platform they were on gave a lurch, as the

friction caught on the spinning gears beneath. Then

with a whoosh of escaping air, the latent energy in

the flywheel was transferred to the platform and it

shot up like a champagne cork shooting out of a

bottle.

Buffeted by the force of the wind, Elmo held his

ground. Major M’Kimbo gave a childish, high-

pitched squeal, his features congested by the force

of their passage through the air. Yandu bellowed in

triumph, ‘For Anyi-mawu!’

Their journey was brief. They shot up past the

surprised faces of the descending medical crew who

were still on their way down, unsuspecting, into the

jaws of danger. One of them spoke into a machine

on his wrist, and the column of light flickered—but

Elmo and the others were past them too swiftly to

take note of their change of direction.

Overhead, the lightning-wracked clouds loomed

closer and closer—frowning down on them like the

convoluted features of an angry demon. 

With a hiss and crackle of electrical energy,

they were through the clouds and into a light that

burned like a dozen suns. The sky overhead was

filled with the vast ribs and bulwarks of a flying

leviathan. The column of light still shone down, but

its intensity almost paled compared to the light that
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washed out the scene overhead.

As Major M’Kimbo had promised, they were

heading for a hatch on the underside of the sky-

craft, but calling it a hatch was like calling the Taj

Mahal a shack. Easily half a mile in diameter, it gave

them a full view of the inside of the craft, and they

were not alone.

Despite the looks of surprise on the Lizard-

Men, they saw no fear. After all, there were only

three of them—against what looked to be ten

thousand Lizard-Men!

The last momentum of their flying platform

sent the Lizard-Men in their path scurrying for

cover. 

Almost before they could set the makeshift

craft down, they found themselves besieged by

rapacious figures, arms flailing, and fingers clawing.

Yandu glanced at Elmo, somewhat taken aback

by the aggressive reception by the Lizard-Men.

‘They mustn’t like being invaded—not that I ex-

pected them to welcome us with open arms!’

Elmo pointed his alien sidearm and pressed the

stud on the side, which (he hoped) corresponded to

the activating trigger. A ball of lightning grew out of

the end of the weapon, then shot off in a corkscrew

trajectory, rushing over the heads of the nearest

Lizard-Men.

Those nearest to the eccentric bolt blenched

from its path.

For a moment the ape-man cleared a space

about them, and as Yandu and M’Kimbo covered the

crowd with their weapons, Elmo unreeled his rope

and cast it overhead. The loop snagged on a jutting
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girder, and Elmo launched himself over the heads of

the crowd, aiming to land on a metallic structure in

the vast depression that formed the centre of their

craft.

The sheer scale of the craft dwarfed all of the

occupants. Elmo felt he was but an ant. 

Gaining his position on the structure, well out

of the reach of the crowd of Lizard-Men, Elmo sent

the rope swinging back. For good measure he

loosed another bolt from his pistol and was re-

warded with an explosion that sent green lizard

bodies flying through the air, many with limbs torn

off.

While Major M’Kimbo covered Yandu with

pistol fire, Elmo looked about at the sea of alien

faces beneath him. Having experienced only the

torpid-seeming creatures that had drifted up and

down the column of light, it was a surprise to

discover how savage and frenzied they were as a

race.

The air felt hot and dry, and the light from

within the craft beat down on Elmo’s naked shoul-

ders stronger than many a desert sun he had en-

dured.

That was when it hit home to him. These

Lizard-Men resembled earth lizards in more than

scales and colour. Like earthly lizards they probably

enjoyed the sun in order to warm their metabol-

isms, to stimulate their bodies into action. Under

the fierce sun lamps of the ship’s interior, the

Lizard-Men took on a new semblance—their spirits

were lifted in the scorching rays to heights of

aggression. Once they stepped outside to the
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intimidating cold and relative darkness of the

column of light, their physiognomies reacted in a

manner that they could not control; hence the

lethargic air and seeming indifference to sudden

death and ambush.

As Yandu joined him on the ledge, Elmo ex-

plained his insight. ‘I think we should try and shoot

out the lamps overhead and see what sort of ene-

mies they make in the darkness.’

‘You do that,’ ordered Yandu, swinging the rope

back to Major M’Kimbo. ‘I’ll cover the major and

permit him to reach the relative safety of this

ledge.’

Elmo took aim overhead. The bolt of eccentric

ball-lightning that blasted upwards exploded with

terrifying power, redoubled as it set off a chain

reaction, blowing out a zig-zag of lights overhead.

Now that the light was somewhat lessened, Elmo

was able to see that the whole ceiling of the craft

was covered with panels of light. He fired another

round up, just as Major M’Kimbo arrived on the

ledge.

The reaction from the crowd was staggering.

Suddenly from being a mad-eyed rabble, seeking to

tear their enemies limb from limb, they subsided

into an uncertain herd, hesitant and fearful.

Yandu pointed towards a pylon on the far edge

of the hatch. ‘I do believe that is the point of depar-

ture. Unless I’m mistaken, their race seems to

adopt the notion that the most savage shall be the

ones who attack the enemy biosphere below. And,

you will recall, Elmo, their reaction to the dimness

of our night.’
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Major M’Kimbo brought up a pair of binoculars

from his belt. ‘I see armoured figures over on that

structure, sir. Their armour appears to supply them

with sufficient light to goad their instincts into the

frenzy necessary for them to face the relative

darkness outside the ship. I would say those fellows

are the equivalent of quarter-masters, or probably

some sort of elite to the others. You will notice that

they are the only ones in this whole convocation

who are armed.’

Elmo glared across the open expanse of the

hatchway, shielding his eyes from the light. ‘I think

they are coming our way!’

‘And they’re not taking the scenic route, ei-

ther,’ growled Yandu.

With flames kindling from the soles of their

armoured feet, the figures swept up into the air and

circled in formation, then swooped towards the

three Earth-men.

Major M’Kimbo shouted: ‘There’s some sort of

hatchway back here.’

He had opened a panel in the wall of the struc-

ture and was beckoning the others to slip through

it.

Yandu went first, followed by Elmo. M’Kimbo

brought up the rear, slamming the hatch closed

behind him, closing the lock with a complicated

movement of bolts.

They found themselves in a corridor of glowing

walls, the sequence of flashing lights suggesting the

direction they should take. Yandu set off at a run,

followed by the others.

Seconds later the wall they had climbed
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through was blown apart by the discharge of a

weapon from outside. Elmo had time for a quick

glance over his shoulder before he rounded the

curve of the corridor. He saw the armoured figures

swoop into the corridor after them.

Yandu had paused as the corridor bisected

before them. ‘Any suggestions?’

Major M’Kimbo ran on, taking the left hand

corridor. ‘They’re right behind us!’

As if to punctuate his words, a roll of pungent

red smoke gusted towards them, and then the

sound of heavy boots came thudding down the

corridor.
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Elmo stopped in his tracks. This was as good a

time as any to see what these new enemies were

made of. He had been contemptuous of the Lizard-

Men in their placid condition in the column of light.

He had been happier to see them with a little grit in

their guts when he had boarded the sky-craft. But

just because these new arrivals were capable of

flight and carried heavy ordnance—that didn’t

necessarily mean that they were anything more

than schoolyard bullies.

Taking cover against the inward curving wall of

the corridor, he raised the stolen sidearm and

sighted where the pursuers would most likely

appear.

The red billows of smoke that had followed the

destruction of the wall had thinned a little, and from

the sound of their heavy armoured tread, the enemy

were not rushing headlong into a confrontation. The

military mind was coming into play—they were

trained troops and they were doing this by the

numbers.
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The first hulking armoured shape lumbered

through the fog. Elmo squeezed the stud and the

ball of lightning began to form—slower than he had

come to expect it, and as he glanced at the inner

circuitry of the sidearm, he realised that its charge

had finally run down. The globe of ball lightning,

smaller than usual, wobbled off on its crazy, drunk-

ard’s trajectory, and then fizzled out halfway. With

a savage snarl, Elmo threw the pistol away and

drew his bow. He frankly doubted its efficacy

against armour, but he wanted to give Yandu and

M’Kimbo as much time as possible to reach safety.

His first arrow glanced off the visor of the

armoured figure; the second arrow was snatched

from the air by a servo-assisted fist, whining with

power. Glancing over his shoulder, Elmo saw that

the corridor was empty. Dodging to the far wall, he

loped off, dodging and weaving to present as diffi-

cult a target as possible.

A hiss of chemicals behind the ape-man warned

Elmo that some new weapon was being sent his

way. He braked suddenly, dropping flat to the deck.

A wire-bound contraption of some sort, with tiny

rocket-jets propelling it, went flying past. The

gadget had some sort of intelligence. Once it had

overshot, instead of slamming into the wall as Elmo

had hoped, it banked steeply around and came in for

another attempt.

Leaping to his feet, Elmo ran across the width

of the corridor, up the curved side of the wall and

almost up to the apex of the ceiling. When gravity

became too much, he relaxed, dropped, twisted in

mid-air and was rewarded with the sight of the
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machine coming to an abrupt halt. But it was still in

the fight.

Now that he had managed to get a second look

at it, the ape-man recognised what he was dealing

with. The gizmo was nothing less than some alien

version of a tangling bola. It flailed wires about an

inner fuselage that bore television cameras and

little projections that he suspected were some

advanced form of radar.

Springing once more to the race, he turned and

ran back, racing towards the armoured figure in

pursuit. The bolas came whizzing after him, jets

spurting and spitting flames. The armoured figure

halted in confusion as it

saw Elmo hurtling to-

wards him. It opened its

arms and braced itself

for the impact of an im-

minent collision—an

impact that never came.

Elmo threw himself flat

on the deck, skidding

along on his forearms and knees, curling himself

into a ball that shot through the figure’s legs.

The figure only had a second to react, which it

did instinctively by looking down through its

splayed thighs. Then the bolas came hurtling along,

too fast to stop. Whiplash tendrils reacted against

the mass in its path and the armoured figure was

picked up off its feet and pitched through the air

backwards.

Elmo rolled to one side as the huge figure flew

over his head. Picking himself up, the ape-man ran
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to the struggling figure and its confining mecha-

nism. He guessed that the bolas were only meant

for restraint and now he would be able to stop it

once and for all.

The figure was made from the same non-

metallic ceramic substance as the Lizard-Men’s

sidearm. Circuits glowed down in its depths as

Elmo scanned it for any weakness. It resembled a

medieval knight in some respects, but now that he

had a chance to examine it more closely he saw that

it contained no living creature inside. It was a robot

of some sort.

As the figure struggled in the whip-like bonds

of the restraint harness, Elmo saw a piece of equip-

ment emerge from a fairing in the creature’s thigh.

A circular saw-like tool, it began to cut itself free

from the restraints.

Further down the corridor, Elmo heard other

heavy footsteps; another robot—just one from the

sound of it—was insurance to make sure that its

prey was captured or eliminated.

Elmo kicked at the side of the saw-mounting,

forcing it against its ball and socket joint so that it

was knocked out of true. The power was still

getting through to the saw-blade for it whined on,

ineffectual, but buzzing like an angry hornet.

The robot’s snared hand turned in its bonds and

a muzzle poked out, zeroing in on Elmo. Ducking

down, the ape-man wrenched on the saw-mounting

and tore it free, restraining his efforts so that it still

maintained its power. Power leads whipped out, as

if the saw-mounting was intended for extension as

a saw-tool at some point. 
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The muzzle from the back of the robot’s hand

spat a stream of bullets, but Elmo was out of its line

of fire.

Lying down on the deck beside the figure, he

dragged the saw-mounting up to the chest-region of

the robot. It contained flashing red signals embed-

ded in its plastic/ceramic body. Elmo guessed that

this would be its power unit. He was tempted to cut

off its head, but he had a feeling that its brain wasn’t

located there.

The saw blade bit into the ceramic flesh of the

robot—and sparks flew. A siren sounded from

within the robot’s casing, but Elmo ground on, his

face spattered with fine fragments of dust cast out

by the saw-blade.

Driven into a frenzy by its imminent destruc-

tion, the robot ejected its arm loose from its shoul-

der joint. The arm, bearing the muzzle from the

back of the hand, extruded segmented spider legs

and scuttled over the robot’s chest. Elmo rolled

away, just as a line of bullets stitched a row of slug

holes in the deck. 

As he did so, an explosion sounded from inside

the robot’s chest cavity. The saw-blade went inert

in his hand, but the detached arm still had some

energy in it. It couldn’t run on its spider-legs, but it

rolled over instead and sprayed the whole corridor

with suppressive fire.

The second robot come pounding up, more

bullets spraying from its fists. Elmo threw himself

out of the line of fire, grabbed the detached arm,

which was still firing, and picked it up in a tumbler’s

roll and pointed it at the oncoming robot. The
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bullets punched all over its face and chest plate,

slowing its progress.

Elmo crouched on one knee, snarling with

animalistic glee, pointing the muzzle at the robot.

The detached arm still wriggled in his grip and the

bullets sprayed everywhere. The ape-man managed

to keep it targeted on the robot until it stopped in

its tracks, buckled to its knees, wavered there as if

trying to summon up reserves for one last effort,

and then keeled over with a loud, unmusical clang.

At that moment the last of the energy ran out

in the detached arm. The lights within it died, the

muzzle stopped working, sagging into lifelessness.

Elmo stood up, cast the limb from him, and

placing his foot on the carapace of the downed

robot, gave vent to the victory-cry of the bull ape.

Never had such a savage cry echoed along such

eerily-glowing walls. It boomed around him, bestial

and primitive in this hi-tech setting, but neverthe-

less a signal to the future world that Nature was

still alive, still not to be trifled with. And Nature’s

fiercest fighting son was there to plant her flag in

the face of alien, enemy aggression!

Elmo ran on in the footsteps of Yandu and

Major M’Kimbo.

As he ran he could hear the sound of combat up

ahead. He recognised the armoured pursuers’ tactic

now. They had split up, somehow being able to

track their prey along the inside of the corridor

while they were outside. Only as they closed in on

each selected target had they burst through the wall

to snare their victims.

Elmo smiled wolfishly. To snare Yandu was not
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to hold him, he was sure. And Major M’Kimbo had

proved himself a capable warrior in the face of

daunting odds.

Sure enough, as he rounded the corridor, he

saw Yandu surrounded by two of the armoured

figures. One robot was frozen in place, reduced to

scrap and slag, spitting out showers of multi-col-

oured sparks. Obviously Yandu’s weapon had held

more charges than Elmo’s, for only now was Yandu

finding it useless.

The second figure, a hulking brute of purple

armour, loomed over him from behind, hoping to

blind-side him. Some sixth sense warned Yandu at

the last minute, and he whirled and evaded the

powerful grasping hands.

In one fluid sweep, Yandu picked up a long,

staff-shaped piece of debris. He thrust it into the

midriff of the armoured figure and knocked it off

balance. Whirling on the spot with the staff in both

hands, tucked close to his body, he trust the wea-

pon between the robot’s legs, used the debris as a

lever and over-balanced it.

Sprawling like a beetle on its back, the ar-

moured figure took its time climbing to its feet.

Elmo recognised that Yandu was in no danger

and looked about for Major M’Kimbo. The major

was giving a good account of himself, except that

both of his robots were still on their feet.

As Elmo assessed the situation, still running up

the corridor, one of the robots ejected its bolas unit.

Major M’Kimbo saw the jet-propelled rig fly to-

wards him, but it caught him flat-footed, fresh out of

physical resources.
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He ducked to one side at the last moment, but

the bolas had swift reflexes, and adjusted its course

and snagged him with its tendrils, wrapping him

round and round with cables. Finally, two charged

ends like power rods touched both of his temples

simultaneously. M’Kimbo flexed in a galvanic

spasm, before slumping to the floor.

Elmo rushed along the corridor. Up ahead he

had to jump over the slagged remains of Yandu’s

downed robot foe. One of the arms had become

dismembered from the rest of the body. Elmo,

without breaking step or slowing his charge,

stooped and picked up the arm.

He passed Yandu who had the purple robot in

retreat, one leg limping, spinning around with each

step, whining electrically.

The two robots that had captured M’Kimbo had

their attention fixed on their downed captive. Elmo

leapt into the air, turning himself so that he landed

feet first on the shoulders of an amber-coloured

robot and brought the severed arm down on the

head of the other robot, a viridian-coloured speci-

men

The force of his blow splintered his makeshift

club, and it sprayed loose ammunition all over the

deck. Elmo dropped to the deck, grabbed a few of

the shells and spun them across, just under the feet

of the amber robot.

Unable to prevent itself, the robot stepped on

the cylinders, skidded about like a drunken tap-

dancer, and then crashed into the viridian robot,

sending them both to the deck.

Elmo set about beating them around the head
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with the last shards of the club. The force of his

blows shattered the detached arm completely,

scattering its components about the corridor.

One of these components was a long, thin,

curved blade, approximately the whole length of the

forearm. Elmo snatched it up and dived at the chest

of the amber robot, which was closest to regaining

its feet.

The force of his whole weight sank the blade

into the robot’s chest, sending it crashing flat back

onto the deck. Warning lights flashed and a siren

whooped up and down the scale. Elmo jumped back

warily, expecting a detonation of some kind. The

amber robot attempted to pull the blade free, but

just as it was getting a grip on the shank that

protruded from its chest, the lights within it died

and it powered down.

Before Elmo was aware of it, Major M’Kimbo

shouted a warning to him. The ape-man hadn’t

noticed the robot recovering consciousness.

The viridian robot stayed low, feigning damage,

only to reach out and seize Elmo by the ankle. The

force of the grip was bone-shattering. Elmo threw

his whole weight away from the robot, hoping to

jerk his way out of its grip. Its fingers slipped a

little, but still held.

Elmo managed to stretch close enough to reach

the downed amber robot. Using its still form as

purchase, he pulled himself across. The viridian

robot was dragged along, but was too damaged to do

more than try to restrain him.

Embedded in the amber-coloured substance of

the downed robot, Elmo could see several objects
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that were obviously extrudable tools or weapons.

The robots seemed to be more than just war-

riors—they carried blades and saws inside their

forms. If he could only manage to get one such

blade free, or even a manually-working cannon.

Wriggling down the form of the amber robot, he

managed to pull the viridian robot between its legs,

then using the amber robot’s legs as a pinning

lever, he confined the viridian robot’s arm. Leaning

down on the lever, he heard its armour beginning to

crack. 

With one last savage surge, Elmo pulled down

on the levering limb, and it crunched through the

forearm of the viridian robot.

This time he managed to find a big-calibre

cannon within the substrate of the robot’s anatomy.

Tearing it loose, he searched it for a firing mecha-

nism. An electric cable ran into a pod at the butt

end. Tugging it experimentally, Elmo managed to

fire a short burst. 

Holding the cannon in his right hand, he put the

electric cable between his teeth, aimed the muzzle

of the cannon and blew the viridian robot to shreds

of brightly-coloured armour.

Glancing around, Elmo found that Yandu was

still trying to outfight his scarlet-coloured foe. The

robot was slower now, both legs disabled, but it too

had brought its cannon into play and was closing in

on Yandu.

Elmo waited for an opening wherein the king

was well out of the firing zone, then tugged sav-

agely with his teeth. The scarlet robot was picked

up by the force of the burst of shells and was slam-
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med through the curved wall and right out of the

corridor.

Yandu leaned his forehead gratefully against the

makeshift staff, breathing heavily.

‘Thank you, Elmo. That is definitely the lesson

to be learned from this encounter—turn their own

weapons against them!’

Before Elmo could reply, they heard Major

M’Kimbo calling:

‘Help, help! They’ve got me!’

With the last of the robots in the immediate

vicinity now disabled, the programming of the bolas

had now flipped to a sub-routine whereby it would

attempt to return its prisoner to the nearest secu-

rity personnel.

There was no way that Elmo could shoot at the

diminutive fuselage of the bolas without hitting

M’Kimbo. 

Even as Yandu and Elmo pursued the bolas, it

picked up speed. Its acceleration was sluggish

because it was burdened with M’Kimbo’s body

weight, but it was still pulling away from their best

efforts.

They pursued the flying bolas through the

corridor for perhaps a quarter of mile; then they

came to an intersection that branched out in every

direction. The bolas was nowhere in sight, but

dozens of the armoured robots were charging out of

several of the corridors.

Yandu gestured with his weapon, choosing the

corridor that was furthest away from the approach-

ing hordes. Elmo backed into the corridor, shouting

over his shoulder:
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‘You go ahead, I’ll hold them off until I run out

of ammunition!’

Yandu paused to argue, but Elmo gestured

angrily. ‘Go! That’s a royal command!’

The first wave of robots came in their multi-

coloured splendour. Elmo opened fire, the cannon

spraying heavy metal shells all over the advance.

Robots went down, trampled into the deck by those

who came behind. The ape-man ran forward, know-

ing that the unexpected was his best defence

against the limited programming of the armoured

warriors. 

As he had anticipated, several robots let fly

with their bolas. His only means of dodging those

flying contraptions was to get into a crowd of

enemies and keep low. The bolas would work in his

favour.

The robots apparently had received orders to

capture him, for none of them opened fire. He rolled

across their path, spraying shells across their ranks

and then stayed low, crouching, ducking and dodg-

ing.

A battle-plan had formed in the ape-man’s agile

mind. It was a plan so insane that he doubted he

was capable of generating it, yet at the same time it

was of the same order as the other ways he had

used to defeat the robots: turn their own weapons

on themselves.

He fired low and sheared several robots off at

the knees, until his ammunition ran out. Then

picking himself up, he ran through the melee,

looking for a suitable opportunity.

A crimson robot rose up to oppose him. Elmo
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seized a severed leg from a fallen foe and swept it

across the other’s visor. The enemy went down, but

the jar resulted in a flare of energy bursting out of

the sole of the foot. Too powerful for the ape-man

to manage, all Elmo could do was to turn it in a

direction it would do the most good—another wave

of advancing robots. The flying leg flew wildly,

wobbling erratically, and brought down two of their

number.

Delighted at this result, Elmo looked about for

the match of that leg. He didn’t find it, but he found

another leg, severed at the knee. He attacked

another robot and this time he saw the mechanism

that activated the propulsion unit.

The knee joint tore itself from his hands, raking

the skin from his fingers, before it smashed its way

across three more advancing robots.

Elmo looked around at the carnage he had

caused—easily two dozen of the robots had been

downed, some of them in the throes of repairing

themselves. One enemy stood up clumsily, wearing

a harlequinade of various colours, a veritable lurch-

ing Frankenstein of cobbled-together parts.

Elmo laughed, the battle fury making his head

feel light, reddening his vision. He seized another

shattered limb and threw himself on the phoenix-

enemy.

The limb connected against his enemy’s torso

and broke apart and Elmo was left holding the

propulsion unit in his hands.

He saw the switches that turned it on and off,

he was even holding an energy unit that powered it.

Now, all he needed to do was to navigate with it,
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but then he had been navigating aerial highways for

most of his life.

Leaping into the air, Elmo braced himself

against the unit and fired it up. It shot him up

against the top of the corridor, thumping his head

along the smooth surface. He thumbed the cut-off

switch and tumbled the twenty feet or so that

remained before he caught up with Yandu.

Yandu looked over his shoulder at the sudden

commotion behind him, then grinned as he saw who

it was.

‘Elmo,’ he said, as he extended a hand to help

him to his feet, ‘you’re unstoppable!’

Groggily, Elmo rose and looked around. Before

them was an armoured hatch, with massive levers

and dogs on it. Yandu had been using his impromptu

staff as a lever.

‘It’s just ready to push open,’ he whispered, and

gently slid the butt of his staff against the doors.

They swung open on massive valved hinges and

the view almost took their breath away.

They were back in the open area, where they

had first boarded the craft. The hatch was still open,

but there was a green, transparent film across it

that gleamed with oily contours and ripples.

‘It looks like some sort of force-field,’ mur-

mured Yandu, as he stepped through the door.

Elmo followed and looked about. The plaza,

which had been swarming with thousands of Lizard-

Men on their arrival, was now empty. 

Yandu walked stiffly forward, his eyes trapped

by what was visible through the hatchway.

It was the coast of Africa—the sharp spur of
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land that was named the Horn of Africa was plainly

visible. As they watched, it was plain that they were

soaring away from the earth at considerable speed,

for now they saw the Red Sea.

‘Sunrise over Africa,’ whispered Yandu. ‘I

never thought I would witness it in quite this way.’

‘Escape velocity,’ murmured Elmo, recalling

the words of Aneesa.

‘What was that?’ asked Yandu. 

Elmo watched in wonder. Of all the sights he

had seen, this one had to be the most awe-inspiring.

Yandu caught his mood. ‘It takes one’s breath

away, doesn’t it?’

Elmo tensed. The green film over the hatchway

was fading. A wind sprang up as if from nowhere.

Elmo almost dropped his propulsion unit, but

managed to hold onto it, gripping a nearby railing in

the crook of one arm.

‘They’re trying to jettison us from their craft!’

gasped Yandu. ‘They’ve tried everything and they

can’t catch or stop us—so now they’re sweeping us

out from under their feet!’

The wind was so fierce that they were both

lying parallel to the deck.

Elmo held on, his sight going black, his fingers

growing cold and numb—only his fingers kept him

from swooping out through the hatchway into the

airless vacuum of space.

Then the doors opened, and a robot stepped

through, its boots clamped by some electrical

means to the deck.

That was Elmo’s last sight, the robot watching

impassively, as his vision darkened, consumed by
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the roaring flame of unconsciousness.
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Chapter 6Chapter 6Chapter 6Chapter 6

Return to the City-ShipReturn to the City-ShipReturn to the City-ShipReturn to the City-Ship

Illustrated by Roy G. Krenkell, Jr.

'Elmo!'

Buto, the rhinoceros,

thudded into Elmo's midriff.

'Elmo bundolo!' snarled

the ape-man.

'Elmo, it is I. Yandu.

You have lost your senses.

Snap out of it man!'

Elmo heard Pand, the

thunder, bursting about his

head. Ara, the lightning,

struck, but Elmo was too quick. His hand snaked

up, caught the other's wrist. Then he recognised

that he had Yandu by the wrist, and Yandu was

snapping his fingers, trying to make him come

around. Glaring wildly about, Elmo found himself in

a room. There was loose straw underfoot, like ani-

mal bedding, but it felt manufactured, not natural.

Yandu sighed. 'Thank the Powers. That bolas

contraption kept zapping you every time you came
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around, Elmo. If Major M'Kimbo hadn't managed to

get loose from his bonds, I think your brains would

be scrambled by now.'

Elmo looked past Yandu's shoulder and saw

Major M'Kimbo, standing behind him. 'So--they got

you too?'

'I was the first they captured, remember?'

Elmo tried to remember. It was like looking

down an elevator shaft from the top of the Empire

State Building--a long, long darkness.

Yet he knew Yandu, and he knew who Major

M'Kimbo was. He spoke a few words in French,

recalling that Major M'Kimbo and the rest of the

crew--on the boat--spoke with French accents.--

And mokêle-mbêmbe! And the Lizard-Men. Like a

box of exploding dominoes the images flooded

painfully back, and along with the images, the

scents, the sounds, the feelings.

Major M'Kimbo looked blank for a moment.

Yandu repeated Elmo's phrase: 

'La grammaire qui sait régenter jusqu'aux rois.'

Major M'Kimbo frowned, and glanced uncer-

tainly at Yandu. 'What's he talking about?'

'A quote from Moliére: Even kings are gov-

erned by grammar.'

'What's that mean?'

Yandu looked thoughtful. 'I'm not sure.' He

smiled at Elmo. 'Milord, I did not think you a book-

ish man.'

'The man who taught me French, my oldest

civilised friend, loved the works of Moliére. I'm

afraid it somewhat passed me by.'

Yandu laughed, thumping Major M'Kimbo on
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the shoulders. 'You know, I've a dossier on Elmo

several inches thick, and yet none of it ever men-

tioned your sense of humour.'

Major M'Kimbo glanced uncertainly between

the two. 'Sense of humour, sir. Of course.'

Elmo sat up from his bunk and pushed away the

soft bedding. A shelf moulded into the wall held a

carafe of water. Elmo sniffed it cautiously, then

drank from it.

Grunting he returned it. 'Faugh! It smells of

Keesha, the lizard, like everything about this place.'

He rose to roam about the walls, testing their

strength. 'We are bound from our planet. Where will

they take us?'

Yandu said, 'We don't know yet.'

Elmo sniffed the walls, searching for vents, for

any sign of weakness. His questing nose brought

him up to Major M'Kimbo, who shuffled uncomfort-

ably out of the way.

'They have freed us only to pen us in,' growled

Elmo. 'Why didn't they kill us?'

'Live specimens?' suggested M'Kimbo.

'They should have killed us,' said Elmo.

His examination of their cell complete, Elmo

turned to the discarded apparatus of the bolas. 'Is

there anything in this contraption that we can use to

damage these walls?'

'Watch those electrodes,' warned Major M'Kim-

bo. 'They're still live.'

Elmo looked surprised. 'They are?'

Yandu grinned. 'That's what was keeping you

sedated. Giving you your bad dreams. I know. Major

M'Kimbo helped me get free of my apparatus.'
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Elmo had separated the bolas by now. 'There

are only two bolas here. Where is yours, Major

M'Kimbo?'

'They removed it before they placed me in

here. Don't forget I saw you and'--he ducked his

head in a gesture of humility--'my king here, when

you were captured after they opened the outside

hatch. The Sliggest were prepared to lose you, but

they judged it just right.'

Yandu turned to Major M'Kimbo. 'The who?'

Major M'Kimbo faltered for a moment. 'Sorry,

my king. What did you say?'

'You mentioned a name there. The Sliggest. Is

that the name of our captors?'

'Yes,' faltered the major. 'Yes. They—'

'Introduced themselves to you?' asked Elmo

dryly.

'Well, yes. They did. They said, "Ho, you are

now a captive of the Sliggest! You will serve the

God-Lord until your last breath."'

'Well,' remarked Yandu. 'That's something. I

would hate to be captured by atheistic, communist-

type aliens who had no love for the Lord God.'

'Unless it's a different Lord God, say, a "God-

Lord",' said Elmo.

The major blinked and looked uncomfortable.

He glanced from Elmo to Yandu who were exchang-

ing a long, meditative scrutiny of each other.

Elmo clashed the electrodes together. 'Surely

we can get out of this cell somehow. We have

electricity. We have water.'

'We don't have a door,' replied Yandu. 'None of

us was conscious coming in here. We don't know
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how they got us in here.'

Elmo looked up. 'They would have used their

column of light. They build everything on a grand

scale--even their cells.'

'Or their specimen jars,' added Yandu.

Overhead, Elmo could see no ceiling. Light

panels glowed in the walls, but once past the light

they emitted, the ceiling faded into black. Elmo

thought of the elevator shaft. Perhaps he had been

more aware of his surroundings while unconscious

than he had first realised.

Elmo examined the propulsion units of the

bolas. It surprised him that such small engines were

capable of carrying the full weight of a man.

He noticed that Yandu was eyeing him. Elmo

said:

'Do you think we can get out of here by using

these engines? Remember, when I broke off the

robot's leg and dismantled its jet-boots. They got

me out of trouble--although I suppose it was more

out of the frying pan and into the fire.'

Yandu took one of the bolas from him and

looked it over keenly. 'Major, what do you think of

Elmo's plan? Do you think we can do it between the

two of us?'

M'Kimbo looked interested, fingering the small

fuselage. 'Perhaps we can cross-wire them and get

the two of them powered up enough to carry one of

us to the top of the cell.'

Elmo sat back on his bedding and watched as

the two Gomangani worked at the alien engines. It

amused him that they were more at home with

technology than he was. He could see the possibili-
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ties of the engines' use, but the thought of poking

about metallic innards, while he still had a jungle to

swing through did not appeal to him.

He nursed his revulsion of the lizard stench

that permeated the cell. Then, like any caged animal

that knows it must husband its resources for a

future effort, Elmo drifted back to sleep.

He was shaken awake some time later by an

excited Yandu. 'We've got it, Elmo! Major M'Kimbo

cracked it.'

'My lord the king is the one who saw the

theory,' admitted M'Kimbo.

Elmo yawned and stretched his mighty frame.

He was stiff from his long sleep. He longed to

match himself once more against the inhuman

machines of the Lizard-Men--they might be unliving

and cold, but they were worthy foes, better than

their masters.

'I will go in the harness,' said Elmo. 'I am

rested, and you two look exhausted from your

labours.'

As he bound himself into the twin bolas con-

traption, Major M'Kimbo showed him how to vary

the power to the propulsion units by opening and

closing the distance between the two sets of elec-

trodes.

'You don't have a steering system,' he added,

'but that shouldn't be a problem, since there's only

one way to go.'

Elmo pressed the contacts closed, and the

electrodes glowed as bright as burning magnesium.

The units flared white flame and thrust him several

feet up into the air.
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'I'll be back.'

Once Elmo was above the lights, the darkness

closed in around him. The air grew warmer, more

humid, as if it was set for an alien constitution.

Despite his first notion that the Lizard-Men

came from somewhere in Pellucidar, within the

earth's core, Elmo had accepted that these were

truly alien creatures from another world, come to

do harm to his planet. He was aware of the tyranny

of humankind and their cities; he suspected that the

tyranny of the Lizard-Men would be much the

same.

The tunnel was so long that he was beginning

to wonder if he was ever going to come to its end.

He knew that the sky-craft was enormous judging

from what he had seen from below its hull. He

hadn't given any thought to quite how tall it might

be. He visualised something shaped like a witch's

hat. If the ship was formed in that fashion, it would

permit an excess of tunnels of this length.

But it didn't quite fit into the idea that it was a

specimen jar--as Major M'Kimbo had suggested.

They were profligate with space, these Lizard-Men,

but they had to work within some general engineer-

ing constraints. Why make a cell a thousand yards

long, when a cell ten feet cubed would suffice?

The further he advanced up through the tunnel,

the more Elmo became convinced that they weren't

in any conventional holding cell.

Yet the tunnel ran as straight as a die. Below,

he could see a twinkling star of light--the cell where

Yandu and M'Kimbo were waiting. Above--there

was nothing. No light to suggest hope, no change to
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indicate an ending.

Then he reached the end and he could see out.

And then he realised where he was.

They had first climbed into a sky-craft, but then

they had seen the Earth from thousands of feet in

the atmosphere. Now he saw the pitted face of the

sun-ward side of the moon--it was only a few million

miles away, off to his right, and it was falling behind

at a perceptible rate.

The shadow of the dark side of the moon

swooped up like a vast sponge drinking up light.

And there, in the darkness beyond, he could see a

city of lights. A city not built on any planet, but a

city that dwarfed many a country back on Earth.

It shone like a star of itself, but the sky-craft

was swooping too quickly towards it for Elmo to

doubt that this was their ultimate destination. And

when he looked around he saw other craft--similar

to the one he was on (and they were indeed shaped

like a witch's hat, or a child's spinning top).

And they all bore themselves towards the huge

shining star of lights, a veritable metropolis of

gleaming towers, and blazing pillars. Even as he

watched, Elmo saw the other craft settle down on

gantries on the city--like lights returning to a

Christmas tree.

The gleaming edifice pulsed and throbbed with

an alien energy--a drive that Elmo knew he would

have to overcome in order to retrace his way back

to the green jungles of Africa.
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The Coming of Zee-hoThe Coming of Zee-hoThe Coming of Zee-hoThe Coming of Zee-ho

Illustrated by Andy Nunez

The vast neon-glowing city-ship rolled beneath

Elmo’s view port. It went on and on, as far as his

eyes could see, from horizon to horizon. There

were conduits of pulsing, living gold beneath him,

like veins in a living creature. These conduits

writhed in patterns that were half organic, half

geometric. Towers loomed beneath him, some of

them rising so close that Elmo was sure on more

than one occasion that they were on a collision

course.

Now that he had reached the top of their cell,

he had found a resting place, a shelf to perch on. He

removed the bolas apparatus and dropped it down,

hoping that one of the others would take it as a

message to follow him. 

Now that he had the light to do so, he scanned

the walls of the cell at this height. They were as

impenetrable as ever. Despite the long, long ascent,

he had merely reached a dead end.

Elmo used all of his senses to examine the

walls, hugging his body to the material in order to
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trawl for infra-sonics, as he had learned to listen for

the distant infra-sonic sounds emanating from

Tantor, the elephant.

Below, the vast landscape of alien architecture

and engineering pulsed on, sending its red and

golden light over his skin.

He listened with his ears pressed close to the

wall, tapping sometimes, hoping for a response, but

the material was curiously sound-proofed.

Thinking over his situation, his keen ears told

him that one of the others was coming up the long

haul of the cell. 

If this wasn’t a cell, the ape-man reasoned, then

what was it, and where were they? If it was a cell,

they were prisoners--whether they were live

specimens, as Major M’Kimbo speculated, or

merely incarcerates for the safety of the ship’s

crew--it didn’t really matter.

But.

If they weren’t in a cell, then their status was

a little more dubious. The more Elmo thought about

it, the more he felt like a stowaway than a prisoner.

But how could that be? He could recall blacking out

at the feet of the multi-coloured robots. What had

happened during his period of unconsciousness to

change his status from prisoner to--escapee?

The curious riddle of the missing bolas in-

trigued him. 

Yandu arrived, floating up from the darkness

below, like a pantomime genie.

‘Amazing!’ was his first reaction on viewing the

vast panorama outside.

‘Do you think the bolas have enough energy to
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bring Major M’Kimbo up here?’

‘I’m not sure,’ replied Yandu. ‘They cut out on

me once or twice on the way up. It was not a pleas-

ant sensation. Only my agility as the receptacle for

the powers of my people’s totem, the Black Pan-

ther, saved me from plunging all the way back

down. And luckily enough the bolas cut back in

again, but it was touch and go for a while.’

‘Do you have Sheetah, the panther’s, sense of

smell?’

‘Perhaps not as keen as a real panther’s, but it

is certainly enhanced by my role as the embodiment

of the Black Panther. Why do you ask?’

‘What do you smell up here?’

‘Apart from unwashed Elmo, you mean?’ said

Yandu, with a wicked smile.

Elmo tilted his head, waiting for a proper reply.

Yandu snuffed the air, closing his eyes, the features

of his face thrusting themselves forward a little,

almost as if he might transform into a Go-Sheetah

before Elmo’s eyes. 

Aneesa had regaled Elmo and his family with

Arab legends of shape-shifters--either wizards or

jinn--who were able to use the magical power

(known in Arabic as maskh) to turn into various

creatures. Elmo and his son, Korak, had been a

little less sceptical than their civilisation-bred

spouses and friends concerning how far below the

surface of the human psyche lurked the ravening

beast.

Yandu was using his vomero-nasal organ, an

organ in man that had all but atrophied away. In

Histah, the snake, however, the vomero-nasal organ
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was the area within the snake’s head where the tips

of its forked tongue rested during its questing of the

air for scent. The vomero-nasal organ received the

air that the forked tongue tasted, and analysed it,

passing on its messages to the reptile’s brain.

Elmo, knowing that his powers of smell were

vastly greater than any city-bred individual, was

aware that he used the same technique. Admittedly,

he couldn’t use his tongue to transfer olfactory

molecules in the air to his vomero-nasal organ, but

this snuffing technique was one that he recognised.

His smell would never be as sensitive as that of,

say, a German Shepherd dog, but added to his other

senses and to his human analytical ability, it brought

him within the Alsatian’s tracking ability.

Finally Yandu opened his eyes, a little puzzled.

‘I can smell Lizard-Men. The air is rank with them.

But there is another smell which I’ve been smelling

for a while. At first I thought it must be Lizard-Man,

but it’s sweeter, with a bitter after-taste.’

‘It has diminished since we both reached this

place,’ anticipated Elmo. 

He fell silent, waiting for Yandu to follow his

reasoning.

Yandu’s eyes grew pensive, almost cat-like,

then he nodded. ‘You think Major M’Kimbo is a

little more--or a little less--than he appears to be?’

‘He doesn’t smell human,’ concluded Elmo. ‘I

picked up the scent almost as soon as I met him,

but I was fooled into thinking it was really mokêle-

mbêmbe that I was smelling.’

‘I’ve known Major M’Kimbo since we were

both teenagers. We were both trained under Zungu,
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my military advisor. M’Kimbo never smelt of lizard

then.’

‘Chameleons can change colour,’ mused Elmo,

aloud. ‘Perhaps reptiles with a sufficient evolution-

ary history behind them can do more than change

colour. Perhaps they can mimic skin texture,

hair—’

‘Voice,’ added Yandu. ‘They would have to be

able to fool close friends.’

‘Maybe it only happened the day before yester-

day. So you met this "Major M’Kimbo" under the

heightened events at the boat--racing to meet a

deadline, in the presence of mokêle-mbêmbe, about

to board an alien spacecraft. You wouldn’t notice the

tiny wrongness.’

Yandu sighed. ‘You knew this first. That’s why

you spoke the French quotation.’

Elmo smiled grimly. ‘Not I, as such. Something

in my subconscious warned me. The Moliére

quotation came up unbidden. I was just coming

around, you’ll recall.’

Yandu scowled. ‘Thank you, Elmo. You know,

I’m beginning to think you are right. Kings aren’t

the best of people, after all. My royal pride is stung

that you discovered this first.’

‘At least you have the royal insight. It is royal

blindness that is the real snare.’

Yandu looked past the ape-man, as the land-

scape changed outside. A bright white lake of light

flooded their cell.

‘We’re docking,’ murmured Yandu, his voice

catching, as the sheer scale of the scene outside

took his breath away.
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Elmo joined him at the clear hatch. The trans-

parent material was a blister on the hull of the sky-

craft and permitted them to lift their heads a little

and stare along the length of the fuselage. Elmo

counted a dozen other ships, flying in formation

with the one that they were on.

‘This vessel is larger than the whole of Anyi-

mawu!’ exclaimed Yandu. ‘Maybe bigger, if you

count that it will have more surface area in the way

of corridors and levels than a simple flat piece of

real estate.’

The sky-craft settled into place without a jar,

and only when the other ships in the formation had

settled, did Elmo realise that they had finally come

to a halt. The other ships nestled on mooring

towers, giving the illusion of a huge field of mush-

rooms. There were thousands of such ships.

Yandu growled at the sight. ‘Is this an invasion

of the Earth? If so, I think they’ve come a tad over-

prepared. There’s probably more firepower in a

dozen of those ships than there is in the armoury of

the entire world. And I’m talking atomic capability,

everything!’

‘If it is firepower they’re looking for, then

they’ve come to the wrong planet,’ agreed Elmo.

‘But they haven’t been stealing weapons, have

they? They’ve been taking tissue samples of animal

species. Perhaps what they are short of is—’

‘Bio-diversity?’ asked Yandu.

Elmo shrugged. ‘I don’t have the word for what

they want, but they are up to their gullets in ma-

chines and clockwork toys. Earth must have some-

thing that makes a difference.’
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Yandu looked distant, as if his thoughts were

speeding on paths that led him very far away.

Elmo went on. ‘I was thinking before you

arrived. If Major M’Kimbo is more than what he

seems, then this is not a holding cell. We are

escapees. Before they open up this ship to the rest

of their vessel, they will want to—’

‘Flush out the vermin?’

Elmo held up his hand. ‘That’s why you’re the

king--you always—’

‘Finish off your speeches for you?’

‘I think I’ll speak in Mangani, after this. At least

that way—’

‘I won’t know what you’re saying?’

‘Something like that.’

Yandu nodded, grinning. ‘If we are discovered,

we split up? Okay?’

Elmo nodded.

‘I’ll go right,’ continued Yandu, ‘and—’

‘I’ll go to the left,’ finished Elmo, mischie-

vously.

Yandu grinned and clapped him on the shoul-

der. ‘Hey! It is not so hard, is it? You’re catching

on.’

They watched with some interest the activity

that occurred outside. Several small ships flew from

the other new arrivals and appeared to be converg-

ing on the sky-craft that had captured them.

Yandu nodded. ‘Yep, we’ve hit the headlines.

They can’t breach the integrity of the whole city.

They are going to have to clean us out first.’

‘What’s your guess--flesh and blood creatures

or robots?’
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‘Take your pick. We’ve been able to handle

both, so far. Well—’ 

‘Almost,’ finished Elmo.

Yandu shifted back from the observation blis-

ter. ‘We’ve got company. They must be checking

every porthole by eye.’

Elmo swung down so that his fingertips were

the only thing taking the strain on the ledge at the

top of the cell. He had been in many situations

where he had depended on the strength in his

fingers to stop him from falling to his death, but

never one quite like this. Never with a fall so far

from Earth.

Yandu did likewise, stationing himself diago-

nally opposite Elmo so that they could cover as

much of the view port as possible.

Long minutes passed by, the only sound that of

Elmo’s pulse raging in his ears, and the faint sound

of Yandu’s breathing. A fire kindled in the cords of

his shoulder muscles, inching along his flesh like a

poison corroding the integrity of his strength.

Yandu spoke softly out of the shadows oppo-

site. ‘Gotta play... this just right... Elmo.’

‘You go up first, rest,’ said Elmo. ‘Then, you

come down and I’ll go up and rest.’

‘Uh-uh,’ replied Yandu, his voice labouring

harshly. ‘Won’t work that way. What good would we

be if we do that--we’ll be too exhausted to resist

capture.’

Together they both returned to the shelf, and

relaxed their muscles, shrugging and shifting

sensation back into their upper arms.

Yandu said, ‘We need them to find us, Elmo.’
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‘Otherwise, we can’t escape from this tube.’

‘Right. Once we’re out of the tube, then we’ll

have somewhere to run.’

‘Not if they take us out into space.’

‘Well, if they do that, then they want us dead.

There’s no help for that.’

Silence fell. Elmo risked a quick look outside.

‘They’ve passed us by on their outside sweep. If

they come for us, then it’ll be from inside.’

After a long brooding silence, Yandu said,

‘You’re married, Elmo. Any kids?’

‘Just one. He’s grown up, with children of his

own.’

‘You proud of him?’

‘Very.’

‘I have a son. Yerro. Damn, but I’m proud of

him. He’s going to be king after me some day.

Chokes me up to think that he could be king tomor-

row. He’s only a youngster right now, but he’s got

his Daddy’s grip.’

Elmo sat up, alarmed at a faint sound emanating

from below. ‘Shh! You hear anything?’

They both listened tensely. Then the noise

came again, to be repeated a third time. 

‘Definitely activity down below.’

‘Doesn’t sound like bolas...’ murmured Elmo.

Whatever it was that was coming up the cell, it

wasn’t flying. After long, long minutes they could

hear a stealthy tread, a creak of muscle-joints.

Elmo, leaning against the wall with the whole

length of his body, sensed the tension in the mate-

rial.

What that told him, raised the hairs on the back
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of his neck. He was debating with himself whether

to tell Yandu of his suspicions, when Yandu whis-

pered:

‘There’s two of them, Elmo. They are climbing

up back to back, braced against each other. They’re

breathing, so I guess that makes them alive, but

they must be big if they can climb up the cell braced

against each other like that.’

Elmo’s lips curved into a half-smile, the same

half-smile that usually played on his lips when he

faced death or uncertain odds. He had hesitated in

telling Yandu because he had begun to doubt the

king’s morale. 

‘I would like to have Major M’Kimbo here right

now, to answer a few questions.’

‘Maybe you’ll get your chance.’

‘We can’t fight in here. If we fall, the height will

kill us.’

‘Won’t be the height that kills you, It is what

stops you at the bottom.’

Talking ceased as the things below them

paused in their furtive advance. A faint rustling

sound followed.

Elmo rolled onto his chest and stared down into

the darkness, only his head over the side of the

shelf. His eyes couldn’t pierce that Stygian gloom,

but slowly, slowly, something began to emerge into

the reflected light from outside.

At first it was like something from a bad dream.

Two semi-circles of red eyes caught the light, cold

and unwinking, like rubies. Even before Elmo saw

the rest of the creatures, he knew they were some-

thing that belonged to the spider-kind, which
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explained their agility and also the absence of heavy

breathing. Any mammal climbing a similar height

would have been breathing harshly to sustain its

muscles with oxygen. It also explained the rustling.

The two creatures had woven a net between them,

using silk from their spinnerets. 

Yandu stirred on his shelf opposite. ‘Spiders.

Why did it have to be spiders?’

Elmo drew himself up and crouched on the

edge of the shelf. ‘If we jumped together, they

might cushion our fall.’

Yandu sat up. ‘You’re such a take-charge kind

of guy, Elmo. Remember, if we get past these guys,

we split up. Make the head honcho of this jalopy

sorry he ever heard of Anyi-mawu.’

‘I doubt he’s heard of it at all,’ said Elmo.

He was waiting for the spider-things to get

closer. They were bulky. As they emerged into the

light, Elmo could see that their limbs filled the

entire space of the cell area. They climbed with

their backs in the diagonal space, which suggested

that they found this cell too cramped for their liking.

Elmo leaned over, still crouched. ‘Kreegah!’ he

growled in the guttural tongue of the great apes.

‘Elmo bundolo!’

The spider-things paused, their multi-action

jaws worked for a moment, tying more knots in

their silken cords. 

The great apes had no word for spider in their

tongue, but Elmo had often coined the neologism,

Zee-ho, meaning Many-Legs, to cover arachnids.

‘Elmo bundolo Zee-ho!’ he growled. ‘Elmo shall

kill Zee-ho!’ he boasted.
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'Zee-ho', down in his deep pit, bared his fangs

and came up in a rush of limbs and flashing pincers.

Yandu waited for Elmo to jump, his eyes fixed

on the approaching monstrosity, his peripheral

vision tuned in to the monarch of the jungle.

Elmo tipped himself forward, dropping down

feet first just as Zee-ho was some twenty feet

below them. Yandu growled, echoing the ape-man’s

bestial roars.

‘For Anyi-mawu! For Yerro.’

The two jungle monarchs hit simultaneously.

Both were barefoot, but with soles hardened by

years of outdoor life. 

Elmo struck hard carapace, heavily furred, but

as tough as sheet metal underneath. His weight and

momentum popped open the carapace like a can of

worms and pulpy flesh spurted out.

With shrieks that soared into the hypersonic,

Zee-ho opened

his many fangs

to close about

E lmo ’ s  l e g .

Elmo vaulted

back up against

the wall, then

drove himself

t owards the

semi-circle of gem-like eyes.

Ichor spurted with a gelatinous plop as his fist

drove into the bulbous multi-faceted orbs.

Limbs that were too long and gangly for their

cramped position in the long tube-like cell flailed

ineffectually. 
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Elmo grabbed one, leaning against it, like a

boatman poling a punt through a fetid swamp. With

a creak of tearing chitin and parting tendons, the leg

gave way and began to flop loosely.

Elmo paused to assess his attack on Zee-ho and

was not surprised to find that the walls of the cell

were rushing past. He judged that they were de-

scending at perhaps five miles an hour.

Yandu had also managed to cow his opponent,

so that both Zee-hos were more worried about

sliding to their deaths than in pursuing the combat.

Elmo called over, ‘This is too easy!’

Even as he spoke, the Zee-hos came to an

abrupt halt, and suddenly they were on the offen-

sive once more.

Elmo, relishing the action after so long in

confinement, shook what little human restraints

were left on his nature and carried the battle to

Zee-ho. With his left leg he caught the inside edge

of the creature’s scimitar-like mandible, and with

both arms he managed to snag hold of the other

mandible. Each mandible was possibly nine feet in

length, and curved like a vast reaper’s scythe.

Flexed between them, Elmo slid towards the crea-

ture’s jaw-parts and began to straighten up. 

Zee-ho withdrew its legs, so that the two Zee-

hos fell apart. Elmo was underneath, but he didn’t

relax his hold on the creature’s mandibles.

Underneath the Zee-ho, with Yandu and the

other Zee-ho still actively searching for a means to

close effectively with the other, Elmo learned what

had braked their descent.

The two Zee-hos had created a safety net for
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themselves, aware that they might have to fight

when they reached the top of the cell.

With gravity causing the Zee-ho’s drool to

dribble down on him, Elmo felt his skin growing

numb. The saliva had to contain a contact narcotic.

If he didn’t finish Zee-ho soon, he might well find

himself succumbing to the creature’s chemical

attack.

Throwing himself back against the springy

surface of the web, Elmo inched himself closer and

closer to the Zee-ho’s horrid face. All the while, his

guttural snarls in Mangani filled the air with terrible

threats.

With each backward surge, the force on the

Zee-ho’s mandibles grew greater. Thick liquid now

drizzled down--Elmo could only speculate, in the

midst of his animal fighting rage, that this was Zee-

ho’s blood.

Finally, a thrust from the trampoline web

beneath him pushed his face right against the

matted fur of the Zee-ho’s cranium. Elmo seized

this fur with his teeth, and held on--an extra hold to

wear down the vast strength in the Zee-ho’s limbs.

Elmo gnawed with his teeth, pushed with his

feet, struggled with his arms and shoulders, and

ignored the steady rain of body fluids making his

grip all the more difficult.

Just as he thought his own strength must be

the first to quit, the mandibles suddenly relaxed.

The Zee-ho ripped open like an airport bag with a

faulty zip, emptying the contents of its internal

organs and body orifices over him.

Coughing and spluttering, Elmo found himself
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inside the body cavity of the great spider-thing.

Punching upwards, through the plates of chitin that

armoured its abdomen, he found it took several

blows before he could punch a fist through to the

other side.

There he found Yandu still wrestling with his

opponent. A sweeping tarsus or foot of the Zee-ho

swept past, almost slipping into the orifice that

Elmo had punched out from the inside.

Reaching up, he grabbed the Zee-ho’s foot,

pulled it in and effectively pinioned it, while Yandu

delivered the death-blow.

Dropping through to the other side of the Zee-

ho, Elmo climbed outside and up past the creature’s

multiple limbs--almost twenty legs, by no means a

true spider, he noted in passing.

Yandu greeted him with a brotherly hug.

‘Thanks for that assist there. I had him on the

ropes, but they are tough!’

Elmo clapped him on the back. ‘Thanks, Yandu.

But, if I were you, I would stand back and cover

your ears. There is something that I have to do.’

Before Yandu could question or protest, Elmo

placed his foot on the neck of his slain enemy,

thrust out his mighty, ichor-slimed chest and gave

vent to the victory cry of the bull Mangani.
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Yandu shook his

ringing head, and said,

‘Why didn’t you scream

like that before the xeno-

spiders attacked? I think

they might have turned

tail and fled!’

‘That is the victory

cry of the bull ape,’ replied Elmo, flushed with the

charge of energy it always gave him.

Yandu looked at the remains of Elmo’s oppo-

nent. ‘What did you do? Perform an autopsy?’

‘I did what had to be done,’ said Elmo simply.

He lifted up one of the Zee-ho’s mandibles and

placed it against the side of the cell. Stepping back,

he brought both feet down on it in an effort to snap

it into a more handy-sized weapon. It cracked under

his first kick, and severed completely after the

second. Elmo lifted it up and swung it about. 

‘It’s not a balanced blade, but it will have to do

until we get something better. The inside edges
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aren’t sharp.’ He held it up for Yandu’s inspection.

‘See the groove that lines the inside edge of it. I

could feel my skin growing numb on contact with it.

What about you?’

‘My tactics were a little different from yours,

Elmo,’ replied the king. ‘You closed with it, em-

braced its alien presence. I tried to wear it down by

keeping out of its reach.’

‘I’ve destroyed most of the innards,’ said Elmo,

‘but I think we could salvage a poison gland from

your Zee-ho.’

‘From my what?’

‘From your--your xeno-spider. And some of

this webbing that they’ve created. There must be a

duct or gland that secretes fluid. And they’ve also

got a gland that secretes a glue, otherwise this web

platform that we’re standing on wouldn’t be here.’

‘I see what you mean,’ said Yandu, rubbing his

jaw dubiously.

Elmo lifted up the limb that he had severed

during the fight. He broke it open across his knee

and smelt the muscles inside the exo-skeleton.

‘Smells... interesting.’ He tore at the raw flesh

with his white teeth. ‘You should try some.’

Yandu held his hand to his mouth. ‘Thanks, but

I’m not quite up to raw meat. Not just yet.’

‘It’s like sushi,’ said Elmo, tearing at the strips

of pink, glistening flesh. 

‘What is "sooshi"?’ demanded Yandu.

‘Raw fish. Have you ever been to Japan? Raw

fish is a delicacy there--and they’re civilised.’ He

gnawed the last of the meat from the inside of the

exo-skeleton. ‘Or more like lobster.’
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Yandu finally found his voice. ‘I know what

sushi is. More to the point--you’ve been to Japan?’

‘Yes. For the skiing. Jane and I went a few

years after the war. It was very private. Nobody

knew us there.’

Yandu looked pensive. Elmo grinned and broke

open another segment of Zee-ho leg. ‘Another item

that’s not in my dossier?’

Yandu laughed. ‘Reading about you is one thing,

Elmo. Meeting you--fighting alongside you--it’s

quite another. You know, some of the stories I’d

heard about you I’d thought too fantastic, but now,

having spent some time in your company... I’m not

so sure.’

‘You should eat,’ continued Elmo. ‘Keep your

strength up.’

‘I think I’ll pass. My religion forbids the eating

of something that doesn’t come from the world of

my birth.’

‘Seriously?’ asked Elmo, pausing in his repast.

Yandu’s bellow of laughter was answer enough.

Once Elmo had feasted, he set about slitting

open the corpse of the second Zee-ho. He examined

the various glands and sacs around the mouth-parts,

until he had isolated the oozing sphincters that

secreted the numbing enzyme.

Working his way systematically through the

creature’s anatomy, he found the spinnerets that

wove silk. By squeezing them gently he could spray

the webbing out as a fine spray. Seconds after

contacting the air, the silk hardened into fine lines

each as strong as fishing twine. Elmo tested it and

ended up with a healthy respect for it. He also
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discovered the ‘glue’ glands, close to the spinner-

ets. The glue could obviously be deployed at will,

depending on whether the Zee-ho was planning a

sticky trap-like web, or a length of climbing line.

Now that he had an inkling of what to look for,

he set about rummaging through the outraged

remains of the first Zee-ho, plundering its insides

for more webbing glands, glue glands, and more of

the contact poison sacs.

Yandu, meanwhile, kept himself busy by sorting

out the extruded webbing and looping it into a

single length. When he had finished, he announced:

‘There has to be at least two hundred feet of

rope here. Strong stuff, too. You could use it as a

ship's hawser.’

‘We are still no closer to getting out of here,’

said Elmo. 

‘We will have to go down and see how the

xeno-spiders got in. We know there must be a way

in because they got in--as did we.’

‘I wonder did they capture Major M’Kimbo?’

speculated Elmo. ‘Perhaps we’ll find him wrapped

up like a mummy at the foot of the shaft.’

‘That’s if they didn’t already divide him up

between them.’

‘I don’t think so,’ responded Elmo. ‘Spiders eat

by injecting a venom that liquidises their prey. They

evolved to eat others like themselves, creatures

with a hard outer shell. Once the poison has done

its work, they go back and suck the juices of their

victim through a straw.’

‘Gruesome,’ said Yandu, with a shudder.

‘Ingenious,’ countered Elmo. ‘If they’ve done
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that with Major M’Kimbo, then I don’t think we can

do anything for him. But I didn’t smell any of his

lizard stink on them--did you?’

Yandu thought it over. ‘Now that you mention

it, they carried no tinge of his odour.’

‘If they’d tasted him, they would have had his

flavour all over their eating utensils,’ added Elmo,

enjoying the grisly subject.

Yandu, who had grown up with his friend, was

much less comfortable on the subject.

‘A bit like you, really,’ said Yandu.

Elmo rubbed at the dried body fluids on his

skin. ‘Don’t be too fastidious, O king. This is excel-

lent hunting strategy. If they use their lizard equiv-

alent of hunting dogs to track us down, then this

will make it much harder for them. If I were you, I

would douse myself in it.’

Yandu, despite himself, could see the logic in

Elmo’s suggestion. Grumbling, he applied the

noisome goo over his skin. 

Elmo wove himself a simple net bag to loop

over his shoulder so that he could carry the grue-

some salvage from the Zee-ho carcasses. He also

knotted a rough-and ready scabbard for the broken

mandible he had chosen to keep as a weapon.

Yandu had decided to use a whole mandible,

rather in the manner of a two-handed sword. The

blade used in this manner was unwieldy, but when

it hit with its tip, it was capable of piercing the

tough hide of the Zee-ho, a feat that Elmo couldn’t

duplicate with his smaller weapon.

‘Takes too long to make contact,’ said Elmo.

‘I’ll stick to in-fighting, you can keep your distance
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with this.’

Yandu’s odoriferous task complete, Elmo said,

‘It’s time we were on the move.’

They looped the end of the Zee-ho line over the

webbing and dropped the rest of the line down.

They were working in dimmer conditions down

here, with light filtering down from the observation

blister.

Underneath the platform of webbing, however,

they entered a deeper shadow, cast mainly by the

corpses of the great Zee-hos.

Yandu went down first. Testing the line to see

whether it held his weight or not, he called up:

‘The line isn’t rigid.’

Elmo called down to him. ‘I think that’s be-

cause the Zee-hos knew they would require more

webbing to stop a death-plunge. We’ve only fallen

a hundred feet or so. The next web platform, is

probably only another hundred feet again.’

‘I see what you mean,’ replied Yandu, beginning

to abseil down into the darkness.

All in all they passed twenty of the Zee-ho web

platforms, each roughly spaced at hundred feet

intervals. They took it in turns to abseil first

through each platform, and as Elmo broke one open,

he smelled a familiar scent.

‘I think we’re close to the bottom. There’s no

light, but I can smell Major M’Kimbo’s lizard body

odour.’

‘Something his best friend can’t bring himself

to tell him,’ added Yandu, with irony in his voice.

Elmo reached the floor of the cell and found it

pretty much as he had left it. There was no sign of
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Major M’Kimbo among the shreds of bedding. He

tasted the lizard-tainted water and quaffed it thirst-

ily, while waiting for Yandu to join him.

‘We’re no better off,’ groaned Yandu, when he

realised they had merely returned to the cell. ‘Apart

from our makeshift weapons, that is.’

‘How do they get out?’ demanded Elmo. ‘They

must have some means.’

Yandu added, ‘We have tested every square

foot of the walls as we climbed down. There’s no

hidden doors, no detachable panels.’

‘There are also no lights,’ added Elmo. ‘There

is nothing left on the wall to suggest that the lights

have ever even been here.’

‘What does that suggest?’ demanded Yandu,

growing angry. Then he paused: ‘What a minute.

We are looking at this in too limited a fashion.’

He turned and angrily tore the water unit from

the wall. The shelf that held the water carafe came

away easily under his assault. He examined the wall

behind it and growled:

‘Nothing! Then how is the water getting in?’

‘The same way as we did,’ suggested Elmo.

Yandu threw the water unit into the corner in

disgust. ‘I have heard of something--something so

advanced that they are only speculating about it at

the moment in the so-called "scientifiction" maga-

zines.’

Elmo pricked up his interest. ‘And?’

Yandu held his head in both hands. ‘What do

they call it? They call it--matter transmission.’

‘Go on.’

‘It works in principle like radio transmission,
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except that instead of decoding an electrical impulse

they decode a solid object--or even a living

creature--transform it into a stream of radio waves,

transmit those waves to a site elsewhere and

reconstitute the original.’

‘That’s why there are no doors in here,’ sighed

Elmo. ‘Ingenious. Not even Edgar Rice Burroughs

came up with anything like that!’

‘It means that we are reliant on them finding

us,’ groaned Yandu, ‘transmitting us out of here,

and putting us somewhere else where we will be

equally powerless.’

Yandu went on: ‘They discovered Major

M’Kimbo, caught him like a rat in a trap, transmit-

ted him into a proper cell. Then they transmitted

the two xeno-spiders in here to hunt us down. The

xeno-spiders must be their equivalent of retrievers

or bird dogs.’

‘Which means that perhaps I was wrong about

Major M’Kimbo,’ added Elmo. ‘Perhaps he is a

prisoner just like us.’

‘That’s another mystery we can sort out later.

If there is a later. Besides, if Major M’Kimbo—’

Elmo clapped a palm to Yandu’s mouth. It was

too dark here for them to see each other, although

the faintest of lights filtered down from the obser-

vation blister two thousand feet overhead.

While Elmo listened, he felt the air about him

grow heavy, as if a thunderstorm were brewing. His

ears popped--similar to ascent in a pressurised

aeroplane.

Suddenly a wet, mammalian stench flooded his

nostrils. The air was suddenly filled with screeching
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sounds, as if consonants themselves could somehow

become knives on the eardrums.

Elmo herded Yandu towards the webbing they

had just descended.

‘They’ve sent in back-up, Yandu,’ he shouted.

‘Climb up, and get some room to defend yourself.’

Yandu hesitated. ‘I don’t want to leave you to

their mercies.’

‘Go!’ urged Elmo. ‘We don’t have room to fight

two of them.’

Before Elmo could reply, a huge furred body

surged against him, massive limbs wrapping them-

selves around him like huge, furred tentacles. The

attack was so sudden, he didn’t have time to defend

himself.

Overhead, he could hear Yandu shinning up the

rope, then the movements stopped and he found

himself straining to listen--as surely as the beast

that held him was also doing likewise. 

Overhead came a faint rasping sound--Elmo

cried, ‘Yandu bundolo!’ and hurled himself to the

left.

The great beast that held him, anonymous in

the Stygian darkness, was jerked over on top of

him. Suddenly an impact ran through its massive

frame and Elmo felt wet gore spreading over his

limbs, and pooling underneath his body.

Yandu’s voice came from very close by: ‘Elmo!

Elmo, can you hear me!’

‘Killed it with one blow, did you?’ rasped Elmo,

the wind knocked out of him, by Yandu’s full weight

landing on the beast. ‘With your scimitar-mandible?’

‘I got tired of you bailing me out,’ growled
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Yandu, but a smile cracked in his voice at the end.

‘I’ve no leverage,’ rasped Elmo. ‘It’s limbs are

wrapped around me at least three times. You’ll have

to pull it off me.’

In the darkness, he was aware of Yandu moving

about, then the weight lessened on his chest, and

he could feel the tugs on the dead creature as

Yandu strove to free him.

‘Hello,’ remarked Yandu. ‘This beastie has a

collar around its neck. Judging from what I can feel

of its head, it’s something like a gigantic baboon--

teeth like chisels in its jaws, but it must have

orders to capture, rather than kill. Got a good high

forehead. Could be close to intelligent.’

Eventually Yandu unwound the beast from its

limbs, and Elmo was free at last. ‘Thanks for the

save. I don’t often have to say that--it’s difficult for

me. It’s usually the other way round.’

‘Just as well it’s dark then,’ quipped Yandu. ‘It

can save your blushes.’

Yandu moved around the beast’s flanks, grunt-

ing with the effort of trying to withdraw his make-

shift blade. ‘I can’t free my weapon. It’s embedded

almost its full length through the beastie.’

‘I’m glad it didn’t skewer me along with it.’

‘Thing is, ‘ said Yandu, ‘how did it get in here?’

Elmo was at the beast’s throat, examining the

collar. It was formed from a woven fabric. It had no

buckle, but instead consisted of a grip that permit-

ted the fabric to slide in one direction, but not the

other. To Elmo’s fingers, it had a mass-manufac-

tured feel.

Embedded in the fabric were wires or filaments
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of some kind, along with little bits of electronics.

The light was too dim for Elmo to make anything of

this. It smelt of Lizard-Man, and the horrid wet-fur

smell of the mammal.

Elmo began to tug at the collar, hoping to pull

it through the clasp. Yandu, feeling the beast move,

cried out in alarm.

‘What are you doing, Elmo?’

Before the ape-man could reply, the collar grew

hot beneath his fingers. Light flooded up from the

collar: a light so intense that he could see his own

bones shining through the fabric of his skin, muscle

and tendons.

The light grew brighter, rushing through him,

as if his whole body had become photo-sensitive.

He shouted out a warning to Yandu, but it was too

late: he could hear the king’s voice rise up on a note

of anger and pain.

There came a wind from nowhere, a furious

wind, as hot as the skinning-knives of Kudo, the

sun--Elmo, sensitive as always to movement, felt a

lurch from inside. It was as if the space around him

had suddenly regurgitated him--elsewhere. It was

an animal thing, as if the physics of reality had

suddenly mutated into the zoology of reality. Per-

haps, for him, he thought, they always would.

From almost total darkness, to the harsh bright

glare of an operating theatre, Elmo knew that he

was in the spotlight. The surface underfoot was a

metallic finish, as highly-polished as a mirror.

Overhead, the lights that had greeted him on

boarding the sky-craft beat down on his skin,

popping every pore for a globule of sweat.
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Holding his arms up against the light, Elmo

peered about. The walls were of a metallic sub-

stance, again highly polished. In the reflection, he

could see Yandu moving sluggishly, holding his

head as if he suffered from motion sickness.

A voice boomed down from overhead, as harsh

and metallic as the surfaces it rebounded from:

‘Greetings, men of Earth. You are very privi-

leged to receive this audience.’

Elmo shielded his eyes and ignored the voice,

looking grimly about for a way out of this new cage.

Yandu straightened, looking up, to where the

voice apparently originated.

‘I am Yandu Yerro ha-Anyi-mawu, monarch of

the Hidden Kingdom of Anyi-mawu, guardian of the

Secret Tumulus. I insist that you return me and my

companion, Elmo of the Apes, Lord of the Jungle, to

our home planet, without any unreasonable delay.’

The metallic voice clashed into sharp-edged

laughter. ‘King Yandu, you and your conspirator

entered one of my scout-ships as freebooters and

murderers. You vandalised my craft, destroyed

expensive equipment and assaulted crew-beasts.

And you try to make out that I am the villain of this

situation.’

‘You had no right to enter our jungle and kill

beasts and then booby-trap their remains,’ growled

Elmo. ‘If that is not an act of war, then you are even

more cynical than the many war-mongers I have

met.’

Yandu planted his fists on his hips and stared up

at the lights. ‘Who are you, and what right do you

have to plunder our lands?’
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‘What right?’ thundered the voice. ‘I am the

God-Lord, and you are puny humans who are less

than the grains of sands on my heels.’

‘I think you’re a braggart who is hiding behind

mirrors,’ replied Yandu, ‘and masking his voice with

loudness. You’ll probably miss my cultural allusion,

but it didn’t even work in the Wizard of Oz.’

‘I assure you,’ boomed the voice, ‘I don’t need

to prove anything to maggots like you. Now that I

have flushed you out of the woodwork, it is enough

to tell you that you are going to die in the arena. My

people require sport, and that is what you shall

provide them with before you die--at the hand of

the other.’

Elmo stood with his eyes closed, snuffing deep

to distil the various alien essences that were borne

towards him on the air-conditioned currents around

him. He could smell a whole jungle full of familiar

scents. Familiar, but all strangely tainted, or cor-

rupted, with the additional scent of lizard. 

While he inhaled, he was aware of Yandu

speaking again:

‘Is this it? We come all this way to take part in

something that should have been abolished two

thousand years ago on any sane, civilised world?!’

‘Insult and condescension,’ smirked the vast

voice from overhead. ‘Highly amusing! You have

been a little fish in a very tiny pond for far too long,

you humans. This is the era when your planet-

bound innocence will end. And it will end with all of

you slaves and fodder to the Fext Empire.’

‘Fext?’ repeated Yandu quizzically. 

Elmo focused on the scents that were stron-
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gest: he could smell Numa, the lion, Sabor, the

lioness, and Tantor, the elephant. And fainter,

lingering like a faint perfume of romance, the

insidious, subtle scent of Mangani--his own people,

the great apes!

He chuckled at the scent, pleased to have come

such a vast distance to learn that his own race had

followed him even here.

He opened his eyes and was aware of Yandu

eyeing him dubiously. Even the voice from over-

head seemed somewhat at a loss.

Elmo winked at Yandu. ‘Don’t worry, great

king. We are surrounded by enemies, but also by

friends.’

‘Friends?’ repeated Yandu. ‘What sort of

friends?’

‘My sort of friends,’ responded the ape-man.

Before Yandu could speak again, Elmo threw

his head back and took a deep breath into his

massive chest. Then, the breath hurtling out of him,

he gave voice to the cry of succour, the call that

bound him to his friends within the kingdom of the

beasts. 

For a long, long moment his mirror prison

resounded with the great cry, and then it fell silent,

with only the mockery of distant echoes to diminish

it.

The God-Lord started to speak again: ‘So, am

I supposed to be impressed, ape-man? Oh, yes, I

know a little of your history.’

Then--faint, but nevertheless distinctive--there

came the echoing reply of Tantor, the elephant. 

The voice of the God-Lord faltered into silence.
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Elmo replied, his voice joyous with the knowl-

edge that he had brethren on this cold and alien

island in space.

Tantor replied again and this time Numa, the

lion, and the great apes added their voices to the

rallying cry.

Elmo folded his arms over his chest. Leaning

back on the great carcass of the collared beast that

had brought them here, Elmo looked up, and to the

God-Lord, he said:

‘You were saying?’
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The Arena of MirrorsThe Arena of MirrorsThe Arena of MirrorsThe Arena of Mirrors

Illustrated by Duane Adams

‘You do not alarm

me, Elmo of the Apes,’

sneered the voice of

the God-Lord. ‘Let me

show you a view of

your future.’

A crackling ball of

light sprang into exis-

tence before Elmo and

Yandu. It showed huge

laboratory-cum-facto-

ries, with white-coated

lizards wearing masks

and working with glass-

ware and curious pipette-like instruments.

‘This is the research lab of my city-ship,’

rasped the voice. ‘The cell samples that have been

taken from your indigenous wildlife has been

brought here, and are already undergoing genetic

dissection, to learn of their properties.’

The view panned in close to one of the Lizard-
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Men technicians and zoomed up to the glass dish in

its claws. Flopping about in a solution was a strange

foetus-like creature.

‘Each germ of life brought from your planet will

be raised under different environments to stimulate

different forms. By this means we can see how

malleable is your genetic material. Under these

laboratory conditions, we can learn of the genetic

potential, not only of your human race, but of your

entire zoological genome!’

The view pulled back, so that they could see a

map of the earth scrolled out over the technicians.

It was being filled in as each species was being

catalogued and analysed.

‘You have seen the size of this ship, Earth-men.

Well, let me tell you that this ship is the merest

envoy of the true invasion fleet. We are not even a

military ship, we are a research vessel. Now, if this

is the power we expend on mere facts, consider

what we will expend on bringing destruction to the

human race.’

Yandu spoke up, ‘But if you have all this tech-

nology at your disposal, what need do you have of

one more mud ball planet? Surely you can go on to

remake life in any shape or form you desire!’

A silence followed this outburst, as if the God-

Lord was stymied for a moment. Then it carried on,

smooth and unctuous, certain of its power:

‘But I haven’t told you the best part of all. Once

the creatures are matured, and they have been

studied until they can contribute nothing further to

the knowledge of our race, then they require dis-

posal. And the most cost-effective means of dispos-
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ing of them is to release them into the arena.’

Yandu glanced about as the visual bubble

disappeared. ‘I don’t like the sound of this.’

‘Prepare to die, Earth-men!’ snarled the voice

of the God-Lord.

Off to one side, a section of mirrored wall slid

open and five strange beasts came shambling

through. 

From the living scent, Elmo recognised them at

once to be the same sort of collared beast, that

Yandu had slain only moments before. Then the two

jungle monarchs had circumstances on their side. In

the cramped confines of the cell, the huge crea-

ture—some twenty feet from nose to rump—had

not been able to manoeuvre. A single thrust from

Yandu’s salvaged Zee-ho mandible had claimed its

life. But now, out in the open, out-numbered to

boot, the outcome could be very different.

A half-smile played upon the lips of Elmo. He

had always wondered what sort of death would

claim him. He had killed many strange beasts, from

the jungles of Africa and Sumatra to the weird,

time-lost forests of Pellucidar. Perhaps it was fitting

that no creature of Earth would claim his life’s

blood—perhaps it was written that only a creature

from beyond the stars would overpower his Manga-

ni heritage.

The creatures, as Elmo had hazarded in the

darkness of the cell, were formed similarly like

massive baboons. Their snouts were the size of

row-boats, and their maws, when they paused to

snarl and snap at each other, were filled with teeth

the size of mattocks.
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Behind their baboon-like heads rose a huge

hump of muscle, so that they resembled in outline

the shape of Dango, the hyena. Their forelimbs

were massive and powerful, terminating in huge,

black grasping hands with opposable thumbs. They

walked on their knuckles, supporting those heavy

shoulders in the manner of Bolgani, the gorilla.

Because their two greatest features resembled the

hyena and the baboon, Elmo mentally dubbed them

Dangani, in the tongue of the great apes.

Their hips were narrow and lean, with hindlegs

that were quick to swivel, with long, floppy,

kangaroo-like feet.

Elmo and Yandu found themselves standing

back to back. The creatures circled them, growling

horribly, occasionally snapping at one another as a

fellow dared invade the space of another.

Elmo watched their gait with curiosity. The

knuckles of their forearms never seemed to leave

the ground, yet the hind-quarters moved with a

kangaroo motion that threw their rumps high in the

air. The forearms lengthened and shortened in a

curious spring-like manner. They were covered in

a thick shaggy coat of matted fur, brindled russet

and black.

Now he recalled how he had been captured by

the first Dangani to attack him: it had wrapped long,

flexible limbs around him.

Reaching into his make-shift satchel of web-

bing, Elmo allowed his fingers to identify the gland

that produced the Zee-ho’s adhesive. He didn’t

know how fast-acting it was, but it had certainly

been strong, since it had managed to hold their
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weight on crashing down on the web platform.

Without taking his eyes off the nearest of the

Dangani, Elmo brought the gland up, checked that

the exit tube was facing outwards, and sprang

towards the attack.

The Dangani was somewhat taken aback on

being singled out. Elmo wondered if they were pack

animals, or whether they had never been faced with

resistance in the arena before.

It reared up on its narrow hind-quarters, its

long fore-arms stretching out, backing up against

the mirror wall of the arena. Elmo used the flanks

of the Dangani itself as a slope up which he ran. 

As Elmo leaped to its hip, then swung up to

grab a handful of its fur with which to pull himself

up, he squirted the gland’s contents full in its

muzzle.

Using the momentum from his upward charge,

Elmo turned in mid-air and swung himself around

so that he straddled the Dangani’s massive shoulder

hump. The Dangani gave an ululating cry of discom-

fort and dismay.

Before Elmo could complete his strategy,

however, the nearest Dangani, sensing its fellow’s

weakness, lunged forward and snapped at its muz-

zle. The first Dangani ducked back, rearing to

escape the attack, but it had no room to escape,

pressed against the arena wall. The second Dangani

struck again, and this time its jaws closed about the

muzzle of Elmo’s impromptu steed.

For a second the two massive beasts struggled,

and then the second Dangani began to whine in

distress. It brought up its forepaws and tried to
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thrust itself away from Elmo’s steed.

The force of its thrust pushed the Dangani off-

balance and the two of them rolled over and over,

snarling, yelping, bellowing.

Elmo leapt off at the highest arc of the Danga-

ni’s leap. He had seen that the walls of the arena

were about thirty feet high. By using the Dangani as

a springboard, he had brought himself within jump-

ing distance of the top of it.

He reached it with inches to spare, swinging by

one hand. Still holding the glue-gland in his hand, he

turned to see how Yandu was faring. The Anyi-

mawuan was leading the other three Danganis a

merry chase: his tactics were the opposite of

Elmo’s—instead of going in and high as the ape-

man had done, Yandu kept back and stayed low,

slipping between the huge legs of the great preda-

tors, like a mouse being pursued by wolfhounds.

Even as Elmo watched, two of the Dangani

tangled each other with their elastic limbs, leaving

Yandu to face the last one alone. 

This Dangani looked older and heavier than the

others. Perhaps, wiser too, thought the ape-man,

for it was grizzled around the muzzle with streaks

of grey.

It began to stalk Yandu, who, now that he had

narrowed down his enemies, decided to change

tactics. He glanced about the arena and saw Elmo

dangling from his precarious hold.

Elmo gestured for him to come closer, but the

Dangani saw the gesture too and decided to keep its

two prey separated.

Tossing the spent glue gland to one side, Elmo
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reached both hands to the top of the mirror wall and

hauled himself up on it. It was a yard in breadth,

formed from the same sort of ceramic as the robots.

Running along the top of the wall, he unlooped

the length of webbing from his shoulders. He

stopped when he reached a part of the arena that

was relatively free of activity. Taking another glue

gland, he dabbed some glue on the top of the wall,

and set the end of the web-rope in place. Stamping

it down for maximum contact, making sure not to

get any glue on his foot, he then tested the rope for

purchase. It appeared to be almost immovable.

If he had had a knife he would have hacked the

rope into a suitable length and dropped it down for

Yandu to climb, but his knife was back in Africa, still

lodged up a tree along with his locket. He had an

alternative.

Dropping a length of the web into the arena, he

shinned down it and looked about.

The two Dangani whose muzzles were glued

together had started inflicting serious wounds on

each other. Judging by the pools of blood about their

feet, they were out of the fight.

The other two Dangani had straightened them-

selves out, and were eyeing up the opposition that

had set its heart on Yandu. Their bullet heads

swung around to fix Elmo with lambent eyes,

beginning to stalk him with deliberate movements.

Elmo used the last of the glue in the gland,

running it along the webbing until it ran out. Then

as the two Dangani bore down on him, he feinted to

the right before cutting to the left. 

With a savage baying, they were after him.
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Elmo ran into the centre of the arena, drawing tight

the web rope. 

The Dangani thrust against it, heedless in their

ferocity. Elmo held onto the rope until the last

minute when it was snatched from his hands. The

force was enough to pitch him off his feet. He

landed on his side and rolled out of the way as one

of the Dangani landed with a heavy crash beside

him. 

The rope had become entangled around its

shoulder-mane, and the glue had fastened swiftly,

jerking both animals to a halt.

Unhurt apart from their pride, the two Dangani

set about each other with a blood-hot ferocity that

sent skin and fur flying.

Turning to see how Yandu was getting on,

Elmo found that he too had put his webbing to good

use. Without the glue to act as an anchor, Yandu

had been driven to using it as a lariat. He was just

in the last stages of hog-tying the Dangani, before

he threw a few loops about its muzzle and drew the

slack out of it to close its jaws.

Turning, with a grin on his face, Yandu said:

‘Now I know why you want to perform your victory

cry, Elmo.’ He punched the air. ‘Who’d’ve thought

we could’ve taken on these beasts and won.’

‘Let’s get out of here, before the God-Lord

makes his displeasure known to us,’ growled Elmo.

Using the rope that was anchored to the top of

the wall, the two jungle monarchs looked for their

opportunity and when the Dangani slackened in

their death struggles, they leaped up and used the

rope to climb to the top of the wall.
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On top of the wall, Elmo now had a moment to

check out what lay beyond it. They appeared to be

in a factory precinct of some kind, surrounded with

vast pistons and strange oscillating machinery.

Elmo sniffed the air and a faint whiff of jungle

came to him among the taints and industrial odours

of the area. 

He pointed towards what looked to be a main

artery of the machine-like landscape.

‘I think they have animals in that direction. If

we get there, we can loose them and create some

chaos.’

Looking about, Yandu shook his head in won-

derment at the advanced technology on display. ‘It’s

hard to believe we are on what amounts to a space-

ship. It’s vast.’

‘Vast, but limited,’ returned Elmo. ‘It needs to

plunder living planets to survive. Yet the Earth will

exist as a living system for millennia, eons, a self-

regulating organism. Do you think this vessel could

do the same?’

Before Yandu could reply, Elmo dropped to a

crouch. ‘Look, scout vessels of some sort. They’ve

come to catch us. They’re belated because they

didn’t expect us to survive.’

‘Let’s show them what other surprises Earth-

men are capable of springing.’

Before Elmo could reply, a trapdoor opened in

the top of the wall, and a hissing, spitting panther

was hurled out.

A spotlight beamed down on them from over-

head. The voice of the God-Lord boomed out

around them: ‘You don’t think you can go anywhere
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on this vessel and hope to escape my notice?’

The panther growled and snarled, claws ex-

tended, tail lashing, lips drawn back in a savage

scowl.

Elmo sank into a crouch, ‘Yo, Sheetah!’ he

growled in the fierce tongue of the great apes.

Although the big cats couldn’t verbalise, he had

found Mangani best suited for communicating with

them. ‘Ka-goda! Elmo bundolo!’

Warning it that he was prepared to kill if it

persisted in threatening him, Elmo heard another

trapdoor open behind him.

Yandu growled. ‘They’ve pulled out all the

stops for us, Elmo. A panther for you and an anthro-

poid ape for me.’

Elmo was watching the panther too closely to

take his eyes off it and glance at the ape. There was

something weird about the panther’s fur, it was

moving over the panther’s musculature as if it had

a will of its own.

Elmo’s nose had detected a curious scent allied

to the panther’s own smell—the smell of ozone.

Just as he began to wonder what that meant, the

panther drew its claws across the mirror surface of

the wall.

Sparks shot out from its fur and a beam of

lambent ferocity shot out towards Elmo. 

Diving to one side, Elmo saw place where he

had been standing explode. The beam left a dark

scorch mark on the mirror surface.

‘Beware, Yandu,’ he growled. ‘This panther is

more than it seems. The ape may well be aug-

mented!’
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Even as Elmo spoke, the ape attacked with a

bolt of light that grew like a lance of ruby red light

from its forehead.

Yandu dodged it, only just, but as it passed by

he could sense the mental nature of the bolt, gib-

bering to him as it dissipated into nothingness.

The voice of the God-Lord spoke:

‘I have made these two toys to keep you

company. One is a panther, and one an ape—your

totem beasts, if you like. You have managed to

defeat everything that has been thrown at you so

far, but let us see how well you fare with these

two.’

Elmo found himself hemmed in on the rela-

tively narrow top of the wall. He sensed that he

dare not touch the Sheetah, or else he would feel

the full force of its voltage through his body. 

Over his shoulder, he said to Yandu, ‘What

about swapping opponents?’

‘I’m not sure if you’re getting the better deal,’

replied Yandu, ‘but I certainly can’t get a worse

one.’

They jumped and somersaulted in mid-air,

turning to face the other’s opponent. Elmo found

himself facing a Bolgani, but an unusual specimen,

one that had a high swelling saggital ridge on its

forehead. In a human, this suggested that it had

advanced reasoning powers, but since the ape didn’t

respond to his attempts to greet it in Mangani, he

wondered how much of its brain had been altered to

permit it to cast bolts of force from its forehead.

Somehow, though, Elmo felt more confident. It

saddened him that he had to fight a fellow ape, but
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it was the sorrow of encountering a fellow creature

that should have had a greater opportunity in life.

Elmo’s normal practice to close quickly with

the enemy propelled him forward. The ape cast

another scarlet bolt. 

Elmo ducked and looked around in surprise as

he heard screams of insanity sweeping overhead. It

was as if the ape was producing nightmares in its

cranium and casting them out as a ranged weapon.

Unlike the panther, which Elmo had been

unable to close with due to its electrical nature, he

ducked close to the ape, seized its hand and pro-

pelled it over his shoulder in a judo throw. 

Touching the ape’s cold flesh, however, was a

gruesome experience. Worms writhed under his

fingers, and buboes broke open, expelling gases of

putrefaction.

Elmo dropped the hand suddenly, and shook his

head as if to clear it of the projected nightmares.

Sure enough, the flesh grew whole again. The ape

was capable of casting illusions, merely by touching

its victim.

Once again, Elmo had a foe that he would have

to fight without resorting to physical proximity.

He still had the poison sacs in his satchel from

the Zee-ho. Snatching one out, he hurled it with full

force at the ape’s forehead.

The mental charge building up within the ape’s

enlarged cranium caught the poison sac before it

could make contact. The bolt of dream-energy

blasted out, exploding the sac into a red mist, and

then thrust its way past and on towards Elmo.

The ape-man ducked, shouting out a warning to
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Yandu. Yandu ducked also, and the dream-bolt

struck the panther full in the face.

With a screech like metal tearing, the panther

arched up into the air, all its claws extended, as if it

was grappling with a huge, invisible opponent.

Yandu crawled slowly to his feet, and was

appalled to witness the panther rake its own muzzle

and forehead as it sought to escape the ape’s

dream-sending. With a shriek that spoke of its

twisted body and soul, the panther drew its claws

over itself as if to draw all of its energy into one last

charge.

Yandu saw the way the fur on its tail was lying

flat, and knew that it was safe to touch it. Seizing

the panther by the tail, he leaped to his feet, whip-

ped it around in the manner of a hammer-thrower

and then let go.

The panther twisted in mid-air, emitting show-

ers of sparks and waves of electrical pulses. It

slammed right into the ape, who was just about to

let go with another dream-pulse.

Electricity met dream, and the two forces were

too much for their purely animal forms. The muffled

explosion that followed sounded like the dull thud

of a military mortar.

Elmo looked up in surprise at the remnants of

ape and panther. He had already dubbed the pan-

ther, Ara-Sheetah and the ape, B’yatgani. Now they

were not only dead, but destroyed. They would

never live again in the generations of their off-

spring, and that was what Elmo found most appall-

ing.

‘No, no, no!’ shrieked the voice of the God-
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Lord. ‘This cannot be! We are your superiors by

eons of evolution. You cannot defeat our plans, you

cannot thwart our wills. We are the Fext, our

civilisation was entering space while your ancestors

were just deciding on whether to breathe using gills

or lungs. You cannot defeat me. I will prevail.’
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Yandu glanced into El-

mo's grey eyes. 'We've been

a good double-act up until

now, ape-man, but I think it's

time we separated.' 

'We'll divide their forces,'

replied Elmo, 'but I still don't

think we'll ever get off this bastardised, lizard-

founded, half-world. Still, it was good to meet

another monarch of the jungle. You are the nearest

I've come to finding an equal.' 

'"The moon's not down till the moon has set", is

an Anyi-mawu saying.' replied Yandu. 'Don't write

us jungle monarchs off just yet. You have your

jungle friends to find and I'll look for a way out of

here. I'll see you—under the jungle moon!' 

Even as Yandu dropped to the catwalk below

the outside rim of the arena of mirrors, a small, fast-

moving aircraft came whizzing through the air

towards them. Elmo eyed it speculatively, then

began to run. He ran along the top of the curved
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wall of the arena, his eyes fixed on the ship. 

Several others of the squadron peeled off from

their formation flight and swung low, seeking Yandu

in the lower levels of the industrial complex. 

Even as he ran, Elmo drew out the last of the

Zee-ho glue glands. He was running at full pelt, but

the aircraft was easily capable of matching his

speed—that was exactly what he wanted. 

It was a little two man vehicle, perhaps thirty

feet in length. The pilot sat up front, and the rear-

gunner sat with his back to him, manning the

backward-projecting ordnance. 

The craft slowed, as both pilot and gunner

glared out at him. 

Elmo ran on, his iron limbs pumping, his legs

determined to carry him across space if necessary

in order to return home to the green forests of

Africa. 

Suddenly, he skidded to a halt, drew the rope

from around his shoulders and tossed it towards the

little two-man craft. The craft bucked at this aggres-

sive action, but it was too late, the glue from the

Zee-ho gland had done its work and Elmo was now

a passenger on board the craft. 

When the pilot realised what had happened, he

pushed the craft up to full thrust and raced towards

the distant ceiling of the mother-ship. 

Elmo, looped about the tail-end of the spider-

webbing, was held in place as much by acceleration

and g-force as he was by his own strength. The

force tore his makeshift bag from him, spilling the

rest of the glands he had salvaged from the Zee-hos.

The pilot levelled off after a few seconds of full
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thrust, and Elmo could see gesticulating limbs from

both occupants as they argued with each other

about disposing of their erstwhile prey. 

Now that the speed had slackened somewhat,

Elmo wound his limbs around the webbing for extra

friction and began to close the distance between

himself and the aircraft. 

The pilot began a series of manoeuvres, at-

tempting to shake him off. Elmo held on, the veloc-

ity of the wind pulling his facial muscles out of

shape. His hair whipped behind him, but still he

managed to hang on. Even better, he managed to

close the gap. 

Then the pilot slowed to little more than

cruising speed. The back hatch of the cockpit

snapped open and the Lizard-Man gunner stood up

in his harness and brought up a ray-gun. 

A beam of crackling energy shot out. Elmo was

so entangled in the web that he couldn't move or

dodge. All the could do was make himself as small

a target as possible. 

The first three shots missed, but the fourth hit.

It didn't hit Elmo, however, but severed the web-

line that held him to the craft. 

Even then it wasn't a clean tear. The webbing

was torn into loose shreds and began to unravel.

Elmo climbed along faster, trying to reach the line

before the tear parted completely. 

Hand over hand he pulled himself, wriggling up

the line like a fish determined to take the battle to

the fisherman. 

Then the line parted. 

Elmo, from finding himself in the buffeting roar
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and upheaval of the craft's slipstream, now found

himself falling in silence. The craft grew smaller and

smaller overhead, smaller than a starling, smaller

than the locket that he had found in the cabin by the

land-locked bay, and then he made contact. 

Water exploded around him. How high had he

fallen? Fifty, sixty feet? The concussion of the fall

rocked through him as he plunged into the clear

waters. 

Down, down, down he went, limp as a piece of

bait on the end of a fishing line. There was no use

struggling against the physics of a fall like that. You

have to ride it out, wait until the physics start

working for you, conserve your strength. 

The sunlight on the surface overhead grew dim.

Strange shadows streaked it—illusions of oxygen

starvation. 

The pressure of the water closed about his

eyes and ears like a massive vice. Blood-red walls

closed in around him. 

Overhead, the shadows coagulated like blood,

except that these shadows were moving. They

writhed like eels. Histah, the snake, he thought,

and bubbles broke from the half-smile that played

on his lips. 

The serpent wins in the end, he thought. 

The air broke from his lungs, and he felt the

weight within his chest drag him down. With no air

in his lungs he was no longer buoyant. He sank

deeper. It was physics. You can fight Numa, the

lion, and Sabor, the lioness, but you can't fight

physics. 

And then something hot and serpentine closed
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about his chest and he saw a huge face looming over

him. 

Rapture of the depths, he thought. A vast head

towered over him, and the serpentine limb he felt

about him was not Histah, the snake, but rather the

trunk of Tantor, the elephant. 

He knew this was wrong. Tantor was a mighty

swimmer, true, but he couldn't dive to these depths.

Tantor's huge, gas-bloated, leaf-digesting body

couldn't lose its buoyancy that easily. 

And then another serpentine shape came close.

One of the gentle trunks closed over his mouth and

nose and air—clear, sweet, fresh air was flooded

into his mouth and lungs. Coughing, he gagged on

the water that filled his lungs. 

Another Tantor brought its reservoir of life-

giving air, and Elmo was able to breath freely. 

Looking about, he was aware that the Tantors

were raising him upwards—towards the light,

towards the surface, towards the air. 

When his head broke free of the waters at least,

his lungs laboured once more back into life. 

The massive dynamism that had spurred his

restless life through decades of jungle life leapt up

like a great flame once more and he was alive. Alive

and ready to take the fight to the enemy once more.

Tantor! he thought. 

The Tantors beached him on the vast side of

the lake and they scrambled out of the waters, and

even Elmo knew fear. 

They were Tantors only from the tip of their

trunks to their necks. From behind their ears, their

bodies resembled huge pythons. Elmo had never
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seen a Histah as huge around in girth as the bodies

of these strange Histah-Tantors. 

Elmo had never liked Histah, but Tantor had

always been his greatest friend. And now the God-

Lord of the Fext, the mad lizard-deity of these

space-going aliens had wedded the two fleshes

together as easily as a seamstress would join two

patterns! 

Scrambling to his feet, Elmo stood panting on

the great sandy shore of the industrial reservoir.

There was a veritable forest of pipes and cooling

towers behind him, similar to a mangrove swamp on

a tropical coast. And through these metallic trees,

he saw other distorted, nightmare versions of his

jungle friends and enemies. 

There came a Gomangani, who below his waist

was carried on the forequarters of Sheetah, the

black panther, like a centaur from a fevered dream

of ancient archetypes. Buto, the rhinoceros, with

the huge armoured tail of Gimla, the crocodile,

sculled through the shallows. 

Bolgani the gorilla, knuckled his way down the

wet shingles. Elmo looked to his eyes and saw

instead the black chitinous carapace of a scorpion.

From the back of Bolgani's head sprouted a huge

scorpion tail, several feet in length. 

The pincers of the scorpion-gorilla's jaws parted

and a crude facsimile of Mangani speech came

clicking forth: 

'Elmo bundolo!' it growled. In this case, it was

in the active tense—Elmo shall be killed!

* * * * * * * *
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Yandu flung himself from dome to water-tower

to cat-walk, avoiding the aircraft that droned and

buzzed around him like angry hornets. Several

times they sent flying nets to grapple him down, but

the industrial terrain worked for him and the nets

were snagged by a jutting spar or else ran out of

room to manoeuvre. 

Despite his brave words to Elmo, Yandu knew

he would have his work cut out for him. Unlike the

English scion, Yandu considered himself to be a

more limited creature. Elmo was a man who had

been raised by apes and then adopted into human

society. He was used to crashing through barriers

without let or hindrance. Yandu, on the other hand,

considered himself to be a product of his own

beloved very human, very Anyi-mawu culture. He

was a king, with all that being the king of a tribal

African kingdom implied: court intrigues, diplomatic

interfacing with colonial Western powers, many of

whom were beginning to see the waning of Western

power in the continent and were, therefore, more

fearful of the rise of black Africa. 

Being a king, however, had taught Yandu the

need for strong, focused government. The Western

powers had demonstrated their ability to 'get the

job done'—they had technical supremacy, but at a

price that often sacrificed the social end of the

equation. The Westerners always thought in terms

of competition and not co-operation (co-operation

was only ever 'acceptable' when force had been

tried and found lacking). 

For all their technical wizardry, the West were

steeped in their own superstitions. Most of their
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nations believed in a single god, and found the

African concept of multiple gods to be laughably

immature and outlandish. So, because of their

monotheism, they equated unity or 'monolith-icity'

as strength. They were proud of their traditions

that ran back two thousand years (in the case of the

Christian religion) and six thousand years (in the

case of the Jewish back story, the setting, so to

speak, of their own religion), yet they seemed to

think of animism or spiritism (that ran back to the

dawn of time) as being childish, or wicked. They

respected tradition, but only when it was their

tradition. Hence their missionaries, and their

economic plans, and their offers of aid from the

world banks to 'develop' what was already a well-

developed society. 

Society. 

That was the word to which they were blind.

To the West, society was like a building, another

monolith. But to Yandu's African mind, society was

like a web, always under tension, but not under

pressure. The tension held it in shape, providing it

with outline and focus. Like a spider's web, Yandu's

ideal of society was something that was elastic and

could be adapted. But not at any price. There were

lines that shouldn't be crossed. 

So, in his own way, Yandu realised that he was

very close to being the ape-man's physical equal,

but he would never be able to approach Elmo's

mercurial ability to adopt, adapt and improve. 

There was also a destructive quality to the ape-

man's anarchism. Elmo had been raised without any

kinds of authority figures apart from those of pater-
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nal, maternal and sibling. That just wasn't enough to

make a fully functioning human society. What that

meant to Yandu was that, for Elmo, there was no

base-line, no referent for him to measure all other

societies against. 

Of course, Elmo referred to human society in

disparaging terms, judging them against what he

perceived to be jungle standards. But there are no

jungle standards. How could there be, when male

lions ate the cubs of their sexual rivals? How could

there be, when lionesses were sexually promiscu-

ous in order to prevent all the lions in the pride

from immediately killing their cubs? Or what about

insect society templates? If Elmo was King of the

Jungle, then was his mate a huge egg-producing

termite queen who enslaved her followers with

pheromones, and was only queen simply because of

receiving a hormone at a critical, unique stage of

her physical development? 

Elmo, therefore, had no one single rule to

measure against. He picked and chose. If a human

ivory poacher chose to kill an elephant, Elmo would

berate him for acting like a sneaking jungle crea-

ture, such as a hyena or jackal. 

Yet Elmo had many, many strikes against

him—eye-witness accounts of him terrorising

whole villages of African tribes; anecdotal evidence

of him always favouring the white—the Caucas-

ian— over the black, the Negroid factor in almost

any equation. 

Yandu was no stranger to racism and racists.

Shortly after World War 2, he had journeyed

throughout the world, seeking with his own eyes
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for the evidence of what the West could do at its

most destructive. 

He had seen the death camps, the labour

camps, the concentration camps—and knew the

difference between them. Bureaucratic distinctions,

true, but then a king always relies on a bureaucracy

to extend his rule to the people. He had talked to

people of all sorts. He had talked to heroes,

bemedalled and unsung; he had talked to traitors,

dissidents and outcasts. 

Outside Pisa, he encountered the poet Ezra

Pound, an American who had broadcast from Italy

supporting the Fascist economic policies. He had

once been an admirer of Pound, mainly because

Pound had not limited his literature to English, but

had translated from the Japanese, Chinese, Proven-

çal, Anglo-Saxon and Italian. And now, to meet him

in a cage, in the middle of an American-adminis-

tered camp. 

Now, there was a metaphor for the West. 

A great mind, an original mind, but one on the

losing side of the greatest conflict the twentieth

century had ever known. Pound symbolised culture,

art, history, politics, religion and insight—and yet

he had ended up caged, consigned to an insane

asylum. 

Only Yandu's visit to a war-weary Japan—at the

site of the atom-blighted Hiorshima—had given him

a greater image of the destruction of the West. 

Elmo had mentioned visiting Japan earlier.

Yandu had passed on the opportunity to eat sushi.

Hearing the word on Elmo's lips had been so incon-

gruous he hadn't been able to tell him of his own
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visit to the country. 

Doubling back on his tracks, Yandu eluded

several more nets cast to capture him. He had

journeyed several miles through the bewildering

metal wilderness, by now, operating almost on auto

pilot, allowing his instincts and reflexes to take

over. He knew he was on the run and avoiding

capture, but he needed a better plan than this. 

He had no viewpoints to see the lay of the land,

no landmarks to take him to a vital area of the vast

mother-ship. He would have to find a way to change

that.

* * * * * * * *

Elmo glanced about at his fellow denizens, but

none of them would look him in the eye. Instead,

they all turned and faced away from the jungle,

moving in a cowardly, cringing fashion, as if appear-

ing before a despot. 

The two Tantor-Histahs spread their vast ears

over him so that he remained hidden. Perplexed by

this inexplicable behaviour, Elmo opened his mouth

to speak. 

'Say nothing, Elmo of the Apes,' whispered the

great beast, in a clear attempt to speak in Mangani.

Surprised, Elmo glanced at the Tantor-Histah. 

'I wasn't aware that you could speak. Thank you

for saving my life.' 

The Tantor-Histah on the other side rumbled:

'We saved you because you are the Voice. I am Za-

yo, and that is my mate, At-wa.' 

'We were the first to hear the Voice,' rumbled
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At-wa. 'Once we heard the Voice, we knew that you

would not be far behind.' 

'But how do you know my name?' asked Elmo.

'We heard your Voice,' replied Za-yo, with

pride, 'because we have the finest hearing in the

Gene Pool.' 

'Hush, now, mate,' rumbled At-wa. 'Danger

approaches.' 

Elmo looked out through a gap and watched. 

A Gimla had sculled up, and upon reaching dry

land crawled out to reveal that below the waterline

his anatomy was given over to that of a wood louse,

a myriad of segmented legs all paddling gently, and

then lifting the heavy armoured body of Gimla onto

the shingled beach. 

The mate of the Gomangani-Sheetah had joined

them. She it was that stepped forward and bowed

low to Gimla. 

'You have summoned us, O Voice-of-God-Lord.

What is thy will and the will of thy master?' 

The crocodile/wood louse creature opened its

vast cavernous jaws and boomed: 

'It is noon, Go-Kalu. Ye were conceived in

darkness, and this morning ye all saw thy first

sunrise. Now I have come to speak to ye of the

Compact, twixt ye and thy Master.' 

'Thy Master,' replied Go-Kalu. 'Not ours!' 

The Voice-of-God-Lord shuffled back, uncer-

tain. 'What mean ye by this infidelity?' 

''Tis no infidelity,' replied the she-Gomangani-

Sheetah. ''Tis merely the exercise of our free will.

We will not bend the knee to the God-Lord.' 

'But what has caused this mutiny?' growled the
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Voice-of-God-Lord. 

Bolgani, the scorpion-headed gorilla, pushed his

way to the fore of the crowd of animals. 

'This morning we heard something that woke

up memories within us. It is the One, True Voice-

of-God-Lord!' 

The Voice-of-God-Lord shuffled back even

further until he was almost half-submerged. 'What

nonsense are you talking about, At-rem?' 

An ostrich with ape-like arms instead of wings

stepped forward. 'We all heard it, Voice-of-God-

Lord. We all heard it and we all understood.' 

At-rem, the scorpion-headed Bolgani, rushed

forward into the shallows, swinging his fist at

Voice-of-God-Lord. 'There is a new creature among

us. A creature older than a Day, just like you,

Voice-of-God-Lord, just like you.' 

The Voice-of-God-Lord reared up, snapping his

jaws closed on the furred wrist of At-rem. He began

to back away, dragging the distressed Bolgani into

the steeply-shelving beach. In seconds, At-rem was

up to his shoulders in the waters. 

Instead of attacking Voice-of-God-Lord with his

scorpion tail, as Elmo had expected, At-rem turned

and cried out: 

'Save me, O One, True Voice-of-God-Lord,

save me that I may live longer than the One Day

granted me by the God-Lord.' 

The she-Tantor swivelled her weeping eye in

her face and whispered to Elmo: 'You must strike

now, O Voice, otherwise At-rem will die and his

death will be for nothing.' 

Elmo plunged forward through the waist-deep
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water. 

'Unhand Bolgani,' growled Elmo, in the speech

of the great apes. 

The Voice-of-God-Lord was so surprised at

Elmo's sudden entrance that he did indeed drop

Bolgani's wrist. Whimpering, the huge gentle giant

retreated from the waters, nursing his injured limb.

The other twisted creatures surged around him,

comforting him with a flap of wing or touch of snout.

Elmo roared the challenge of the great apes at

the Voice-of-God-Lord. The crocodile/wood louse

reared backwards at the sound. If it had been a dog,

Elmo would have seen it bristle. Instead he could

read its fear, its incomprehensible hatred. 

'You should not be here, Earth-man,' hissed the

Voice-of-God-Lord. 

'You should not be here either,' retorted Elmo.

'That makes us even!' 

The eyes of the Voice-of-God-Lord glowed like

coals under a bellows. 'I could easily kill you, Earth-

man. You are weak and puny, and you are weapon-

less, whereas I am armoured with scales that turn

the spear, and armed with teeth that tear, and a tail

that can smite you when you least expect.' 

'That's the trouble with being a coward,'

sneered Elmo. 'You never get the chance to show

your true mettle!' 

With a roar the Voice-of-God-Lord threw itself

backward into the churned-up waters. 'You have not

heard the last of this, Earth-man. I shall be back,

and the God-Lord himself shall accompany me!' 

Elmo watched his progress, making sure that

he was indeed leaving. He knew the nature of
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Gimla, that he was a coward who, despite his great

strength and armoured hide, still preferred the

element of surprise in his attacks. 

Turning to the other animals, he saw that they

were all watching him with expressions of expecta-

tion. He looked from face to face, puzzlement

growing, disappointment swelling within them all.

Finally the ostrich-gorilla said, 'Did we hear

wrongly, brothers and sisters? Did we mishear the

Voice?' 

Go-Kalu, the she-Gomangani-Sheetah, stepped

forward, her paws splashing into the water. 'Tell

them we heard it truly, O Voice. That is why our

memories woke within us and we saw ourselves for

what we are—muddled hybrids and tortured chime-

ras.' 

Elmo was impressed with the spirit of the half-

woman he saw standing before him. She was as

naked as Eve, and this was her paradise. 

One by one, the other creatures slunk away,

returning to their jungle of metal spars and cooling

fins. Soon, only the two Tantor-Histahs, the

scorpion-headed Bolgani and Go-kalu and her mate

remained. 

'What is this all about?' asked Elmo simply. 'I

come from another world. You are children of that

world, but you have been abducted from it and

melded into new forms for the twisted delectation

of an alien creature, what I would call a Lizard-Man.

That much I know. The rest you must tell me.'
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Yandu was on the run,

but he was not running pell-

mell. He had a plan—what

was taxing him was the exe-

cution of that plan.

His first task of putting

as much distance between

himself and Elmo had been

achieved. Over the course of

three hours, he had concen-

trated on running, putting

about twenty miles between

him and the arena. He could

have run faster if he had not required the need for

stealth and also the need to reconnoitre the terrain.

He broke off occasionally to climb high struc-

tures to see what lay ahead.

Low-flying teams of the robots cruised by at

intervals, but he knew that it was more important to

avoid them than to confront them.

The scout craft located him several times. Then
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they pursued him with hunting nets and electro-

rays. They held off, however, as they began to

realise they were causing too much damage to

justify their futile attempts to capture him.

On one occasion he encountered a team of

robots on foot, being led by several specimens of

the huge baboon-like hounds that he and Elmo had

fought in the arena of mirrors. He took to the upper

structures to avoid them, and soon left them be-

hind.

Doubling back several times on his tracks, he

had encountered the left-over remains of bolas and

hunting nets cast from the rear of the aircraft. As

time permitted, he was able to gather up several of

these and cache them in an empty water tower that

was the tallest structure within easy reach.

The aircraft still pursued him, hounding him

around an area perhaps several square miles in size.

He was able to pace himself, for each pass from the

flight meant that they were searching for him, but

only perhaps one pass out of twenty resulted in one

of the pilots or spotters actually catching sight of

him. Once that pass was over then the strafing run

began and that was when it became exciting, but

they hadn’t managed to bag him yet.

There were seven aircraft in the flight that

pursued him. Counting the one that peeled off to

intercept Elmo, they seemed to work in multiples

of eight. After several hours they were relieved by

a full flight of eight craft, and he wondered how

Elmo had got on.

He was curious as to why only one had sought

to capture Elmo, and the balance should come after
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him. Perhaps that was a good sign, meaning that he

was pressing towards a more strategic part of the

mother-ship.

As he climbed once more to the water tower

with yet another captured net, he looked to mea-

sure his progress. The shining mirror walls of the

arena of mirrors were perhaps twenty miles behind

him—it was hard to estimate distance on a struc-

ture whose curvature didn’t match that of the

Earth’s.

Inside the water tower, he had the nets all

spread out, bound crudely together with ligatures

torn from their own fabric. It was very rough and

ready, but if it worked, it would have been worth

the hour’s delay.

Joining this last net to the others was the work

of a few minutes. Glancing outside to check on the

whereabouts of the pursuit craft, he saw them

coming in on a course that would bring them over

this water tower. They were obviously using it as a

landmark to co-ordinate the search pattern.

From the corner, he dragged his decoy, a

roughly humanoid figure, formed from bound

bundles of the net. He had weighted it with building

debris so that it dangled on the end of lines like a

human-sized marionette. Lowering it down from

the access hatch to the water tower, he moved it to

simulate (from a distance!) the actions of a hur-

riedly climbing human figure.

Sure enough, the muted whisper of the scout

craft engines drew closer. He heard the characteris-

tic change in engine note as one of the pilots spot-

ted him. Then the over-familiar sound of a net being
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discharged.

This time the net shot home, snagging the

marionette. Yandu let go of the ropes that moved

the dummy and watched as it fell several dozen feet

to the ground.

Cautiously, keeping to the shadows within the

water tower, he watched as the searching flight of

scout craft performed a victory roll, before they

peeled back once more into a holding formation.

One craft dropped from the formation and

slowing almost to walking pace, dropped down

between the ground clutter and settled on the deck.

Perfect, thought Yandu, as he watched the rear

hatch being popped. The rear gunner climbed out,

and drawing his sidearm, stepped over cautiously to

investigate the unstirring figure in the net.

Yandu began to unroll the nets he had stashed

inside the water tower. Checking one last time that

they were securely anchored in place, he grasped

the outside edge of the net, took a deep breath, and

launched himself out of the access hatch.

The net unravelled after him, tearing along its

various weakened strands, so that as Yandu de-

scended the tearing of the net slowed his descent.

The net flew out over his head like a ragged cob-

web.

Some sound or a shadow alerted the Lizard-

Man on the ground. Before he got close enough to

see that the figure in the net was a decoy, he

glanced around, looking upwards.

He saw the trailing edge of the net, and began

running back to his aircraft.

The pilot inside the cockpit gesticulated franti-
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cally.

Some thirty feet above the aircraft, Yandu

released his hold on the net and let his momentum

do the rest. He dropped like a guided thunderbolt,

smashing through the transparent substance of the

cockpit canopy. His feet plunged into the body of

the pilot below, killing him instantly.

He had gauged his descent exactly, neither

jarring or winding himself. He reached for the dead

pilot’s sidearm, even as he tracked the movements

of the frantic rear-gunner, who was now loping

helter-skelter for cover.

Yandu drew the pistol, sighted for a second and

pressed the firing stud. The electrical discharge

shot out, closing the distance with the speed of

thought, and the rear gunner went flying, limbs

flailing, to land in a heap.

Working quickly, desperately hanging onto the

coolness of his thoughts, Yandu scanned the con-

trols panel before him. The craft was controlled by

a complicated-looking joystick, which terminated in

a glove into which the hand of the pilot was in-

serted. Since the pilot was still in place, Yandu tried

wrestling with the joystick and found the craft

responding. It surged around on its keel axis, its

engines over revving furiously.

Trying another manoeuvre, he managed to get

the craft to rise vertically, so that it rose up parallel

with the support that held the water tower aloft.

Within seconds, his head was able to poke through

into the access hatch on the underside of the water

tower.

The other craft had not noticed anything amiss.
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They were keeping to a holding circle a half mile in

circumference with the water tower as the centre of

the circle. From this distance, perhaps they had

decided that the prey had been collected and the

craft was preparing to join them.

* * * * * * * *

‘It is Noon,’ began Go-kalu, ‘halfway through

the life-span given to us by the God-Lord. He has

brought us to life for the sole purpose of worship-

ping him. Halfway through that Day the Compact is

discussed and if we worship the God-Lord, then we

are blessed with the Rapture—carried aloft to be

with the God-Lord himself. If we refuse the wor-

ship, then we live and die in the space of that one

Day.’

‘And who is the Voice-of-God-Lord?’ asked

Elmo gently, attempting to hide his growing wrath.

‘He is a worshipper of the God-Lord. He has

lived for many Days, always serving the God-Lord.’

‘And what is this True Voice that you say you

have heard?’

‘We have heard it several times. The first time,

it was very distant and muffled, and it was still dark.

The Voice-of-God-Lord was still with us then,

teaching us what we had to learn of the ways of the

God-Lord. Then we heard it again. This time it was

clearer, though still muffled. And then we heard it

for a third time, and the sound woke up positive

memories within each one of us.

‘We felt as if scales fell from our eyes; and we

looked about and saw each other as if for the first
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time; and what we saw did not please us. We knew

that we should not exist in these forms—we knew

that it is wrong for animals to be patched together

like this, as if for the amusement of a spoiled child.’

Elmo looked past Go-kalu, into the metal

jungle. ‘What is this place?’

Go-kalu bent down and scooped up a handful of

water. As she let it dribble through her fingers, she

replied, ‘This is the Gene Pool. Or so says the

Voice-of-God-Lord. It is the Water of Life, which

has nourished us and it is the fluid that will accept

our souls if we do not bend the knee to the God-

Lord.’

Glancing about, Elmo’s eyes took in the distant

horizons. ‘I have just recently escaped from an

arena. It had mirror walls that were very high; it

was circular and it somehow reminds me of the

layout of your domain, your so-called Gene Pool.’

‘You mean that there is life beyond the Gene

Pool?’ demanded At-rem, the pincers of his scor-

pion mouth-parts spitting in disbelief.

‘Where do you think I came from?’ asked Elmo.

‘And you oppose the God-Lord?’ demanded At-

rem.

‘Only because he has made himself my enemy.

He came to my jungle to steal tissue samples from

the variety of wildlife there. You are all the off-

spring of that theft.’

‘Does that mean we have to worship you?’

asked Go-kalu softly.

Elmo smiled. ‘No, not at all. I came to stop him,

although I didn’t know what I was getting myself

into at the time. I thought I was stopping poachers.’
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‘And are you still planning to stop him?’ asked

Go-kalu.

‘Of course. I have to stop him and then I have

to find a way to get back home. I’ve never been this

far from Africa before.’

The creatures looked at each other, and then

Go-kalu moistened her lips: ‘If we may, we would

like to come with you.’

‘I’m glad you asked me,’ replied Elmo, ‘because

I need your help. You have been here a little longer.

Is there anywhere in the Gene Pool that you have

been forbidden to go?’

‘Oh, yes,’ replied Go-kalu without hesitation.

‘That’s the Tree of Knowledge.’

‘The Tree of Knowledge?’ repeated Elmo.

‘Take me to it. I have lived my whole life in trees.

This is one tree that I have to see for myself.’

Go-kalu and her mate, Gund-mal, climbed onto

the broad scaly back of one of the Tantor-Histahs,

while Elmo and At-rem climbed onto the other. The

Tantor-Histahs then thrust their huge bodies out of

the waters of the Gene Pool and bore them into the

jungle of metal pipes.

On the way through the jungle Elmo tried to

describe his adventures so far. Although Go-Kalu

and the others appeared to be fully mature speci-

mens of their chimerical biology, their experience

was so limited that something as out of the ordinary

as a flying spaceship was accepted with a childlike

innocence.

When Elmo had finished, Go-kalu said, ‘It

sounds a most fearful place, where you come from.’

‘It can be no other way. The world you are
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living in is a lie.’

Beneath his thighs he heard the voice of the

Tantor-Histah as it travelled up through its throat:

‘Behold, Elmo,’ said his great steed, ‘the Tree

of Knowledge.’

Elmo lifted his eyes up and beheld the Tree of

Knowledge.

They had reached the edge of the metal jungle,

and a circular plain stretched out before them. The

plain ran for several miles, featureless—save for

the Tree of Knowledge.

It was vast: at its base, several miles in circum-

ference. It was shaped like one of his familiar jungle

giants, with great, outreaching buttress-like roots.

It soared up into the sky for what seemed like

miles. Elmo judged that the Tree was easily eight

to ten miles in height.

He caught a familiar scent. Familiar, but also

slightly different. His pulse quickened. Could it be

the scent of... Mangani?

He snuffed the air deeply, but the scent had

gone.

He looked at the others. ‘And this is the forbid-

den place? This is where you have been told never

to come?’

Go-kalu nodded. ‘With good reason.’ She raised

a shapely arm and pointed. ‘Look at the ground.’

Elmo followed where she indicated and saw

that the ground was broken and torn, pocked and

cratered.

‘What caused that?’

‘We do not know,’ replied Go-kalu. ‘But when

the Voice-of-God-Lord first brought us here, during
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the rays of the first Dawn, he demonstrated what

happens to those who go forth across the Forbidden

Plain.’

She paused, wrestling with a description of

what she had witnessed.

At-rem took up her tale. ‘Fire comes down

from the sky, Elmo. It burns so swiftly that it

explodes on impact.’

‘Hence the craters,’ mused Elmo. He returned

his eyes to the branches of the Tree of Knowledge,

waving frond-like some two miles over his head. He

wondered whether there were automatic defences,

or if some race of guardians had been bred from

alien stock, to hurl fire down upon the unsuspecting

innocents below. From experience, he surmised

that whoever dwelt in the Tree would be as equally

fearful of their neighbours below as the inhabitants

of the Gene Pool were of them.

He glanced at the others. ‘You have twelve

hours of life left to you as decreed by the schemes

of the God-Lord. Do you wish to spend those hours

waiting for his retribution, or do you wish to spend

that time doing something about it?’

The denizens of the Gene Pool all gazed back at

him with steady eyes.

Go-kalu whispered: ‘We are with you, Elmo.’

* * * * * * * *

Yandu swivelled the scout ship about and tried

to work out which buttons on the control console

fired the cannons. His first attempt fired off several

blasts of the electro-ray. The small craft bucked
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under the recoil, and the spray of the discharge

brushed up against three of the circling scout craft.

The three craft stopped in mid air as if a giant

invisible hand had seized them. Then, their hulls

blistered black with the power of the ray, they

began to float gently out of the sky.

Yandu tried another button. Nets flew out aft,

wrapping themselves around the stanchion of the

water tower.

‘Now I know why they have a pilot and a gun-

ner,’ he grumbled.

He turned the craft about, and touched the net

button again: a dozen nets shot out aft, and a screen

showed him the nets tracking their targets automat-

ically. The six air-lizards that evacuated their

stricken craft, were all bound in mid-air and deliv-

ered gently to the ground.

The five other craft now knew that something

was up.

They broke formation and flew, off, but not

before Yandu fired another round of the electro-ray.

Two more craft were downed, and once again he

sent nets out after them to capture their crew.

Gunning his craft forward, Yandu sent it around

in a loop. The controls were very light, but he knew

he would never be able to manage to fly it with any

skill while the dead Lizard-Man still had his hand

within the joystick.

He sent the craft skimming as low over the

structures as he dared, hoping to be lost to their

radar by the ground clutter.

Even from this relatively low vantage point, he

was able to see the landscape a lot better. He saw
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that the massive walls of the industrial area closed

in ahead of him. That had been the direction he had

originally been heading in, but he now saw that the

pursuit had been so intense it had managed to

divert him a little. His instincts told him that they

didn’t want him to go in that direction.

He flew on, and then saw a huge air armada of

craft before him. They buzzed like bees around a

gourd-shaped craft which was obviously acting in

the role of a mobile base. The gourd-shaped craft

was about a mile tall and about half a mile wide, and

its entire outer hull was given over to sockets for

craft to land and take off from.

Yandu grunted. ‘The odds look to be something

like ten thousand to one. And there’s only one of

me.’

He tried some of the other controls and found

that they fired off rockets. The little craft bucked

and jerked as each rocket was fired. Yandu watched

intently, but was disappointed to see that his rock-

ets were obviously for air-to-air sorties and didn’t

have the range to reach the armada which lay

perhaps twenty miles before him.

All the rockets fell into the structures below

and exploded, throwing up great clouds of smoke

and debris. Yandu tried flying around the clouds, but

the shock wave hit him, and knocked him off his

feet.

By the time he had regained his balance, he

was in the midst of the roiling maelstrom, the craft

jumping and jerking like a bucking bronco.

His visibility was down to nil. He knew the

armada was still somewhere up ahead, but he could-
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n’t say where.

Then all the lights went out on the console.

The engines groaned, and the craft began to fall

through the air, slipping from side to side like a

falling leaf.

Looking out of the cockpit, Yandu couldn’t see

anything beneath him. Heat and smoke beat up-

wards, blinding him. He had no idea how high he

was, and no idea how to escape.

* * * * * * * *

Elmo warned the others to stay where they

were, while he attempted to spy out the barren

waste of the Forbidden Plain. Stepping out from the

metallic jungle, he found himself in the midst of a

desolation of cinders.

Cinders the size of grey chestnuts scrunched

underfoot. Ashes the consistency of black clay

moved under each step. Oily pools of brackish

water here and there bubbled as if still containing

some residual heat.

Kneeling at the first pool he came to, Elmo

sniffed. There was only the smell of burning. Not a

petro-chemical smell as if from the internal combus-

tion engine, just the sheer calcified smell of some-

thing that had been totally destroyed by fire, almost

down to a chemical level.

He had expected to find bones or other remains

of previous victims, even spoor that suggested

there had been others to pass this way. But not

this. Not a total destruction of the least sign of life.

Troubled, the ape-man rose and walked on.
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Dunes of ash rose before him. The only cover he

could hope for.

He glanced up and saw the frond-like lower

branches of the Tree of Knowledge. They were

waving as if caught in the gentle zephyrs of a spring

morning. Surely nothing that huge could move

under wind power unless it was hurricane force, and

down here on the ground, the air was as still as if it

too was under threat of extinction.

He hurried on and crested the top of the first

dune. Beyond lay a sea of cinders, an ocean of dunes

marching away to the ramparts of the Tree.

There was nothing else for it. They didn’t have

the time to reconnoitre—only a bold plunge to-

wards the Tree would give the creatures of the

Gene Pool any chance of surviving their first day of

life after creation.

He returned to the edge of the jungle and

described what lay ahead.

‘Too far, too far,’ murmured At-rem, shifting

from limb to limb.

‘Do you want to return to the trees you know

and await the coming of night?’ asked Go-kalu,

sternly.

‘We are given one last opportunity to worship

the God-Lord,’ sniffled At-rem, sighing, and looking

away, shame-faced.

‘We are wasting time,’ urged Elmo. ‘Let those

who wish, follow me.’

And he was off, loping through the cinder

dunes.
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Chapter 12Chapter 12Chapter 12Chapter 12

Across the Forbidden PlainsAcross the Forbidden PlainsAcross the Forbidden PlainsAcross the Forbidden Plains

Illustrated by Tom Yeates

Recalling how some of

the other scout craft had re-

acted to a last-ditch survival

tactic, Yandu knew there had

to be some sort of ejector

seat.

He bent and examined

the base of the pilot’s seat

and found a handle, painted a

bright luminous purple. He

guessed that the Lizard-Men

saw the spectrum a little dif-

ferently from humans. Placing

himself carefully in the lap of

the dead pilot, Yandu yanked the handle.

Small rockets kindled at the base of the seat,

and the joystick opened automatically, releasing the

pilot’s hand. Then the rockets blasted upwards and

Yandu found himself slammed against the chest of

the dead Lizard-Man pilot.

Up, up, up, through the plumes of smoke and
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finally out into a clear atmosphere. The rockets

sputtered and died, and then the six parachutes

opened with a jerk. Yandu looked around for enemy

craft, but saw only the distant armada.

Realising the vastness of the city-ship, Yandu’s

original optimism was a little daunted. He thought

of the ape-man, back there, somewhere, in the

opposite direction. Two men pitted against the

resources of a veritable planet. Yet Elmo seemed to

take it in his stride.

‘Can I do any less?’ growled Yandu, shaking the

straps of the parachute in rage. 

He looked over the shoulder of the dead pilot

and saw that he was still several thousand feet in

the air. He spent the time in the descent, examining

the many pockets of the Lizard-Man’s flight suit. 

He discovered something like ration bars,

which he smelt and discarded. Some sort of elec-

tronic device, too small to contain valves, but it had

a glowing screen with a range of figures diminishing

on it. He slid it into his belt for later analysis. He

found a knife, which he also appropriated and one of

the ray-guns which he and Elmo had used when

they had first fought their way aboard the city-ship.

Thinking back, it seemed a very long time ago.

He shook his head. If they knew then what they

knew now, they would have brought reinforce-

ments, but their original sally was of necessity a

lunge into the dark.

He thrust his doubts to the back of his mind

and concentrated on his landing. The ground was

rushing up swiftly. Judging it nicely, he waited until

he was thirty feet from the deck, before leaping off
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and breaking his final descent in the limbs of some

sort of radio antenna.

The long vibrating object absorbed his momen-

tum and threatened to send him back into the air

again, but he held tight until it ceased vibrating.

Below him, the pilot’s chair went crashing

through a flimsy section of the deck. Below, the

view opened out to reveal that there was yet an-

other deck—perhaps, another five thousand feet

below that again.

‘By the Great Tumulus!’ Yandu swore, a

traditional oath. His thinking about this whole

situation was all wrong!

His planet-based consciousness was used to

dealing with a world that had an atmosphere above

and a solid planet beneath his feet. Yet this was an

artificial world, with deck upon deck. Even as he

released his hold on the antenna, he saw the pilot’s

seat slip through the hole in the deck. 

The straps holding the chutes in place were

pulled through quickly, only the last of the para-

chute fabric remained in place as Yandu reached it.

Reached it, bunched it between his fists and then

was hauled through bodily as the chair began yet

another descent.

The seat fell more rapidly, with two of the

parachutes streaming in tatters, torn by their exit

from the hole in the upper deck. 

Hand over hand, the slipstream tearing his

eyes, Yandu clawed his way down to the pilot’s

seat. There, drawing the knife, he began to saw at

the straps that held the weight in place.

The first strap went and the seat jerked and
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hung at a crazy angle, almost tipping him out of its

lap. He hung on grimly, aware in his peripheral

vision that the lower deck was rushing up at veloc-

ity.

He sawed through the final strap and the seat

fell away, the other chutes opened above him, and

his own descent slowed considerably.

He had a little makeshift saddle in which to sit

and look around. 

Below he saw a vast metropolitan area. Unlike

the industrial area above, this was inhabited with

many, many moving figures—all Lizard-Men—all

staring up at him with postures of alarm.

Looking straight down, he saw the seat, little

more than a dot now, smash into what appeared to

be moving traffic on a freeway system. The sudden

appearance of the seat caused a traffic pile up. Ten,

twenty vehicles, in several parallel lanes, all con-

verged hopelessly, snarling the traffic and causing

an immediate tailback.

From his gloom of the upper deck, Yandu was

instantly elated at finding a possible means of

transport. The general layout of this deck mirrored

the same shape as the deck above. The traffic snarl

was caused amongst traffic coming from the direc-

tion he wished to journey. Looking at the other

lanes of traffic, he saw that vehicles were still

moving in the direction towards which he wished to

journey.

Steering the parachutes as best he could by

tugging on their cords, he managed to bring himself

down on the side of the freeway. There were no

winds in this artificial world, he had already noted,
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but there were exhaust vents. He had landed by

luck beside some of these and the chutes were

pulled across into the traffic, causing it to slow and

swerve.

Leaping from his saddle, and rolling along the

ground to absorb the momentum of his fall, Yandu

found himself beside a huge container vehicle.

Ladder rungs ran up the side. It was too good an

opportunity to miss.

With the knife between his teeth, he climbed

up the rungs and found a niche on the roof of the

vehicle in which to secrete himself.

The hardest part of Elmo’s journey across the

Forbidden Plains was not the smell of burning that

grew to clog his throat. It was not the very taste of

the ashes on his tongue, some ten miles into their

journey. Nor was it the sight of the calcified desola-

tion, although that in itself was a sobering view, as

if Hell itself had burnt out at the end of time, and

these were the clinkers raked from the lowest pit of

Tartarus. 

Not even the thirst was the worst part of the

journey, for their progress through the cinders

raised a cloud of dust—a cloud so fine that it could-

n’t be seen up close. Only by looking behind and

judging their progress did the dust trail become

evident, as a long worm-line of roiling thermals. It

was as if they were worms eating their way through

the sustaining sands of a seashore and leaving their

casts behind.

The worst part of the journey was the noise.

The sound of each footstep, crunching on the

cinders like millions of teeth being gritted in an
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ever-present bruxism. The first mile or so, the

noise was in the background, like any other noise

one makes when progressing through unknown

terrain, whether it be the whip of grass against

one’s legs, or the burble of water on the hull of a

canoe.

After five miles, the noise became so ever-

present that it was as if the echoes of the previous

footsteps was not diminished by the time the next

footstep added its crunch to the build-up of sonic

critical mass.

Then other noises began to be added to it in a

cacophony of hyper-audibility. The sound of his own

breathing, the air rolling like boulders down the dry

gulch of his trachea. The creak of ligaments within

his body, as each leg carried on the momentum of

the journey.

Watching the others covertly, Elmo saw that

they too were suffering from the ill-effects of this

phenomenon. It reminded him of the need for a

marching company of men to break step when

crossing a bridge, otherwise they might set up a

destructive resonance within the bridge and bring

it down into the ravine below.

At-rem was whimpering, tears tinged with a

faint blue pigment rolling from the scorpion-eyes in

his scorpion-head. The leathery creak of the scor-

pion’s tail as it hung over At-rem’s head was like a

pendulum, counting off the seconds of the first day

of their creation.

Calling a halt, Elmo looked about his little

group of followers. Go-kalu and her mate, Gund-

mal, seemed to be the worst affected, their eyes
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rimmed with the fine, grey dust kicked up by their

footsteps.

The two Tantor-Histahs, Za-yo and At-wa,

seemed to be the least affected, perhaps because

elephants mostly discharge a fluid from their eyes.

African elephants, Elmo recalled, had evolved to

survive in the dusty, semi-desert environment of

East Africa. Their fossil ancestors had once been

used to forest conditions, with a much higher rate

of humidity.

‘How much further?’ grumbled At-rem. ‘My

knuckles feel worn down to the bone, and my feet

have blisters.’

‘We are suffering because of the lack of water,’

said Elmo. ‘But we have come too far to turn back

now. Besides, the land is changing up ahead.’

They were coming out of the dunes. From a

sandy waste, they appeared to be entering a stony

waste, with boulders the size of small hills dotted

about. The boulders all had a water-eroded smooth-

ness to them, as if they had once been submerged

in a river or on a coast.

Kneeling to pinch a little of the cinder between

his fingers, Elmo tasted the sand. No salt. That was

interesting. It had been fresh water that had round-

ed these boulders. But where had it all gone?

Even though the party had all come to a halt,

Elmo was sure that he could still hear the echoes of

their footsteps in the air, as if phantoms marched

about them. He shrugged such nonsense away and

rose, dusting his hands.

‘This has been the easy part, my friends.

Ahead, the land is broken up with these boulders.’
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‘Nothing can be worse than that desert,’ growl-

ed At-rem.

‘Rest for a short while,’ said Elmo. ‘I want to go

on and spy out an easy passage.’

Go-kalu stood staring up at the Tree of Knowl-

edge. ‘We hardly appear any closer, Elmo.’

‘This world is huge. It is better to die striving

than to lie waiting for a blow to the neck, like

chickens in a run.’

At-rem looked up from examining the under-

side of one of the smaller boulders. ‘Perhaps there

are no guardians after all. Perhaps, the mere extent

of the Forbidden Plains is enough to prevent crea-

tures from escaping the will of the God-Lord.’

Elmo left them to their desultory conversation

and climbed up a staircase of rounded boulders until

he could see some way ahead. Nowhere did a bush

sprout, neither a blade of grass nor an alpine plant.

Not even lichen grew on the rocks.

A jagged rock on the skyline drew his attention.

It was the only thing that broke the monotony of

rounded boulders and water-shaped stones.

It was perhaps a mile into the jumble of rocks.

He glanced down at the others and saw that they

had already begun to doze, each in their own man-

ner.

He turned to the boulders and began to pene-

trate the rocky hinterland. His journey took him

something like a half-hour, although he was sur-

prised at the scale of the surrounding rubble.

The jagged rock was larger than his eyes had

suggested, confused by the scale of the rocks

around him.
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As he approached, he found his eyes further

confused. It was jagged and shattered in such a

manner as to suggest that it had been carved in

some manner.

His way led him in a staggered route towards

it, and climbing behind several large boulders, he

found he had lost his landmark. Before him lay only

the same monotony of rounded boulders. Pushing

on, he soon saw why he had missed it. The boulder

was split down the middle, so that it appeared from

certain angles to be no different from its fellows.

Finding his original skyline landmark again, he

saw the jagged edges.

But there was more to it than that. The boulder

was hollow, the thickness of its epidermis about

twenty feet across. The boulder was the size of a

small island, set on its edge, and now that he had

found out its secret, Elmo’s heart beat a little

faster.

Involuntarily, he glanced towards the sky, but

nothing moved up there, apart from the incessant

billowing of the lower boughs of the Tree of Knowl-

edge.

He shook his head and the half-smile that he

wore when facing death played across his lips. 

Turning from the jagged skyline, he hurried

back to the others, unsure whether to tell them of

his discovery.

Yandu kept to his hidden niche on the top of the

container wagon. Occasionally, he would raise his

head enough to check out his surroundings. They

were of an unvarying monotony. The freeway

stretched ahead of him for what seemed like hun-
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dreds of miles. Around him the walls of the struc-

ture closed in at an almost imperceptible rate.

The sheer scale of this vessel staggered Yandu.

He had visited the greatest cities on Earth; he had

seen many of the engineering achievements of the

human race up close to witness the power at their

disposal. Yet they were all as a child’s playthings

compared to the scale of construction in this city-

ship. City-ship, he had dubbed it on first catching a

glimpse of its size—world-ship might be more

appropriate.

A change in the vehicle’s engine note alerted

him that there was something happening outside.

The vehicle slowed along with the rest of the traffic

and came to a halt. Unlike Earth wheeled traffic,

this was an almost noiseless event, although the

noise from a thousand such vehicles soon built up

into a background wall of noise, fuzzy, almost like a

haze of sound.

Looking out from his hiding place, Yandu saw a

group of robots, backing up a squad of armed

Lizard-Man soldiers. Interestingly, the driver of his

vehicle was not a Lizard-Man, but appeared to be

some sort of web-footed creature, possibly of

amphibian descent, judging by the gills that lined its

neck and thorax.

Watching the driver having his papers cleared,

Yandu was aware that there was some key to the

riddle of this situation that he had failed to pick up.

Recalling the numbers of Lizard-Men he and Elmo

had encountered on gaining entry to the vessel, he

was then surprised to encounter the armoured

shock-troops who seemed to consist of robot
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cadres. 

And what had happened to Major M’Kimbo?

There was something unexplained about this entire

situation. 

Even as Yandu thought this, the gentle exhaust

from a nearby air vent in the side of the road,

drifted past his nostrils. Stiffening, he recognised

the unmistakable odour of Major M’Kimbo. But it

wasn’t M’Kimbo’s original odour, which Yandu

knew from childhood. It was the lizard-tainted

odour, which Elmo had speculated over, back when

they both thought they were captured and being

held in a detention cell.

The security unit had passed on to another

vehicle. The paperwork wasn’t so proper in this

case, and they had the driver and his assistant out

opening up the back of the vehicle.

Yandu knew better than to debate over the

possibilities. He was on a vessel in space that

seemed to have as much floor space as a continent

back on Earth. Any clues to sort out this situation

would have to be acted upon.

Taking care not to be seen, he climbed down

from the vehicle, using its bulk to shield him from

the eyes of the security. He dropped to his belly

and squirmed along on his elbows to reach the far

side. There wasn’t as much clearance under one of

these vehicles as there would have been under a

similar vehicle on Earth. Glancing about, he rose to

a crouch, ran past several other vehicles. Working

his way carefully through a dozen lanes of stilled

traffic, he came to the wall of the freeway. The

vents were a huge circular disk of mesh, set into
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the concave side structure. 

There was a door set within the mesh, locked.

Gripping the mesh on both sides of the door, he

brought his legs up and kicked with all his force.

The door gave way, swinging slackly on its hinges.

Yandu darted inside, closed the door and

wedged it shut so that it wouldn’t swing open and

give away his exit.

The air vent was a circular tunnel, perhaps nine

feet in diameter. He licked his index finger and held

it up to judge the way the air current was blowing.

It was blowing from the left, luckily the same

direction he had been travelling in the vehicle.

There was nothing else for it but to continue on

foot.

He set off at a jog, determined to conserve his

strength for the journey that might well lie ahead.

The scent of Major M’Kimbo was faint, but

while it was in the air, he knew he was on the spoor

of one answer at least.

Elmo came back to find only the two Tantor-

Histahs. The two huge beasts had buried them-

selves in the cinder, leaving only the tips of their

trunks to act like snorkels. From the sound of their

sturdy breathing, both creatures were fast asleep,

their vast python bodies entwined about each other.

Judging from the smell of sexual juices recently

discharged, Elmo judged it to be a post-coital

embrace. He smiled at the thought. They were like

huge children, learning everything about their world

and their bodies and their relationship to each

other—all in the space of a few hours.

He cast about for the tracks of the others. He
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found At-rem’s tracks, and followed them. After a

few minutes he realised he was following no less

than three sets of spoor. The most recent set of

prints were At-rem’s, but he seemed to be taking

care to walk over and deliberately obliterate the

other tracks. The tracks of Gund-mal and Go-kalu.

Intrigued, and not a little suspicious, Elmo

followed with greater haste.

The spoor followed the edge of the boulder

region. Elmo was glad that they did not enter the

boulders, for spoor would be infinitely harder to

follow on the hard surfaces of the rocks.

Up ahead, his keen ears heard the sound of

voices raised in heated argument.

Elmo cleared the crest of a dune and looked

down upon a natural amphitheatre stained with

fresh blood.

Gund-mal lay on the cinders, his fur flecked

with blood. His face was contorted and twisted with

pain, his lips flecked with foam. Even from this

distance, Elmo could see that the Gomangani-

sheetah was almost dead.

Some distance away, At-rem struggled with the

lithe form of Go-kalu. He gripped her in one huge

hand, while he beat her about the head and shoul-

ders with the back and palm of his other hand.

Go-kalu spat and struck at him with her

clenched fists, but she might just as well have beat

on the breast of a mountainside for all the effect it

was having on the enraged At-rem.

‘You belong to At-rem now!’ growled At-rem.

‘I have killed your weakling mate. You are At-rem’s

mate now!’
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‘Never!’ growled Go-kalu. ‘I would rather mate

with Gimla, the crocodile!’

She recovered herself a little and managed to

bring her four leopard paws into play. The forepaws

dug deep into At-rem’s taut pectoral muscles, and

then the hind paws came up and began to rake his

vast swag-belly.

At-rem gave a roar of pain and cast Go-kalu

from him, but only to get a better grip on her. 

As soon as Go-kalu hit the ground, she was up

and running, racing up the side of the dune.

At-rem was swiftly after her, but he was falling

behind, his short, bowed legs no match for her

feline pace.

Then Go-kalu tripped, and At-rem caught up

with her, towering over her, his scorpion-tail erect

and rigid, the pincers gaping wide in exultation and

sexual arousal.

Go-kalu turned, claws unsheathed, ready to

give her all, so that no unwanted male bully should

possess her.

She brought up her arm to cover her naked

breasts.

At-rem struck it aside and grinned lasciviously

with his scorpion lips.

Then, like Ara, the lightning, an apparition shot

between the two antagonists.

Elmo had leaped between them, his fists balled,

his teeth bared.

‘Halt, At-rem! Go-kalu does not wish to be

your mate! Go elsewhere and seek another!’

‘I killed her weakling mate, the one who spoke

so little, so that I might possess her,’ growled At-
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rem. ‘I think there is poison enough in my scorpion

sting to finish even you, Earth-man.’

Elmo felt Go-kalu scrabble away from his heels.

‘I will kill you, At-rem,’ growled Elmo.

Go-kalu looked on in wonder, amazed at the

transformation in the ape-man. When he had ap-

peared from the waves, borne on the trunks of the

Tantor-Histahs, he had seemed like a demi-god,

perfect in his form and feature.

Now, he had become as bestial as At-rem,

snarling and slavering as fiercely as any beast of the

Gene Pool.

At-rem grinned contemptuously. ‘At-rem will

kill you, Elmo, and feast on your white flesh!’
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The TunnelsThe TunnelsThe TunnelsThe Tunnels

Illustrated by Tangor

Yandu had been in the

air-vent tunnel for more

than an hour when he heard

the faint vibration of pursuit

behind him.

During that hour, his

trek through the tunnel had

brought him past a dozen

outlet pipes and branches

that led off in various directions. The last branch

had been about ten minutes before, and, judging by

the sound of the approaching noise, it was coming

too swift for him to avoid it.

Was it also coming too swift to survive it?

The tunnel was too wide for him to wedge

himself into the roof. There was nothing for him to

do but to forge ahead regardless.

The sound hummed along the tunnel until on a

long straight ahead, he saw a faint and feeble light.

The humming ceased and the light flickered as

if a figure had stepped in front of it.
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A hoarse voice barked out an order. Cornered,

Yandu chose to use the subterfuge of submission in

order to get close to this new threat.

Holding his hands over his head, he approached

slowly, until he could make out the figure. It

seemed to be an armed Lizard-Man, bulked out with

body-armour. Behind the Lizard-Man the local

version of a motorbike was parked, its headlamp

glimmering faintly.

The figure stepped forward, its words incom-

prehensible. It gestured with the muzzle of its ray-

rifle, and Yandu knelt, his hands behind his back.

The Lizard-Man drew heavy manacles from the

saddle bag of his vehicle and stepped forward,

preparatory to binding Yandu. Yandu kept his head

down, feigning weariness. He straddled the dip of

the tunnel, knowing the Lizard-Man would have to

stand on a curved surface in order to stand behind

him. He could hear thescritch-scritch of the Lizard-

Man's claws as he trod the ceramic surface of the

air-vent.

As the Lizard-Man bent to bind him, Yandu

made his move. He stood up suddenly, whirling on

the ball of his left foot, his right knee driving into

the chest of the Lizard-Man. Despite the Lizard-

Man's armour, he went down under that one blow.

Yandu had struck out with all his strength. He

was not surprised to find that the Lizard-Man was

dead when he examined him.

'Scrawny little guys,' he mused. 'Perhaps that's

why they build on such a massive scale, in order to

compensate for a weak physique.'

He searched the body for weapons and took the
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ray-rifle and the helmet. He could insert his head

into the helmet, although the rest of the armour

would have suited an under-nourished eight-year-

old boy from his own people.

He hurried over to the tunnel-runner and

examined its controls. Once again, like the scout-

craft, it operated on a joystick principle, whereby

the driver inserted his hand into a gauntlet on top of

the joystick.

Yandu inserted his hand, and found the gauntlet

expanding automatically to take his larger propor-

tions. Closing the fist made the tunnel-runner surge

forward, opening the fingers out made the tunnel-

runner reverse—similar to, but simpler than the

controls of the scout-craft.

He reversed the tunnel-runner for several

miles until he found an intersection with enough

room for him to turn the tunnel-runner around.

Then, lifting his head to scent the elusive odour of

Major M'Kimbo, he hummed off on the tunnel-

runner.

He grinned as the slipstream rushed over his

face. He was making better time than on foot. And

he could scent that he was getting much closer to

Major M'Kimbo with every minute that passed.

* * * * * * * *

Elmo met At-rem breast to breast, face to face,

his lips snarling into the ugly mouth-parts of the

scorpion-anthropoid physiognomy. At-rem more

than matched him as regards sheer weight and

simple strength. But Elmo had the experience of a
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thousand such battles.

Even as they met, the scorpion-tail came

hurtling over the beetling brow and missed Elmo

with little more than a finger-width to spare.

Seizing the great anthropoid by the fur on its

shoulders, Elmo dropped to his back and stuck his

feet in the ape's midriff. At-rem's momentum sent

him over Elmo, to land in the cinder dunes in an

explosion of ash. Coughing and spluttering, the

enraged anthropoid jumped quickly to his feet and

staggered around, expecting to find a supine Elmo.

The scorpion tail projecting from the back of his

scorpion-shaped cranium lashed his shoulders like

the tail of an angry Numa.

Elmo, however, had sprung to his feet, and

stood facing him, legs tensed, waiting for the

direction from which the next attack would come.

At-rem struck his chest and roared from his

scorpion mouth. He was insensate with rage,

working himself up into a frenzy.

Elmo watched him coolly, thinking that there

was an element of play-acting in At-rem's perfor-

mance. As always when engaging the great apes in

a contest of status, Elmo knew he had to rely on

fleetness of foot, the speed of his reactions, the co-

ordination of his attack.

Without even as much as a knife in his arsenal,

Elmo did not feel overmatched. He had fought

bigger, stronger and wilier than At-rem. As a

teenager, he had fought Kerchak and slain that

insane jungle despot. And Tublat, and Atok and

others too numerous to recall.

None, however, had carried the advantage of
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the scorpion tail protruding from the back of its

head. At-rem had gloated concerning his victory

over Gund-mal, claiming that the scorpion poison

had claimed the life of the Gomangani-Sheetah.

Usually in such a contests, it was important

that Elmo did not close with his opponent, other-

wise his opponent's inhuman strength would surely

prevail. Today it wasn't brute strength he had to

keep clear of, but a potent poison that would drain

his strength away like water.

While At-rem worked himself into his rage,

Elmo ran forward a few steps, then threw himself

forward in a drop-kick. Both feet landed square on

At-rem's chest, driving the anthropoid backward.

Screaming and raging, At-rem rolled over and

came up on all-fours, hopping about in an almost

apoplectic bate. The scorpion-tail whipped about,

almost invisible in a blur of movement.

Elmo smiled. The grim half-smile only enraged

At-rem further, but still the unskilled anthropoid

couldn't bring himself to attack. At-rem knew that

he had to close with his enemy in order to conquer

him, but he didn't relish the punishment.

That's one of the problems with having lived for

but a day, Elmo mused inwardly. There's been no

time to build up determination and grit.

Elmo made a few more feints, and At-rem fell

back further.

Further and further, Elmo drove the chimerical

scorpion-anthropoid, until they were off the cinder

dunes, and the round river-washed pebbles grated

underfoot.

At-rem picked up handfuls of the pebbles and
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threw them at Elmo, who dodged them and came in

from another angle in yet another feint, driving At-

rem back yet further.

By this time, the noise of their strug-

gle—rather, At-rem's noisy ravings—had awakened

At-wa and Za-yo, and the two Tantor-Histahs had

climbed out from their love-tryst and had come to

view the contest.

Then, when Elmo judged the moment to be

right, he ran forward once again, threw himself

forward in yet another drop-kick. This time, At-rem

had nowhere to fall back. The back of his head

smashed into the face of a large boulder—the

chitinous extension of the scorpion tail exploded

with a sound like a whip cracking.

With a screech of pain, At-rem threw himself

forward, his hands going up to examine the scorpion

sting, that now dangled limply over one shoulder.

While At-rem whimpered pitifully, Elmo rushed

over, picked up a hammer-sized boulder and flung

it At-rem.

It struck the anthropoid square on the forehead.

For a moment, At-rem was almost too stunned to

recognise that his body had been conquered. He

teetered on his heels for a moment, and then

crashed face-forward into the cinders, sending up a

huge puff of grey dust.

When At-rem came to it was to discover that he

was buried up to his neck in the cinders. The two

Tantor-Histahs stood to one side, playfully blowing

ash at each other, in the time-honoured manner of

small diversions that love has always managed to

fashion for lovers throughout the ages.
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Elmo squatted up on top of one of the boulders,

as if keeping look-out. Go-kalu lay nearby, her face

beginning to puff up from the blows that At-rem had

dealt out to her.

'I wanted to kill you while you were uncon-

scious,' growled the she-Gomangani-Sheetah. 'But

Elmo thinks that such a death is dishonourable.'

'I deserve a better death than that,' agreed At-

rem.

'The honour did not apply to you, you fool!' spat

Go-kalu.

'I don't think there is a worse death than the

one that faces us now,' remarked Elmo in a conver-

sational manner. He took his eyes from the horizon

and looked at At-rem.

'I can guess at what will be hunting us through

the boulder lands ahead,' added Elmo, 'but that does

not mean that we will not be fighting back.'

He looked down at something in his hands,

then brought it up so that At-rem could see what it

was.

'No,' gasped At-rem. 'No, you can't have taken

that!'

Elmo held the hypodermic gland that had once

resided within the end of At-rem's scorpion-tail.

Two bulging sacs, like bloated purple grapes sagged

flaccidly on either side of the spike.

'If you had come with us, and fought alongside

us, then you would have been the greatest among

us, for you carried the most potent weapon within

your body. But you chose to defile your role in our

company. You are a murderer and a molester of

those weaker than you.'
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Elmo spat into his face. 'You're getting off

lightly!'

Without a word, the two Tantor-Histahs recog-

nised an end to their discussion. They rose up from

the cinder plain and wriggled serpent-like through

the rugged contours of the boulders.

Go-kalu, with one last contemptuous glance at

At-rem, joined them.

By the time At-rem looked back at the top of

the boulder where Elmo had perched, the ape-man

was gone.

At-rem let out a bellow of chagrin and disbelief.

'No! Don't leave me. The party will be stronger with

me to help in your fights.'

But no answer came. Only the last trickling of

the cinders as they came to rest against his lower

lip.

* * * * * * * *

Yandu found the monotony of the journey was

his greatest enemy now. His limbs, long taxed with

the energetic pursuit and the frenetic efforts to fend

off attempts at capture, were beginning to stiffen up

on the cramped seat of the tunnel-runner.

It hadn't been designed with his human frame

in mind.

The tunnel-runner seemed to operate on a kind

of auto-pilot, automatically slowing down when he

was approaching a junction or a side vent. In be-

tween, he found his head nodding, his eyelids

growing heavy. He was prepared to let this happen

since there seemed to be no traffic, and the tunnel-
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runner was automatically sensitive to hazards.

He roused himself at each junction and snuffed

the air for a further olfactory clue as to Major

M'Kimbo's whereabouts. Sometimes he had to

backtrack, driving along a tunnel, only to find that

he had reached a clear section of air that failed to

hold the scent.

The dials on the bike's console held enigmatic

digits, but he couldn't make out what they referred

to. One continually changing screen he deemed to

be an odometer. He wished he could work out how

many miles he had traversed since finding himself

on the tunnel-runner. He had been driving for

hours.

He occasionally took side forays to see what lay

outside the air vents. The freeway scenery had

been left behind a long time ago. He guessed that

this industrial sector he was in contained some sort

of high energy production sites. The static in the air

was intense at times, reminding him of the strange

static fields he had encountered on the approach of

the cloud-craft.

The shape of the landscape outside the air

vents also told him that he was approaching some

sort of communications nexus. One view showed

him an aerial view of several freeways, all entering

the throat of a vast concourse big enough to drink

Lake Malawi at a single gulp.

Could a vessel such as this have a single con-

trol room, a captain's bridge for want of a better

analogy?

If so, then he felt that he was heading towards

it.
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He returned to the tunnels and the tunnel-

runner, renewed by such excursions, feeling that he

was getting somewhere at last.

The scent was growing stronger too.

Perhaps he was tracing Major M'Kimbo's very

own means of covert travel about the vessel.

He was looking forward to the reunion, if only

to see the look of astonishment on his subordinate's

face.

Oh, but there were so many unanswered

questions!

Up ahead, he began to pick up other odours.

Many Lizard-Men, by the pungency of the stink.

And other scents, slightly fishy, some slightly

amphibious. Perhaps this wasn't a single race vessel

after all.

Earth parallels were not conducive to comfort-

able thoughts. Mixed race vessels in Earth's history

suggested mercenary companies, to say nothing of

freebooters and pirates. If that was the case, it

would explain the need for the robots to control the

(possibly?) rightful population of Lizard-Men.

Perhaps the Lizard-Man claiming the name or title

of 'God-Lord' was little more than a robber baron or

pirate chief. In which case, Yandu was looking

forward to staging a mutiny or rebellion. Despots

only ruled by force or fear, and were always suc-

cumbing to palace coups or uprisings from the

army.

The echoes from ahead were beginning to carry

more than the usual noises—noises he had learned

to ignore on his journey to date. He glanced at his

console and saw a flashing dial, which suggested he
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was coming to a terminus of some description.

He slowed the tunnel-runner and approached

cautiously.

Eventually the tunnel ended, but continued in

a skeletal, net-like form so that he could see outside

and through the expanded fabric of the tunnel.

Beneath him vast engines pulsed and swarmed

with energies undreamed-of. Through the open

walls of his tunnel he could see other, similar

tunnels all converging at a location some five miles

or so ahead.

In the other tunnels he could see more tunnel-

runners like his own. In one instance, he saw a

meeting of two tunnel-runners going in the opposite

direction. The drivers merely exchanged tunnel-

runners and continued with their respective mis-

sions.

'So, that's how it's done,' murmured Yandu, with

a smile. He wondered if a pass-word was necessary.

Were the tunnel-runner-riders always Lizard-Men

or did other races participate in this tunnel patrol?

He drew closer to the terminus.

With the open lattice of the tunnel around him

now, he could no longer smell the traces of Major

M'Kimbo's distinctive odour. That was a pity, but it

had brought him quite a distance so far. Using the

open fretwork of the tunnel lattice to give him

something to judge by, he guessed that the tunnel-

runner was capable of cruising at something ap-

proaching 60 miles per hour.

Rapidly calculating, he estimated he had tra-

versed some 600 miles since he had first climbed

aboard. Give or take a hundred miles.
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Up ahead, his tunnel drew to an end and a broad

plaza served as a stopping point. He saw dozens of

cycles lined up outside what could be a refreshment

centre, or possibly a de-briefing and co-ordination

point.

He drove through the plaza, ignoring the stares

of Lizard-Men. None, however, deemed him

strange enough to be worth stopping. For all he

knew there were nation states on board a vessel of

this size. Perhaps the news of his arrival on board

the vessel hadn't filtered into this region.

The plaza was suspended over a framework of

service ways that shielded the engines from direct

view.

There were up to a dozen off-ramps leading

down, towards the engines, or up, towards—what?

Acting on a hunch he took the next ramp

upwards and barrelled along the lattice-work tunnel.

The duration of the lattice was only a mile or so,

much shorter than the route he had rode in on.

As the solid walls closed in around him, he felt

a little more comfortable, a little less exposed to

every prying, speculative eye.

But the air of this tunnel contained no scent.

His dilemma now was this: should he continue

and hope for a side tunnel that might circumnavi-

gate the plaza, or should he turn at the next junction

and return to the plaza? He could always kick the

tunnel-runner into reverse, but he thought it might

be more suspicious to return to the plaza only

minutes after leaving it.

The Lizard-Men obviously weren't an inquisi-

tive race, in the same way that humans were. Or
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perhaps they laboured under a bureaucracy that

discouraged initiative.

While he debated his options, he came to a

cross-roads. His answer was solved for him.

He took the tunnel to the right and within

minutes his nose was filled with the scent of Major

M'Kimbo. He was closer than ever to his goal.

* * * * * * * *

Elmo discovered that the Tantor-Histahs were

well adapted for crossing the boulder-strewn ter-

rain. Their huge constricting snake bodies were of

a girth suitable for winding their way through the

hillocks and gaps between the boulders.

Only his arboreal experience gave him any edge

over the two huge serpentine behemoths. Go-kalu,

with her four leopard paws centaur-wise, was also

well-suited to the terrain, leaping from boulder-top

to boulder-top. All the same it was tiring, and the

journey took its toll.

They had still discovered no water, and Elmo

knew that dehydration might well be the enemy

that would finish them off.

With no natural sun rising and falling over

them, Elmo was reminded of his expeditions to

Pellucidar, at the earth's core. Unlike Pellucidar,

however, he knew that this sun would set. Sooner,

rather than later. And then what would night bring?

He glanced up at the artificial sun and saw that

it gleamed as brightly as ever. Would they even

have the benefit of a twilight and dusk to warn them

that their Day was over and that the Cre-
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ation—limited to the Gene Pool—would end?

Perhaps it would be like the end-of-world

beliefs back on earth, with no real substance to it

all. Perhaps the world began and ended for each

individual, purely on a personal basis.

He recalled the gloating tones of the Voice-of-

the-God-Lord. Somehow, he suspected, that vile

creature wasn't pure bluster or empty threat.

A shadow crossed over them, and all four

stopped in their tracks.

All heads turned, tracking the movement

against the bright-litten dome of brassy glare

overhead. There was a shadow moving up in the

sharp shafts of artificial light.

Elmo could barely make it, but what he did

descry alerted him that it was no artificial flying

machine. It flew like a winged creature.

Faintly, from overhead, came screams of terror

and torture.

Go-kalu, ashen beneath the melanin of her skin,

turned to Elmo:

'That sounded like At-rem!'

Elmo nodded.

'I've been waiting for just such an event. At-rem

played his part. That is why I didn't kill him. The

flying creature is a scavenger, not a predator. We

won't be slain by hooked beaks or flying talons.

We'll die of thirst and exhaustion and then our

bodies will be eaten by the carrion creatures.'

'You mean it dug up At-rem and is carrying him

up to the Tree?' rumbled Za-yo.

Am-wo rumbled in despair, her trumpeting

wailing eerily between the bare rocks. 'Then what
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was the point in continuing?'

Elmo turned and revealed the hypodermic

spike he had torn from At-rem's scorpion-tail.

'This is our only means of getting out of here.'

Go-kalu frowned. 'I don't understand.'

'What I am proposing will require courage.

Courage that many a seasoned warrior would not be

capable of displaying, and I am asking you three

children to show it. Do you think you can do it? Do

you want to live that desperately?'

Go-kalu looked at her two pachyderm compan-

ions. 'What must we do?' she sighed.

'Yes,' repeated Za-yo and Am-wa. 'Tell us what

we must do, Elmo.'
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Chapter 14Chapter 14Chapter 14Chapter 14

The Shadow of the RocThe Shadow of the RocThe Shadow of the RocThe Shadow of the Roc

Illustrated by Kurt "Jake" Jacobson

This tunnel was dif-

ferent from any Yandu

had used before. Sections

of it were solid, and alter-

nate sections were con-

structed from the see-

through lattice. More im-

portantly, the tunnel was-

n’t a simple circle. It was a spiral: he was rising

upwards, ever upwards.

A light began to flash on the console of the

tunnel-runner. It was a purple light. He recalled the

colour purple from the handle of the ejector-seat. In

the Lizard-Man culture, he knew it meant a warning

of some kind. But was it a warning of approaching

danger, running out of fuel, or something else?

He slowed down and came to another section of

lattice-wrapped tunnel. Overhead, several spirals

up, he saw the flash of electro-rifles in use in a

lattice-floored plaza. He ducked automatically, but

they weren’t aimed at him. He tried to follow the
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action, but the tunnel-runner entered another solid-

walled section. 

At the next lattice, he was a little closer. More

electrical discharges showed him that there was a

veritable firefight raging overhead. Perhaps the

palace coup had started without him.

Speeding up once more, he was able to pick up

another piece of information from each lattice he

passed: he saw that several Lizard-Men were

down—injured or dead. Several tunnel-runners

were set-up as makeshift barricades, but had been

abandoned, as if the Lizard-Men had been driven

back by their foes.

His last glimpse before he began the run to the

plaza, showed that he was coming in on the side of

the Lizard-Men. 

Dropping his head close to the body of the

tunnel-runner, he let it rip through at full speed.

The console lit up like a Christmas tree be-

neath his eyes, but he had no time to worry about

guessing what it meant. He pulled out his blast-rifle

with his left hand, and held it close to his body, like

a knight holding a lance.

Steering with the joystick, he overcompen-

sated—riding the tunnels was no practice for real

manoeuvres in an open space—and found himself

heading for the barricade of abandoned tunnel-

runners.

Jerking the tunnel-runner wildly, he managed

to pull it about, so that it skidded on its flank over

to the barricade. The tunnel-runner was slow

enough for him to leave it.

He pulled his hand free from the joystick and
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launched himself out across the plaza.

Blasts from all over the plaza marked his

progress. Had he broken through the Lizard-Man

lines? He certainly hoped so, otherwise they would

think he was their enemy.

Rolling into a tumbler’s dismount, he gained his

feet and used the momentum to add to his charge.

He sprayed suppressive fire in short bursts to give

himself some cover and then threw himself behind

a tunnel-runner.

He landed at the feet of a startled Lizard-Man.

Yandu groaned. How could he have misjudged

it so badly!

Then the Lizard-Man spoke, ‘Yandu! What are

you doing here!?’

Yandu rose to his feet, keeping behind the

cover, to stand beside the Lizard-Man. He stared

incredulously at the ugly, alien figure before him.

Yandu spluttered: ‘You know me!’

‘Of course! You are the King of Anyi-mawu, the

land where we were harvesting the bio-samples.’

Yandu sniffed experimentally, trying not to

appear too open about it. ‘Major M’Kimbo?’

The Lizard-Man grinned, revealing two sharp

fangs, and a long sinuous, forked tongue. ‘You

mistake me for something I am not.’

‘But you can speak English?’

‘That’s because I’m trained to, you Earth-

moron. Do you think we go into any situation

unprepared? We have been studying your planet for

years, preparing for the day when we will take it out

from under your hairy primate butts!’
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Swiftly, too swift to counter-act, Yandu thrust

the butt of his blast-rifle against the Lizard-Man’s

jaw. The blow was not as forceful as his last blow

directed towards a Lizard-Man, but even so, the

angle of the Lizard-Man’s neck told him he had still

struck too forcefully.

‘Maybe this is part of their survival plan,’ he

growled in chagrin. ‘They fall apart at the first

punch, and we humans feel sorry and stop doing it.’

He lifted the discarded blast-rifle and scurried

along, using the cover to its best advantage and

looked about for who might well be the enemy in

this situation.

Fire raked along the torn-up sections of wall-

covering he was using as cover. Raising his head, he

saw the flank of the Lizard-Man advance. None of

them were shooting at him, so—who was?

He looked about and saw where the Lizard-

Men were aiming their fire. A hole had been blasted

through a huge door. The cannon that had delivered

the blast lay on its side, its barrel burst apart, as if

it had been used to destruction. Smoke rose in acrid

arabesques. Despite the strong stench of chemical

explosives, Yandu was still being maddened by the

proximity of Major M’Kimbo’s scent. It was frus-

trating! To be so close!

At least he now knew where the Lizard-Man

enemy was. The fire that had raked his cover had

come from inside the blast hole of the armoured

doors.

Raising himself from his cover while still

keeping under cover from the direction of the

armoured doors, Yandu took aim at the nearest
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Lizard-Men exposed to his fire. 

Any enemy of the Lizard-Men has to be my

friend, he mused, then he exhaled and squeezed the

stud. Coruscating beams of electrical fire shot out

from the muzzle of his blast-rifle. This was a more

powerful weapon than he had used before. Unlike a

ballistic weapon it didn’t recoil.

The beam tore through the first of several

Lizard-Men and bored on, tearing up the lattice-

work floor of the plaza, so that it dipped danger-

ously.

Those Lizard-Men that were able jumped back

to safety on the more secure section of platform.

That left about a dozen still to take care of.

Whatever else the Lizard-Men were, they were

not battle-hardened troops. Yandu had time to draw

another bead on the far side of their flank. More

Lizard-Men went down, leaving the others to run

about frantically, looking for cover. Leaving the

heavy blast-rifle on, and blasting at the floor, Yandu

hurried over with his lighter blast-rifle and found

enough cover to deliver him safely right up to the

outside of the armoured door.

Crouching with his shoulders against the

bubbled metal, he shouted through the hole:

‘Hey, I’m on your side in there. Can I come

through?’

‘Yandu?’ came a surprised voice.

Yandu grinned. How come everybody knew him?

‘Major M’Kimbo? I’m very glad to run into you,

soldier. Are you still a serving soldier in the Anyi-

mawuan Royal Engineers?’

‘It’s—it’s a bit more complicated, sir, than it
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looks.’

‘If I come through are you going to shoot me?’

‘No, sir. You saved my mi- my life, sir, that’s

what you did. You saved my life.’

Checking that the Lizard-Men forces were still

in disarray, Yandu leaped through the gaping tear in

the armoured doors and found himself embraced by

the hard-muscled arms of Major M’Kimbo.

* * * * * * * *

The sun beat down relentlessly on Elmo. His

lips were cracked, and he longed to pass a dry

tongue over them, but he held off. He had no idea

how keen the senses were of the flying scavengers

that haunted this boulder waste.

He had warned Go-kalu and the two Tantor-

Histahs that the slightest movement or the slight-

est sound might well warn off their scavenging

enemy. Not only had they to look and sound dead,

but they also had to smell dead. 

For this purpose, Elmo had rubbed some of the

blood from the scorpion-sting over as much of their

bodies as the drying liquid would allow. It smelt

rank, and itched unmercifully, but it appeared to be

their only hope for getting out of this waste land.

Elmo lay on the tallest boulder he could find.

Below him, on a ledge out of the direct glare of the

sun, Go-kalu was spread-eagled. Below her again,

the two Tantor-Histahs lay twined as if in a death-

embrace.

Elmo had spent most of the scorpion sting

blood on the Tantor-Histahs because it was most
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important that the flying scavenger should be drawn

to them. Despite the Tantor-Histahs’ altered

biology, they still probably outweighed average

African elephants, due to the great length and

massive girth of their python-bodies. 

Aneesa had shared with Meriem and Korak

some of her childhood memories, one of which was

being told the tale of Sinbad discovering the roc’s

egg on the beach of Madagascar. The egg was so

huge that Sinbad originally mistook it for the dome

of a mosque buried in the sand. Only when the huge

roc hatched did he see how huge it was. According

to legend it preyed on elephants. Elmo had enjoyed

the telling of the tale, but at the time he had never

dreamed he might encounter his own version of the

roc—albeit on an alien world-ship, millions of miles

from Africa.

His eyes were half-lidded, shielding him from

the direct light of the artificial sun, when he

glimpsed a shadow overhead. He found himself

tensing, but he breathed deeply, determined not to

give the game away at this crucial stage.

The shadow was little more than a faint wisp of

cloud, possibly thousands of feet up in the air. They

would have to remain still and lifeless-looking long

enough to pass the creature’s scrutiny.

Long minutes drifted by, inching along like

eons. 

Then another shadow. This time it was closer.

Elmo saw it pass overhead. It was still thousands of

feet above him, but now it was a definite condor-

like shape.

More minutes crawled by. The shadow came
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again, and this time the passage of the air over the

vast pinions could be heard, like a whistling burble,

an eerie banshee wail. Elmo knew the legend of the

banshee, too. It was an omen of death to come.

Whose death, he wondered? 

Beneath his body, his fist gripped the scorpion

sting. So much poison for such a vast body—it

would barely be lethal. It might not even have any

effect at all. For all he knew, the creature could be

immune to poison. Marabou storks were reputedly

immune to the poison of snakes, their favourite

prey.

Several more passes were made, the shadow

growing closer, the vast bulk of the bird-creature

becoming ever more manifest with each passing

swoop. The wind whistling through its feathers

filled the air, until the rocks beneath them seemed

to thrum with the vibration. 

On the lower passes a rank carrion stench

floated over Elmo’s sensitive nostrils.

On one of the passes he caught a glimpse of a

cruel, curved beak, the glint of a stone-hard, impla-

cable raptor’s eye.

Then a pass came close enough for him to have

reached up and caught at the talons that were

spread beneath its mighty vanes. This pass was so

close and the bird was so vast that it seemed to

take a few minutes for the shadow to go by. It was

like waiting for a freight train to pass in a stockyard.

Elmo was sure that the shadow was so dense

beneath its wings that the boulders grew cold.

And then the whistling started again in earnest.

Elmo knew from instinct that this was the final
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pass. Scavengers were notoriously fright-prone; it

had given its prey every opportunity to show

whether it still had any fight left in it.

The talons grated on the boulder beside him

and passed him, dropping lower to seize the largest

prey—the two Tantor-Histahs. 

Elmo leaped to his feet, shouting, ‘Go-kalu!

Now!’

The vast bird was startled, but it had already

seized the two Tantor-Histahs. Elmo leaped into its

plumage and saw Go-kalu do likewise from her

position lower down on the boulder.

With a shriek of protest, the Roc wheeled up

quickly. 

From below, the Tantor-Histahs gave vent to

their successful take-off. Triumphant trumpetings

set the air shivering, over the whistle-burbling of

the wind through the roc’s wing feathers.

Steeping up, the roc stalled and gave voice once

more. Elmo tensed. He didn’t want to use the

scorpion sting unless it was absolutely necessary.

The roc had a long way to fly and huge though it

was, it would be no easy matter carrying the weight

of the two Tantor-Histahs all the way up to its nest

in the lower branches of the Tree of Knowledge.

That’s if it even roosted there. He had a horri-

ble sensation that he might have made a mistake.

What if it was a ground-nesting bird? After all, he

had seen the boulder-like egg that had given birth

to it on his first trip into the boulder wastes.

No, no, he chided. It’s too big to roost on the

ground. It requires thermals to help it gain eleva-

tion. It would require a high-sited nest up on the
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Tree somewhere, where it could warm itself in the

morning sun before seeking prey in the boulder

wastes.

Once again the roc attempted to drop the prey

that had wound itself about its trailing talons. This

time, too, it failed.

Elmo found that Go-kalu had gained confidence

enough to climb up the huge flanks of the bird to

join him. Her eyes sparkled with the pleasure of

being alive, of having beaten one more challenge

from death.

Elmo grinned back, pleased at her fighting

spirit.

Then he looked overhead.

The roc had gained an immense altitude, but

the Tree of Knowledge still looked hardly any

closer. Below him the boulder wastes were so far

away as to appear to be no more rugged than a

sandy beach with the tide out.

Overhead, watchful, he saw other shadows. He

wondered if there would be more than one roc.

Perhaps the rocs were the means by which the

God-Lord depopulated his world at the end of each

Day. Only those who bent the knee in worship to

him were spirited away, to serve him in a position

of some meagre responsibility. That’s if the promise

of extra Days of life were not the cynical exploita-

tion of a false prophet.

* * * * * * * *

Yandu’s sense of relief lasted for about ten

seconds. It was a wonderful feeling to meet up with
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Major M’Kimbo at last, but no sooner had he

clasped his friend in greeting than his nostrils were

filled with the tantalising scent that he had followed

over so many hundreds of miles of air vents.

Stepping back, to clasp M’Kimbo’s shoulders,

Yandu looked into his eyes.

‘You’re not really my friend, are you, M’Kim-

bo?’

The gaze was returned unfalteringly—for a

second or two. Then M’Kimbo broke from Yandu’s

grip and turned away.

‘I am your friend, Yandu, just not the one that

you think I am.’

Yandu glanced over his shoulder. The Lizard-

Men were re-grouping and circling the huge rents

he had blasted in the lattice-work floor. They would

be renewing their assault any minute now. He

wondered how long it would take for the robot

shock-troops to arrive. With their rocket-boots and

gung-ho fearlessness, the robots would be all over

them—unless they could stop up the entrance hole

M’Kimbo had made.

Prioritising quickly, Yandu said, ‘How can we

close over this gap in the doors?’

‘I have some molecular glue here, and a sheet

of ablative mono-titanium armour.’

‘If you say so,’ replied Yandu. ‘What do we do

to put it into place?’

‘If you will step out of the way for a moment,’

murmured M’Kimbo. 

Yandu did so, and M’Kimbo turned with a small

radio-control device in his hand. He flicked it on,

and small rocket jets kicked in nearby.
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Before Yandu’s surprised eyes, the rocket

modules, about the size of shoe boxes, lifted slowly

a thick slab of metal from the deck.

Under M’Kimbo’s expert touch, the control box

caused two of the jets to fire more fiercely, tipping

the sheet of armour from a horizontal to a vertical

position. Then, edging it forward, he manoeuvred it

into position, even as sporadic fire opened up from

the Lizard-Men on the other side.

The rocket jets continued firing, even after the

armour was in place. M’Kimbo set the remote

control unit down and turned to Yandu:

‘That should keep them out for an hour. No

more. The storm-furies are already on their way.’

He saw the look of incomprehension on Yandu’s

face. ‘The—eh—the robots we first encountered

when we boarded.’

Yandu shook his head. ‘You mean—you knew

what you were getting into when you helped us

board the sky-craft?’

M’Kimbo smiled ruefully. ‘Ignorance is bliss,

eh? Yes, I knew we were facing a Fext Grook-class

twin-environment ship. But, then, I did have a

mission to perform.’

Yandu folded his arms over his chest, the anger

jumping into his eyes and voice. ‘So, where’s the

real Major M’Kimbo?’

‘Back on earth, the lucky dog. He’ll be kicking

himself when he hears of all your adventures.’

‘You mean there’s a real chance we can get

back?’

‘I don’t intend for you to stay here for very

much longer. You and your ape-man friend are more
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trouble than a whole squad of storm-furies. I know.

I was there.’

‘So, what is your real mission here?’ demanded

Yandu.

M’Kimbo picked up an assortment of weapons

and futuristic satchel-charges. ‘Help me load this

grav-sled. We’re working under a deadline here and

I want to make the most of it. Did I remember to

say thanks for helping me fight off those Lizard-

Men?’

‘Looks like you didn’t need that much help,’

growled Yandu, as he too began to load himself

down with ordnance.

‘Your back-up will be greatly appreciated over

the next hour. The leader of this exploratory force

is in hiding up ahead. I managed to lure him to the

bridge and separate him from his bodyguard squad.’

‘More storm-furies?’ asked Yandu.

‘No. Organics this time. Mercenaries from

Rigel. Let’s just say you don’t want them around at

your next beer festival.’

‘Rigel?’ repeated Yandu. ‘That’s a star, isn’t it?’

‘Never mind. Let’s go.’

M’Kimbo took off, staggering under his burden

of arms and explosives.

As Yandu caught up with him, M’Kimbo added:

‘I saw your performance in the arena of mirrors,

by the way. Very impressive.’

‘You mean that was broadcast throughout the

ship?’

‘Of course. Tahjarr needs all the diversions he

can get in order to keep his people on course.’

‘Tahjarr? He was the one passing himself off as
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the "God-Lord"?’

‘To his own people he is the God-Lord, but to

the central Fext government he’s a loose cannon

who’s jeopardising their presence in this quadrant

of the galaxy.’

‘Whoa, whoa, whoa,’ gasped Yandu. ‘You really

are talking about a galaxy-wide—what a Great

Game? Between two interstellar empires?’

‘That’s right. The Fext—whom you’ve met—

and liked. And the Bori-al-jannu—my people.’

‘Your people?’

Yandu paused. Major M’Kimbo had turned to

look at him. Instead of a familiar human face, he was

greeted with a craggy, lined face, a wide, satchel-

mouth and troll-like pointed ears. The skin was an

uncanny green colour, a different shade of hue from

the Lizard-Men—no, not Lizard-Men, he reminded

himself. He sighed. He supposed he would have to

get used to calling them the Fext.

When Yandu’s head stopped spinning, and he

had adjusted to the sight of an obviously alien

creature loping along beside him, he said:

‘So, Elmo was right after all. You are some sort

of shape-shifter. He speculated that you might be

another race of lizards, with chameleon powers.’

‘M’Kimbo’ smiled, his blunt, tombstone-like

teeth very evident in his wide mouth. ‘Ahh, Elmo.

He’s very astute—for a savage. I suppose his acute

sense of smell put him on to me?’

‘That’s right.—I take it you were the one who

helped us to escape from the storm-furies, and hid

us in what we thought was a detention cell.’

‘M’Kimbo’ gave another sneering smile. ‘Of
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course. With the both of you unconscious, it was my

perfect opportunity to secrete you somewhere

where you would be out of harm’s way.’

‘Your race must be very morally-centred to

take such care of what must be to you two awkward

innocent bystanders.—I just realised I can’t keep on

calling you "M’Kimbo". What is your name?’

‘Skenses. As for your welfare, well, that is

something that comes along with the shape-shifting

abilities. Empathy is a major part of assuming the

form we wish to wear. But, I must warn you, Yandu.

My people are a force to be reckoned with. I wish to

see your planet aligned with us—this is a critical

frontier of our Great Game. But I have to warn you:

there are factions among our people who see a

danger in the empathy of our shape-shifting. I’m

afraid I’m a member of the old school, who prizes

that empathy. There is a new generation of Bori-al-

jannus coming up who have nothing but contempt

for other races. We may well lose that empathy in

the next generation. I hope not, but I am a lone

voice.’

‘Don’t worry, Skenses,’ said Yandu, with a sigh.

‘I’m a politician and a statesman. I appreciate the

need for playing both ends off against the middle. I

will do what I have to do to keep my kingdom afloat

in the international arena—no more deadly than the

arena of mirrors that you enjoyed so much. And

now I have to consider the interplanetary and

interstellar ramifications of what has occurred

here!’
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The Tree of KnowledgeThe Tree of KnowledgeThe Tree of KnowledgeThe Tree of Knowledge

Illustrated by Kurt "Jake" Jacobson

The shadows of the

other rocs swooped closer.

Elmo had a good idea what

they had in mind. He had

seen many predatory or sca-

venging bird behave in this

manner—snatching prey

from another’s beak or tal-

ons.

From their position be-

low the mighty vanes of the

roc, the Tantor-Histahs would be oblivious to any

attack until too late. There was nothing else he

could do. He had to climb down through the verita-

ble forest of feathers and warn Za-yo and Am-wa.

Leaning close to Go-kalu, he told her of his

plan. He passed her the scorpion sting, warning her

to keep it safe.

Then, seizing the roc’s down feathers, each one

as tough and wiry as a clump of heather, he began

to make his way down towards the rear of the wing.
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The roc opened its beak and shrieked—a note

of warning, of territorial imperative. Elmo paused in

his climb and looked up.

A roc was tilting out of the sun—a small speci-

men this one, merely big enough to pick up a single

elephant. It was just as well for his escape plan that

he had managed to have the right size of roc pick up

his party.

Elmo’s steed lunged in mid-air, its beak snap-

ping shut like the crack of doom. The bandit backed

off, wheeling and flapping, trying to sustain its

elevation. 

Smiling grimly, Elmo continued his descent.

Leaning out as far as he dared, he began to

reach under the roc’s abdomen. The stench of

rotting and decayed meat from the roc’s cloaca

drifted by. Grey scales littered the skin, and he was

forced to hang sloth-like for a space of several yards

until he reached the roc’s feathered thigh.

The roc was aware of his progress, and moved

its thigh, trying to brush him off. His presence was

small, but no doubt ticklish.

Back to a vertical climbing position, he was able

to look down and see how the Tantor-Histahs were

faring.

Za-yo saw him and managed to unwrap enough

of its trunk from about the roc’s talon.

Elmo slipped further down. The extended leg

of the roc alone had to be at least fifty feet in length.

Each talon was longer than many of the canoes

Elmo had ever used.

Finally he reached the end of the feathers on

this leg. Below was scaled skin, each scale about
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two inches raised on the skin beneath, but Elmo

knew better than to trust his weight to them. With

the roc always on the move, he needed the flexibil-

ity of the feathers as a handhold to stop from slip-

ping.

A dozen feet below him, he saw Za-yo. Shout-

ing down, Elmo warned him:

‘We are under attack from other rocs. They are

trying to snatch his prey from his claws.’

‘I understand, Elmo,’ rumbled Za-yo.

At that moment, the roc veered to one side,

slipping past another attack. The slipstream bellied

around, and Elmo caught the scent of fresh blood.

‘What’s the matter, Za-yo? Are you wounded?’

‘Not me, Elmo. My mate,’ came the grim-

voiced reply. ‘He took a talon right through his side.

He’s been dead for a while now.’

Elmo heard the hopelessness in the Tantor-

Histah’s voice. 

It was an impossible situation. He doubted that

Za-yo could climb up using the plumage for trunk-

holds. She couldn’t get the grip to hold on while she

changed trunk-holds.

Frustrated, Elmo stayed where he was, deter-

mined to help Za-yo keep look out for the next

attack.

After several more, fairly half-hearted attacks,

Elmo was aware of the roc growing agitated. He

soon found out why, as Go-kalu joined him, clinging

to the roc’s plumage with all six of her limbs.

‘We’ve lost At-wa,’ said Elmo.

‘We’re also under attack, Elmo,’ replied the

she-Gomangani-Sheetah.
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‘I know about the rocs.’

‘No, nearer at hand.’

She gestured upwards. The grey scales that

Elmo had noted earlier growing along the skin of

the roc’s abdomen, now revealed themselves as

some sort of roc-mite. He was surprised to find

them active while the roc was in flight.

‘The blood is attracting them,’ said Go-kalu.

‘The last skirmish made blood splash up from poor

At-wa’s body. I saw it land on several of the scales

as I passed them. It attacked me on the way down,

but I kicked it off.’

Elmo stared upwards. ‘There are more on the

way. All working their way down the legs.’

‘Most of them are going down the leg with the

most blood on it,’ added Go-kalu.

‘So I see,’ replied Elmo, ‘but there are enough

coming down this one to pose a problem.’

Go-kalu looked anxiously down at Za-yo. ‘Do

you think we could drop down?’

Elmo reacted as another shadow swept by, but

then he paused and grinned.

‘I think we should drop down. That last shadow

wasn’t a roc. It was the first of the Tree’s lower

boughs.’

‘At last!’ exclaimed Go-kalu.

‘Go easy on Za-yo’s sensitive skin with your

claws. Use your human hands only if you can man-

age that.’

Go-kalu looked past him as the first of the

mites came within range. Elmo turned to face it,

urging her to go quickly.

The mite, now that it was closer, proved to be
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about the size of a trash can lid, a little deeper

perhaps. From beneath its domed carapace, scythe-

like mouth parts hooked around each feather.

Without warning, the mite flipped itself up,

revealing a threshing, milling explosion of arachnid

limbs, each tipped with an anchor-like hook.

Elmo swung out on a single feather, slipping

inadvertently up the stalk a little, so that his fingers

were holding onto the feather part and not the

spine. This tactic would work fine so long as the

feather didn’t break under his weight and momen-

tum.

Swinging around, he brought his feet up under

the carapace of the roc-mite, and kicked it savagely.

Taken by surprise, the mite lost its grip and slith-

ered a few body lengths back up the roc’s leg.

More shadows fell about Elmo as they flew

deeper into the Tree of Knowledge. Another mite

rounded the roc’s leg and flipped itself onto its

carapace. This was obviously the mite’s instinctive

reaction to threat. 

An unusual reaction, thought Elmo, considering

he would have considered the carapace to be the

best means of shielding the mite from attack.

Perhaps the carapace wasn’t that hard to crack.

The light grew dimmer about them as the huge

boughs of the Tree of Knowledge closed about

them.

Surprisingly, the mite settled down and fas-

tened itself back onto the skin like the scale he had

previously mistaken it for.

That was another odd reaction. He would have

thought that shadow would have made it more
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active.

Then several shudders ran through the great

body of the roc.

It raised its head, its wings going limp, and

voiced a cry that was filled with anguish, pain and

despair.

Elmo looked about, trying to fathom what was

happening. 

The boughs of the Tree were all around, closing

in like a massive, woody fist. Now he knew why he

had seen the boughs moving—it wasn’t the wind

moving them at all. The Trees required nourish-

ment—and took it from the soil, sunlight, and any

unwary roc that failed to avoid its branches.

Elmo looked down and saw that the roc’s talons

had unclenched. The bloodied form of At-wa slid off

a curved talon and began a long, slow-motion dive

towards the light below.

Elmo bellowed: ‘Go, now! Go, now!’

He jumped instinctively, gaining a branch. He

looked back and saw Za-yo hesitating, reaching out

her trunk. Perched on Za-yo’s massive forehead

was Go-kalu, looking for all the world, in this

strange conflict of proportions, very like a house cat

too scared to jump down from an isolated branch on

a garden apple tree.

Elmo bellowed again: ‘Jump!’

Go-kalu jumped as if kicked from behind,

scrabbling fiercely for a handhold on the flexing,

wildly thrashing branch.

Za-yo, for her part, too, was broken from her

spell of terror. She straightened in the crook of the

scimitar-shaped claw, reaching out with her trunk,
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eyes wild, ears wide, her voice trumpeting her

terror.

Then, the movement of the roc changing, Za-yo

found herself with gravity on her side. She shot

forward, like a cobra striking for prey, and wrapped

her trunk around the nearest half-dozen branches.

The talon slipped from beneath her and her whole

python body wriggled up, wrapping around the

whole length of the bough, finally coming to rest.

Elmo was surprised to find that the boughs that

held the roc were actually made of wood. He had

surmised that a structure as tall as the Tree of

Knowledge might well be an artificial construct.

Climbing up through the unfamiliar boscage, he

came out onto the broad top of a vast bough that

stretched several miles back to the main trunk of

the tree. The branch, even at this distance from the

trunk was as broad as a city sidewalk.

Go-kalu joined him and threw her arms around

him in an ecstasy of gratitude. ‘I can’t believe we

made it. I can’t believe it! Thank you, Elmo, thank

you. We would never have made it without you!’

Before she had calmed down, Za-yo came

toiling up through the woody fronds. Serpent-like,

she was back on familiar territory, her prehensile

coils quite capable of dealing with this arboreal

habitat.

Hoarsely, Za-yo trumpeted a warning: ‘Kreegah!

Mangani bundolo! Mangani bundolo!’

* * * * * * * *

‘This is the command module for the entire
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world-ship,’ said Skenses, as he saw Yandu’s ques-

tioning glance at the armoured bulkheads that

surrounded them.

‘I can’t quite accept all this grandiose scale,

M’Kim- I mean, Skenses. All this huge vessel just

to deliver a few test tubes of genetic material. It’s

all just a tad over the top, isn’t it?’

‘Not necessarily, when you consider the true

function of this ship.’

‘Ahh,’ breathed Yandu. ‘I’m getting somewhere

at last. Everything that the God-Lord told me is a

lie, I presume?’

‘Probably, although not being privy to your

conversation with him, I don’t know what was said.

The broadcast went out with an officially-sanctioned

narration of the bout. You and Elmo are being built

up for a long-term grudge-match.’

Yandu grunted in surprise, half-embarrassed,

half-outraged.

‘This is a Bori-al-jannu ship,’ continued Sken-

ses. ‘It’s been taken as a prize of war in some out-

of-the-way conflict somewhere, probably very close

to the system where it was mothballed after being

constructed.’

‘But you mentioned a Grook-class ship or

something earlier.’

‘I did. Those ships that came to earth were

Fext ships, but they are short range ships. They

need a base to refuel and so on. No, this vessel we

are on is one of the old Bori-al-jannu world-vessels.

A generation-ship might be a better name for it.’

‘I don’t understand.’

‘My race, the Bori-al-jannus, used generation
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ships a long time ago to enter this part of the

galaxy. In a generation ship, the inhabitants live

their lives, keep their society spiritually-solvent for

as long as it takes to journey between galaxies.

Millions of generation-ships seeded all the galaxies

along the galactic arm. We always keep a few in

mothballs, here and there, or else have a few in the

midst of construction so that we never lose the

skills to build them. And, of course, we’re always

updating our skills as to what goes into a

generation-ship.’

‘You know, I knew there was something fairly

crazy about this set-up some time ago. There was

just—too much of everything.’

‘That’s the God-Lord for you. Or should I say

Tahjarr.’

‘You speak from personal knowledge?’

‘Oh, yes. Tahjarr is my brother.

‘Your brother?’

‘That’s why I’ve been given the mission of

dealing with his illegal incursion into Human/Fext

affairs.’

Skenses looked pained. ‘It’s a long story, but

since you’ve been put through so much, I will tell

you a little about it.’

Before he could continue, they came to a hatch

with a flashing purple light at the side.

Skenses interrupted himself: ‘I may not have

time to tell you anything more, Yandu. Beyond this

door lies the abode of Tahjarr.’

‘What does the flashing light signify?’

‘Micro-gravity.’

‘Weightlessness?’
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‘Pretty much the same thing. I take it you’ve

never experienced it before—you will find it ...

interesting.’

‘Tahjarr prefers to live in a weightless environ-

ment?’

Skenses pulled out a small pistol from one of

the packs he was carrying. He handed it butt first to

Yandu, then produced another for himself.

‘Remember, Yandu. He is a Bori-al-jannu. Not

everything you see within his sanctuary will be

what it seems.’

Skenses paused. ‘In fact, I’ve just had a

thought. It may well be better to start as I mean to

go on.’

Before Yandu could ask him what he meant,

Skenses’ form began to melt and shimmer as his

body and face underwent a transformation.

Suddenly, Elmo of the Apes was standing

before him.

‘You are hoping to throw him off a little?’

Skenses stared at him from the cold, grey eyes

of the ersatz ape-man. ‘You will understand, Yandu,

when we meet Tahjarr, just how we will need every

iota of surprise and power on our side.’

As Skenses moved past him to enter the hatch,

Yandu said:

‘It’s just occurred to me. With all this weaponry

and explosives, you are planning to kill your

brother, aren’t you?’

‘You assumed I was just out to disable the

command bridge?’

‘Something like that.’

Skenses turned and stared through the hatch-
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way, his body-language displaying the doubt and

indecision he felt. Yandu wondered that if he were

to see Skenses as he looked now without knowing

it was not the true Elmo, would he be able to

distinguish him by body-language alone? He was

tempted to believe, he just might be able to do that.

Skenses paused at the hatch. ‘Remember, use

the blaster to help you move through the open

spaces of what lies ahead. If you stray too close to

the walls Tahjarr has a habit of booby-trapping

them.’

Yandu frowned. ‘You mean you’ve been in this

position before?’

Skenses turned away, hunching his shoulders,

poised to leap out. ‘I’m sorry I never got the chance

to tell you of our rivalry, Yandu. It’s quite an epic.’

Before Yandu could answer, Skenses straight-

ened his legs and pushed. He leapt from the hatch

and sailed forward, slicing through the atmosphere

like a dolphin through waves, hauling the grav-sled

loaded with equipment behind him.

Yandu approached the hatchway and looked in.

The walls sloped away in every direction to reveal

that he was looking into a gigantic spherical inte-

rior.

Below, the walls were studded with ropes and

loops, as if to provide as many convenient perches

for weightless manoeuvring as possible. This was

the first lesson that came home to him from Sken-

ses’ words: how many of them were booby-trapped?

Only the fact that he had seen Skenses leap out

boldly encouraged him to do likewise. In his head,

Yandu felt that he was throwing himself from a cliff.
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He flexed his legs, straightened them and

leaped forward, matching Skenses’ position. Up

ahead was what appeared to be a floating buoy of

some description, but Yandu could see that Skenses

was steering clear of it. 

Yandu turned his head to look about, and found

himself beginning to tumble through the air. The

action of turning his head had caused his change of

course, and now he was heading towards the micro-

gravity buoy.

Skenses called to him in the voice of Elmo:

‘Use your blaster, Yandu! Shoot at the buoy!’

Yandu brought up the blaster, another action

which caused him to spin on a different axis. The

walls of the sphere blurred around him as he spun,

and dizziness threatened to swamp him.

He fired the blaster and found himself straight-

ening up, only to realise that he was now turning

head over heels.

He heard several blaster shots nearby, and

soon Skenses had closed the gap and was steadying

him up with tiny shots of compressed air from the

blaster.

‘Takes a bit of getting used to, doesn’t it?’

‘Let me try again,’ urged Yandu. ‘I think I’ve

got it.’

He pushed away from Skenses, and found

himself turning, pirouetting like a ballet dancer.

Good, the vertical axis was a good axis to spin

gently on. He locked on to the buoy to give his eyes

something to focus on and prevent vertigo from

claiming his senses.

His progress slowed and he began to ‘tread
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water’, sensing the changes that he was doing to his

own position relative to the rest of the scenery.

Within a few minutes he had it worked out and

it was only his reflexes that required re-training. He

soon found himself able to circumambulate Skenses

without going out of control.

‘You’ve picked it up very promptly,’ said Sken-

ses, ‘but we don’t have time to loiter. The storm-

furies are on their way and they won’t take prison-

ers at this stage of the game.’

* * * * * * * *

Elmo reacted instantly to Za-yo’s warning. He

passed an arm around Go-kalu’s waist and, with one

bound, carried her with him up into the heavy

fronds of the nearest cover.

Heavy blocks of wood thudded down on the

branch, close to where Elmo and Go-kalu had just

been standing. The blocks of wood—about a dozen

of them—turned out to be nuts of some sort, about

the size of basketballs. The impact of their fall split

open the thick husk, which seemed to consist of

almost half the nut’s radius. 

One of the nuts cracked right in half and Elmo

and Go-kalu could see the flesh inside. It resembled

the red, waxy skin of a large apple.

Before they could see any more, shadows came

crashing through the branches and presently a

dozen Mangani came leaping headlong through the

foliage.

Elmo watched avidly. The first difference he

noted from his usual experience of Mangani, was
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that they were all silver-furred specimens. There

was not a normal black-coated specimen among

them.

Unusually for Mangani, they carried weapons,

crude, hand-made weapons, true, but weapons

nevertheless.

This group appeared to consist entirely of

males. When they reached the broad branch where

the nuts had been hurled, they proceeded to brawl

among themselves for the choicest bits of exposed

fruit.

Suddenly, one of their number, the heaviest,

burliest member of the group, with the heaviest

club, stopped in his rough-housing and raised his

nose to snuff the air.

‘Kree-gah!’ he growled. Instantly the others

bristled, and raised their clubs, looking about for the

danger.

Elmo knew that they hadn’t discovered him, for

the breeze was blowing in the wrong direction. 

The apes were all looking trunk-wards along

the branch, and despite their numbers and their

physical strength, Elmo could smell their fear.

Presently, the sound of marching feet came to

him, and four strange, oddly stiff-looking figures

came into view.

The group of Mangani bristled and bared their

fangs at each other, as if daring themselves to have

a go at these four newcomers, but the leader

snarled savagely at them and swung his club for

silence.

The four figures came striding up and Elmo’s

eyes widened with wonder as he realised what he
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was looking at.

The four figures walked stiffly because they

appeared to be made from wood. Not carved from

wood, however, but somehow grown, as if muscles

could be trained to grow on heartwood that could

later grow out in a separate body.

There was a strangeness about the figures that

came not just from their wooden origin. They

walked as men, but their forelimbs were a shade too

long for human and a shade too short for Mangani.

It was as if they were something halfway between

the two kinds.

The four figures walked in a group that was

composed of a leader and three followers. The

leader was female, as demonstrated by her amply

swelling bosoms; the followers were also females,

but it was as if they were late developers, or, to

continue the plant analogy, ‘late bloomers’.

Elmo’s teeth bared themselves in a mirthless

smile. The Mangani were on the edge of fight or

flight, and it was difficult to know which way they

would jump.

The leader of the woody folk paused and greet-

ed the Mangani, using a modified form of Mangani:

‘Greetings, Folk of the Forest! We ask for

passage to the outer leaves. The Day draws on, the

afternoon wanes. Night comes, and with it—Judge-

ment!’
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The Night of JudgementThe Night of JudgementThe Night of JudgementThe Night of Judgement

Illustrated by Tangor

Yandu followed after Skenses, deep into the

circular chamber. Skenses had all the weapons and

explosives packed on the grav-sled and towed it

between Yandu and himself. Once again, Yandu

found the sheer scale of this vessel hard to accept.

The circular chamber they had first entered had

proved to be little more than a foyer. The far side of

the chamber had seven exits: six hatches arranged

around a central hatch.

Skenses paused and rummaged through the

equipment on the grav-sled to pull out some sort of

scanning device. Scanning the hatches, he was able

to point out which ones were booby trapped, which
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ones were false and just for show and which was the

real exit. Interestingly, Tahjarr had booby-trapped

the true hatchway.

‘There’s obviously a cut-off switch nearby,’ said

Skenses, ‘or else it is deactivated by a personal

effect that he carries around with him all the time.’

‘Can you defuse it?’ asked Yandu.

‘Given time, yes. But I don’t relish facing the

storm-furies, so I’m going to trigger the device. It

will warn Tahjarr that there is a threat coming from

this direction, but he won’t necessarily know who it

is. He might just think that Elmo and you have

broken through somehow.’

Returning his scanner to the grav-sled, he

pulled out one of the bolas that they had encoun-

tered when first attacked by the storm-furies. It

came equipped with its own remote control unit,

and Skenses powered it up. Rockets unfolded, the

bolas came on-line.

Skenses handed the remote control to Yandu.

‘I want you to fly the bolas up to the hatchway—you

recall which one it is, don’t you?’

‘Yes, it’s the one at six o’clock in the pattern.’

‘Correct. While you fly the bolas, I will brace

myself on the back of our grav-sled. It won’t offer

much in the way of protection if shrapnel comes our

way, but it will allow us to ride out the blast wave.

I’ll need your blaster to use as a counter-force to

the explosive decompression wave.’

Yandu found his lips were dry. Fear was too

strong a word, but the uncertainty of everything

about him bothered him. He had always been an

outstanding gymnast and aerialist, at home as much
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in the trees as on the ground, thanks to his Anyi-

mawuan heritage and also thanks to the crystalline

salts of samekhite that were the key to his black

panther totem.

This alien environment, however, was ex-

tremely wearing. It was as if there was nothing he

could rely on. He couldn’t turn his head on a sponta-

neous whim without having to face the conse-

quences of his body reacting to it in the micro-

gravity. And now, even their attempts to open the

hatch, were as likely to rebound against them as to

free them.

He longed to feel the tug of gravity on his limbs

once more, to have an up and a down again.

Manoeuvring himself behind the parcel of

equipment, and aligning himself so that he was

completely hidden behind it, he permitted himself

enough of a view of the bolas to fire it forwards,

towards the hatch.

The bolas swept forward too fast; he had over-

compensated for the lack of gravity. Then he moved

it sideways, pressed it up against the hatch, and

suddenly the chamber was filled with light.

The sound followed a second later, riding along

the bow-wave of the explosion. Beside him Skenses

fired off blast after blast on the pistols, riding out

the irregularities of the blast.

Through the noise, Yandu was aware of an

alarm siren hooting up and down the scale.

He was aware also of another smell, a strange,

animal smell, oily and nauseating.

‘Prepare yourself for the backwash,’ growled

Skenses, as he placed his hands with the blasters on
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top of the grav-sled.

Yandu was about to ask, ‘Backwash?’ but then

he realised that the explosion would racket around

the circular chamber, unbound by gravity. The

backwash caught them, lifting them as if they on a

raft in a turbulent white water stretch of river, and

then they were racing towards the open hatchway.

* * * * * * * *

The Woody One’s speech was spoken in a fair

manner, but the intent, Elmo guessed, was insolent.

The leader of the Mangani shuffled forward, his

club gripped in both great paws, but resting tensely

over one shoulder, as if ready to carry the head

from off the leader of the Woody Ones.

‘I am Yud-gor, King of the ko-tar-Mangani. Why

should I let the slayer of my kin pass by on another

slaying mission?’

The Leader of the Woody Ones swayed as if

she were a slim sapling instead of a sturdy tree; she

swayed as if stirred by a strong gust. Up in hiding,

Elmo was more aware of a deathly stillness de-

scending on the forest glade.

‘I am Tig-chek,’ replied the leader. ‘I asked you

for passage as a sign of respect, nothing more. I

asked for passage yesterday, when your fighters

were thirty and my slayers were five. You paid the

blood-price and we still passed. Will you pay the

blood-price today again?’

Elmo noticed that the three Woody Ones

behind Tig-chek had opened their hands. Fingers

grew willy-nilly from the stubs that were meant to
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be hands, and from these fingers sharp, thorn-like

fingernails began to extrude.

‘We will let you pass if you tell us where our

she-folk are,’ growled Yud-gor, but it was evident

that he had already lost the initiative in this face-off.

Tig-chek laughed, and it sounded like a nut

rattling in a hollow gourd. ‘Your she-folk are dead,

Mangani. We slew them Days ago, when they first

turned away from the worship of the God-Lord. We

slew them and planted their bodies in the Dark

Bark that they might be renewed as maid-servants

of the God-Lord.’

‘These are lies,’ growled Yud-gor, his feet

stamping sideways, his whole body animated as if

fighting against some overwhelming, insistent need

to release his pent-up violence. Behind him, the

other Mangani sensed the end of his patience. They

began to utter excited barks and coughs of urgent

incitement.

‘Why do you persist in these lies?’ growled

Yud-gor.

‘They are not lies,’ said Tig-chek, softly, the

very softness of her speech like a slap on the nose.

‘You will meet your she-folk soon. They are almost

ready to bloom from the Dark Bark. Tomorrow, or

the day after, if you live that long, you will meet

them, and they will be coming down this road, and

they will be journeying with me to be my

Judgement-Slayers. Judgement has called them, and

this is to be their judgement.’

‘Give us back our shes!’ screamed one of the

Mangani from the rear. The cry was immediately

taken up by the others.
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Elmo knew that if he didn’t act immediately the

Mangani would attack the Woody Ones—and if Tig-

chek’s words were true about their previous en-

counter, then Yud-gor would be committing suicide.

Disengaging his arm from around Go-kalu’s waist,

and signing for her to keep silent and to stay here,

Elmo leapt from his branch and landed squarely

between the two groups.

His sudden appearance sent the Mangani

careering backwards en masse. Only Yud-gor was

left, too incensed in his fury to have any reactions

left.

Warily, Elmo kept his attention on Tig-chek.

He knew from his long experience with Mangani

that he could handle Yud-gor’s war party. The

unknown character of the Woody Ones was a

different matter.

‘Who are you?’ asked Tig-chek, too wooden-

faced to evince surprise.

‘I am Elmo of the Apes, King of all the Manga-

ni!’ growled Elmo. ‘And I say that you can pass. Go

on your way and slay. You say that you are the

Judgement sent from the God-Lord. When next you

speak to him, tell him that Elmo of the Apes has his

own Judgement to make on the God-Lord and his

dealings.’

Yud-gor smashed his club into the floor of the

forest glade, its heavy blow reverberating along the

branch.

‘You cannot be King of the Mangani!’ screamed

Yud-gor. ‘I am the king, I am the king!’

Tig-chek stepped forward. ‘Perhaps I and my

people can pass, then, while you two sort out your
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problems.’

Elmo stepped back. ‘Pass in peace, Tig-chek.

But remember, your own Judgement approaches.’

Tig-chek stared impassively at him, blinking

from beneath her woody brows. She gestured for

her three slayers to pass and with an effort of

creaking wood and a sigh of sweeping branches the

four Woody Ones passed along the branch.

As they passed the group of Mangani, one of

the Mangani, a mere stripling by his bulk, swiped at

them with his club. Reacting with lightning-like

reflexes, one of the Slayers seized his descending

arm so that the club was jarred loose from his grip.

At the same time, her other hand was thrust up to

the wrist in the Mangani’s chest, just below the

breast bone.

The Mangani stiffened in that implacable grasp,

grunting in pain, and then blood gouted from his

mouth and nostrils, and his body went slack. The

Woody Slayer lowered its hands and shook the

Mangani off as if he were mere dust on her palms.

The rest of the Mangani looked on, and a low

moan rose up at the death of one of their number.

Elmo watched until the Woody Ones had

disappeared completely from sight before turning to

face Yud-gor.

‘I am the King of the Mangani,’ Elmo growled

in a low voice. ‘Must we fight to prove it?’

Yud-gor’s sloped shoulders said it all. ‘What is

the point?’ he growled. ‘I have no tribe. This is just

a war-party. We have no shes or balus. A king needs

a tribe.’

‘You are the ko-tar-Mangani,’ replied Elmo,
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turning to the group of dispirited Mangani. ‘I am

Elmo, and I am seeking the God-Lord to speak my

judgement against him. Who will come with me?’

‘How can you speak a judgement against the

God-Lord?’ demanded one of the group. He was the

largest male there, after Yud-gor, and it had been he

who had bent over the supine corpse of the slain

Mangani, when he had been cast from the thorn-

tipped fingers of the Woody Slayer.

‘Who speaks thus to Elmo?’

The Mangani rose up and shook his fur loose

about his shoulders. ‘I am Unk-thak. Mighty fighter,

mighty hunter. I slew the first roc, and ate the eggs

that grew within its belly. I was the one who discov-

ered the Grasping Boughs. I was the one who led

the first roc into their grasp. I was the one who ate

the gizzard of the first roc, the first of my people to

taste meat on this Tree.’

Elmo eyed him with new respect. ‘Unk-thak is

mighty indeed. Why is he not the King of this

tribe?’

‘There is no tribe,’ replied Unk-thak with some

asperity. ‘Until the shes return we cannot fight for

kingship.’

‘Where is this Dark Bark that Tig-chek spoke

of?’

Unk-thak pointed towards the main trunk of the

Tree of Knowledge. ‘It lies in that direction, but

many branches up. It is dangerous to go there

because there are many Judgement-Slayers who

dwell there.’

‘And these Judgement-Slayers are the ones

who go to bring Judgement to those who dwell
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below?’ asked Elmo.

‘Each night they bring Judgement from the

God-Lord. They save those who worship the God-

Lord and bring them to the Tree of Life.’

‘Where is this Tree of Life?’

‘This is the Tree of Knowledge,’ replied Unk-

thak, indicating the Tree within whose branches

they were all enfolded.

‘This is the Tree of Knowledge,’ objected

Elmo. ‘Or so I was told.’

‘Life is Knowledge,’ sighed Yud-gor. ‘Judge-

ment is Death.’

‘Life is Knowledge,’ repeated the group of

Mangani, in hushed and awed tones, as if reciting a

litany. ‘Judgement is Death.’

Elmo nodded, as if Kudo, the sun, had just

broken through. The Tree was such a powerful

symbol it stood for anything that anybody said it

could. It was a four-fold symbol: life, judgement,

death and knowledge.

Aloud, he said to the ko-tar-Mangani, ‘Let us go

to the Dark Bark and seek out your she-folk. Let us

go now, before they are turned into Judgement-

Slayers.’

Yud-gor shifted from foot to foot. ‘We dare not,’

he sighed, listlessly. ‘The Judgement-Slayers—’

‘Are all off passing Judgement on the poor folk

of the Gene Pools. We cannot help them, but while

the Judgement-Slayers are off on their wicked

mission, we can seek out your she-folk!’

Yud-gor looked up, about to object, his eyes

clouded with doubt. Then the sense of what Elmo

had said dawned on him.
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He turned to the ko-tar-Mangani. ‘Well, shall

we seek out our she-folk, or shall we wait here until

tomorrow and perish in one last skirmish with the

Judgement-Slayers?’

Unk-thak raised his club in the air. ‘The she-

folk, the she-folk!’

Elmo smiled at the animation that had returned

to the group.

‘Come, ko-tar-Mangani! To the Dark Bark!’

* * * * * * * *

As Skenses fired volley after volley from the

blasters, he was able to guide Yandu and the equip-

ment towards the centre of the hatchway, well away

from the broken spars and twisted wreckage that

lined the exit.

The hatch led from the circular chamber into a

chamber that was positively monstrous in its

proportions. The chamber was laid out like a garden

of some kind, with alien shrubs waving and thresh-

ing in the disturbance from the breeze, caused by

their entrance to the chamber on the explosive

backwash.

Several miles into the chamber, their progress

slowed, and Yandu was able to reach out and grab a

nearby frond.

Holding onto the grav-sled with one hand, he

swung Skenses and the equipment around and

finally they settled into place.

Yandu exclaimed as soon as he came face to

face with Skenses: ‘How are we ever going to find

Tahjarr in a place this size!’
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‘Don’t worry,’ replied Skenses, glancing warily

about. ‘Tahjarr will have no problem finding us.’ He

brought up a pair of high-tech binoculars and peered

through them. ‘I can see some structures off in that

direction. That’s our best bet—have some cover

close by. We don’t want to be caught out in the

open.’

As Skenses fired the blasters in the opposite

direction to propel them towards the structures,

Yandu said, ‘I’m probably being naive, but I some-

how supposed that Tahjarr would be running

scared, once he knew there was a threat coming.’

Skenses cast him an exasperated look. ‘Tahjarr

thrives on conflict. If there is no conflict, he will

create it, in order to enjoy the rush. If he perceives

a threat, he doesn’t run away from it, he rushes

towards it.’

‘How will we find him in this huge area before

the storm-furies get here?’

‘As I said, it’s not a matter of us finding him any

more. He’ll find us. What we have to do now is get

to a place where we have as much going for us as

possible.’

‘Hence, the structures.’

‘Hence, the structures,’ confirmed Skenses,

passing Yandu his blaster so that they both might

have a means of propulsion in this micro-gravity

environment.

They flew over the park land, the shrubs

beneath them settling down again as the turbulence

from the backwash ran out of energy.

Overhead, stars shone down. Yandu was certain

that they were real stars, not an illusion cast upon
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an upper deck.

Skenses agreed when his attention was drawn

to the phenomenon. ‘This part of a world-vessel is

usually given over to an observatory, that the

inhabitants, several generations into a voyage may

be aware that there is more to the universe than

this mere ship.’

‘And this is where Tahjarr chose to make his

lair? He has grandiose ideas.’

‘Wait until you meet him,’ said Skenses. ‘Only

in person does his grandeur come into context.’

Over on one of the horizons, the sun blazed low

on the artificial horizon. The moon was closer, a

huge wall of cratered grey, slowly, as they pro-

gressed through the empty and alien park land, the

moon began to swallow up the light of the sun.

‘Night draws on,’ murmured Skenses. ‘This is

going to be a bad one, I think.’

* * * * * * * *

Elmo raised his hand before the ko-tar-Mangani

and said, ‘Before we go off to rescue your shes, tell

me this. Where can I find food? It is many hours

since last I ate.’

Unk-thak picked up the remains of the husks

that they had thrown onto the path prior to the

arrival of the Judgement-Slayers. ‘This is the only

food we can find,’ he said. ‘No juicy grubs grow

beneath the bark of this Tree, no birds other than

rocs nest here. There is no hunting, there is no

foraging, save for these.’

Elmo inspected the husk and smelled the pulp
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of the fruit at the centre. There was a suggestion of

melon about the smell, and the texture was that of

an over-ripe banana, but he had eaten worse.

Unk-thak watched carefully as Elmo wolfed

down the last of the pulp. ‘It is good, Elmo, is it

not?’

‘It will fill my belly,’ replied Elmo indifferently,

tossing the husk aside.

Wiping his fingers on some nearby leaves, he

said to Unk-thak. ‘The folk I met on my way here,

they were folk of mixed kinds: I saw Tantor-His-

tahs, and go-Mangani-Sheetahs and other strange

kinds. Why is it that your people are the ko-tar-

Mangani, with no mixtures from other kinds?’

‘When we first came here, after worshipping

the God-Lord on the First Evening, we were all as

you have said—a mixture of kinds. I wore the wings

of Ska, the vulture; Yud-gor was ko-tar-Mangani

only down to his waist, below he had the forequar-

ters and hindquarters of a scorpion. He truly misses

his poisonous tail. That’s what made him strong

enough to be the King of our tribe. But when we

reached the Tree, the Voice of the God-Lord said

that we would eat the fruits and return to our

intrinsic natures.’

‘And how long have you been here?’ asked

Elmo.

‘This is the fifth Evening,’ replied Unk-thak.

Elmo nodded. Unk-thak’s story sounded plausi-

ble. Reports of the animal carcasses had been

coming in for just less than a week, before he

started to investigate.

‘What other creatures are there on the Tree?
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Are there any allies we might enlist in our quest for

your shes?’

‘There is a tribe of Tantors, the ko-b’yat-Tan-

tors,’ replied Unk-thak. ‘They are backsliders, like

ourselves.’

‘You mean, you have since ceased to worship

the God-Lord since coming to the Tree?’

‘That is right. The Tantors did likewise. All the

other creatures continued their worship and were

permitted by the Judgement-Slayers to climb

further up the Tree.’

‘And what lies further up the Tree?’ asked

Elmo.

‘We do not know. We like these lower

branches—except for the limited food. Some day

we will either return to the worship or else we will

fight our way up and see for ourselves.’

‘And none of the other creatures return?’

‘Why should they? They are honoured by the

presence of the God-Lord. That in itself would

make them never want to return.’

Elmo nodded. He looked over at Yud-gor who

was growing impatient. ‘How would Yud-gor feel if

I brought some friends with me? Folk who are not

ko-tar-Mangani?’

‘You are not ko-tar-Mangani,’ replied Unk-thak.

‘If we permit you, why should we not permit these

others?’

‘They are still unchanged, newly come from the

Gene Pool below.’

‘We do not care. How could we? We were once

all of a mixed nature ourselves’

Relieved, Elmo looked up and called into the
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boscage, where he knew Go-kalu was watching

anxiously.

‘Yo, Go-kalu, come down, that you may join us.’

He called out to the Tantor-Histah, whom he

knew to be still curled up in its covert beneath the

branch. ‘Yo, Za-yo, come up, that you may join us.’

The ko-tar-Mangani stirred in surprise to be

joined by the she-Tantor-Histah and the she-go-

Mangani-Sheetah. And then began to crowd around,

offering the backs of their paws for sniffing pur-

poses, reaching out to sniff the two new arrivals all

over and learn their scents. Elmo looked on with a

fond smile on his lips.

‘How did you reach the Tree?’ asked Unk-thak

of Za-yo.

Za-yo began to explain, but Elmo intervened.

‘We can talk on the path.

‘Unk-thak, will you stay down below with our

two new allies? Yud-gor, will you take me and the

rest of the war-party to where the Tantors dwell

that we might enlist them in your cause?’

Yud-gor looked sulky for a moment, then

agreed. The other ko-tar-Mangani looked enviously

at Unk-thak for being left behind in the company of

the allies.

As Elmo took to the trees in the company of

the ko-tar-Mangani, he was filled with a great sense

of nostalgia. It had been many years since he had

moved with a large group of Mangani through the

forest canopy. At times, he had thought he might

never do so again. Not even their white pelts were

enough to break the spell, nor the unusual, alien

foliage through which he climbed, slipping back into
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his tree-walking facility with practised ease.
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The shadows were growing longer as Skenses

and Yandu approached the pyramid structures. Once

again the scale of the world had played tricks on

Yandu's sense of size. The pyramids, which he had

judged to be buildings perhaps a hundred storeys

high, turned out to be grandiose piles that would

have made the Egyptian pyramids, back on Earth,

look like children's sand castles.

Despite their classic pyramid structure, on

approaching the pyramids, Yandu descried that they

were decorated on the outside with an array of what

appeared to be glyphs. Approaching closer, he

realised that the alto-relief of the glyphs was in fact

buildings built on the outside to give the effect of

glyphs from a very great distance.

Finally, as the nearest wall of the pyramid filled

most of his view of the horizon, Yandu was aware of

a discomfited groan coming from Skenses.

Yandu tore his eyes away from the magnifi-

cence ahead of him and asked:

'What is it?'
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'My scanner picked up a beacon. I was able to

analyse the signal to the storm-furies earlier, and

learn on which waveband Tahjarr used to communi-

cate with them.'

'And?'

'I've just detected a deactivation signal. It came

from the structure ahead.'

'You mean that the Storm-Furies are de-acti-

vated, but surely that's good news.'

'No, it's not. It means that Tahjarr is planning to

evacuate this world-ship. He's been here for too

long. It's all played out for him.'

'But that's still a good thing, isn't it?' insisted

Yandu. 'When he goes, this world-ship can be

returned to your people and the millions who live

on it can get back to living their lives as they see

fit.'

'No. It doesn't quite work like that. Tahjarr

doesn't quite work like that. He--he's like a spoiled

child. If he loses interest in something, then it is of

no further use to him, but if someone else ex-

presses an interest in it, then he would rather play

dog in the manger than permit a world of sentient

beings to seek out their own destinies.'

'By the Great Tumulus!' breathed Yandu,

aghast at the visions this raised before his mind's

eye. Then, rallying, he said: 'What can we do?'

'Pursue him. Harry him. Attempt to thwart his

destructive purposes. What my whole life has

consisted of so far.'

Yandu fell silent, working over in his mind all of

the sights he had glimpsed on the world-ship. Then

he chuckled.
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Skenses glanced at him in surprise.

Yandu said, 'I hate to bring up a personal point,

but I have a family and kingdom back on Earth. If

this place goes under, what are my chances of

getting away?'

'Our case always consisted of: we'll never

escape while Tahjarr is in control. Now it is a case

of: we won't escape if he's out of control and de-

stroying everything around him.'

Yandu thought back to the booby-trapped hatch.

'Are you saying, he has this whole world--mined,

and ready to blow?'

'It's his way. He destroys what he has built,

going off in search of greater conquests. He is

insane.'

'If I leave you now, I would feel like a deserter.

But I have a young son to raise in the way of king-

ship, a wife to return to in order to tell her I love

her. A people to rule, to guide into the new arena of

international statehood.'

Skenses shrugged, then adjusted for the micro-

gravity environment. 'You're a good man, Yandu.

You will do the right thing. Besides, what has made

Tahjarr grow suddenly bored of his world-ship? It

could well be that seeing a planet with such a rich

variety of life and living systems has made him

homesick for a real world to despoil.'

Yandu sighed impetuously, torn between his

various responsibilities. 'In other words, if I want to

save my family and kingdom, then this is the front

line.'

Skenses pointed up ahead, at a gap between

two of the vast pyramidal structures. 'Tahjarr has
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fled his realm. Already we may be too late.'

Adjusting the blasters to propel them upwards

over the imposing walls of the pyramids, Skenses

brought them into a huge circular arena. An arena,

Yandu gauged, about the size of the Sahara desert.

The arena was like a desert inside, with dunes

and wadis; at the centre was a huge dust storm.

Skenses produced goggles and peered through

them, adjusting their settings with deft movements

of his fingers. 

'Tahjarr has indeed fled. That disturbance at the

centre of the sand, is not a dust storm, as such. It is

merely the sand kicked up by Tahjarr's escape. We

are going to have to fly through it. It won't be

pleasant.'

'Let's do it,' growled Yandu, gritting his teeth.

'I've come all this way to meet the "God-Lord" of

this world. I wouldn't want to him to say I was in

the neighbourhood and didn't drop by.'

Skenses adjusted their trajectory and blasted

them towards the dust cloud. As they approached,

he pulled out face-masks, with air-filters. He hand-

ed one to Yandu.

'Put this on, Yandu. We're entering turbulence.

We'll be in for a bumpy ride.'

* * * * * * * *

Elmo heard the Tantors long before he saw

them, or even smelled them. A brazen trumpeting

came filtering through the foliage, and he detected

a note of fear in the sounds.

He glanced at Yud-gor. 'I wonder what could
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cause a herd of Tantors to voice their fears so

stridently.'

Yud-gor shrugged. 'These Tantors are a strange

folk. They can talk to us ko-tar-Mangani in our

heads. The words tickle at first, but you soon get

used to it.'

'Do they not eat the Fruit of the Tree, as you

do?' asked Elmo, thinking that the Fruit had been

designed to remove the chimerical attributes from

each species.

'Yes, they do. But they have discovered another

Fruit of the Tree. They ate it all and when they

woke up, they had all been changed. Their thoughts

can think their way into your heads and they—'

Yud-gor paused as they came to a branch that

overlooked about thirty Tantors. Elmo now saw

what Yud-gor had been about to describe.

The elephants were not the usual grey-skinned

pachyderms that he was familiar with from the vast

plains of Africa. Their hides were painted with

pigment to give them a curious tiger-striped ap-

pearance. From proud, if friendly, Tantors, the

stripes gave them a fierce, barbaric appearance, as

if they had donned war-paint.

'Who is their leader?' asked Elmo, as the rest of

the ko-tar-Mangani gathered around him on the

bough.

Before Yud-gor could speak, a voice sounded

inside Elmo's head: it sounded ruminating, medita-

tive, in a booming, benevolent manner.

'I am the leader of these Tantors, Elmo of the

Apes,' said the voice. 'I am called Ko-gash. I know

of your mission already, ko-tar-Mangani, and I agree
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with your new king.'

As Ko-gash went on, Elmo's mind reeled with

a series of images: his first sight of the dead zebra;

Aneesa's plane coming in for a landing; his first

meeting with Yandu; his second, arboreal meeting

with Yandu; on up to his battle with the multi-

coloured robots on boarding the cloud-craft.

Elmo reeled bodily, until he realised that Ko-

gash was rehearsing Elmo's recent history for truth

and authenticity. Not only that, but he was broad-

casting it to all the other Tantors and the ko-tar-

Mangani.

But it was not just a one-way flow of informa-

tion. Encountering the robots in Elmo's memory,

Ko-gash was able to add images to it that told Elmo

the robots were called Storm-Furies. More than

that, the Storm-Furies had a role to play in the life

of the Tree. When the Judgement-Slayers went

down to the Gene Pools to mete out the God-Lord's

Judgements, the task of guarding the Dark Bark

was taken over by the Storm-Furies.

Elmo's memory split into several strands now:

he was privy to other memories, memories from

Ko-gash himself, memories from other Tantors and

memories from Unk-thak, who had learned the

function of the rocs in the ecology of the Tree. The

Grasping Branches which Unk-thak had discovered,

were the means of keeping in check the roc popula-

tion.

Finally the stream of images slowed and Elmo

was brought up to date. Shaking his head from the

information overload, he heard Ko-gash speaking in

his mind:
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'We must climb up the Tree and attempt to

escape from this place. The Judgement-Slayers are

all off doing the God-Lord's bidding, but already,

you can all tell by the shadows and the lateness of

the hour--the God-Lord is on his way to witness the

harvest and the Judgement.'

About him, Elmo heard the ko-tar-Mangani

moaning: 'The God-Lord is coming! The God-Lord

is coming!'

Before their fear swamped them entirely, Elmo

leaped to an overhead branch and began to harangue

them:

'Yes, it's true the God-Lord is coming, but he is

coming to his Judgement. I, Elmo of the Apes, will

slay him with my own hands.'

The voice of Ko-gash filtered through his mind:

'First the shadows come, Elmo, then the ability

to fly. We are all lifted up--we are all subject to the

Rapture—'

Elmo's surprise at hearing these words in his

head interrupted his understanding.

'The Rapture?!' he gasped.

'Look!' said Yud-gor, pointing.

Elmo followed the anthropoid's gnarled finger.

The herd of Tantors were closer, and as he

watched, they all rippled up into the air. Some

trumpeted in alarm, some in triumph.

Meanwhile Ko-gash was still delivering his

vast, magisterial thoughts to all who had a brain to

listen:

'- this Rapture is the one that is promised, but

it is a false Rapture. Only we, the ko-b'yat-Tantor

are aware of the thoughts of the God-Lord. We have
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seen his appetites. We have heard him crunch the

bones of the dead between his massy jaws—'

Elmo tried to make sense of what his eyes told

him was happening. 

The Tantors were all rising into the air. 

The leaves of the branches around him all

drifted upwards, as if they had no more weight.

Then it reached Elmo, and he could feel a vertigo

pass through him--a vertigo, not of the head, but of

the entire body. 

Glancing at Yud-gor, he saw the dejected King

of the ko-tar-Mangani reach out and grab a branch.

All the other ko-tar-Mangani had done the same

thing. Each wore a dreamy look on their faces, as if

this was a pleasure they had long denied them-

selves.

Elmo felt his body rebel as his toes lifted gently

off the bark beneath. A dreamy lethargy stole over

him as his muscles found they were all over-tensed.

Surprised, he found himself performing a slow

somersault in the air--without the vault and kick to

produce the necessary momentum.

'What is this?' demanded Elmo, angrily.

'It is the Rapture,' intoned Yud-gor and the rest

of the ko-tar-Mangani.

Elmo furiously projected his thoughts towards

Ko-gash: 'There must be more to this than a reli-

gious experience! What is happening!'

'Gravity generators... have been... shut-off,'

replied Ko-gash, an unabashed grin sounding incon-

gruously in his 'voice'.

'This is the Judgement,' Ko-gash added, 'where-

by we are all called up to the several heavens
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above. Most have gone on. Only those who have

sworn worship to the God-Lord are shown the

means of surviving. But we, the ko-b'yat-Tantors

and the ko-tar-Mangani, we discovered it for our-

selves. Hold onto the Tree, otherwise, you will be

drawn upwards, upwards to Judgement.'

Elmo reached out to hold onto a bunch of thin

twigs to steady himself. 'Upwards to Judgement, I

say, Ko-gash. But the Judgement is mine to de-

liver!'

Turning to the ko-tar-Mangani, he called out:

'Let us go up and rescue your shes. We can cover

the climb much more quickly this way!'

Even as he saw the light of self-redemption

dawn in Yud-gor's eyes, beyond the group of ko-tar-

Mangani, Elmo saw a sight that stirred his blood.

Swinging through the forest canopy, using the

lack of gravity rather than merely submitting to it,

came Unk-thak, Go-kalu and Za-yo. 

Unk-thak travelled as do all the Mangani,

leaping from limb to limb, but he had modified this

form of locomotion to suit his new environment.

Go-kalu and Za-yo, under his inspirational leader-

ship, had obviously begun to learn the rudiments of

it. They followed, clumsily, erratically, but never-

theless impatiently.

Even as Unk-thak approached, his arrival had

caused a stir among the ko-b'yat-Tantors. They too

could see a new way of travelling through the Tree-

-swifter than eagles.

Wrapping his legs around a thin sapling, Elmo

cupped his hands about his mouth, uttering a high,

carrying, summoning call used by his Mangani back
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in the forests of Africa.

Although none of them had ever heard it

before, all the ko-tar-Mangani and the ko-b'yat-

Tantors responded on a level that left them all

deeply stirred. Elmo could tell this from the quality

of the thoughts that came floating over him, burst-

ing like bubbles on his mind.

Using the weightlessness, Elmo bent his legs

and thrust himself upwards. He sailed up, up, up

and up. Behind him, in a veritable upwards ava-

lanche of charging bodies, came the tiger-striped

elephants and the albino anthropoids of this new

and glorious revolution.

The shadows grew around them as they

climbed, and the air roiled in oily currents. Each

single bound brought Elmo and his new-found allies

up onto a new level of the Tree. 

Ko-gash, as the spokesperson for the ko-b'yat-

Tantors, commented on the strangeness of the

sights around them. 

'We were too fearful to come up here before,

Elmo,' explained Ko-gash, 'so we hid in the lower

branches, lest the God-Lord see us and seek our

destruction. But, now we know that you have

defeated the Storm-Furies yourself. Truly, you are

Elmo, mighty hunter, mighty slayer.'

'We need to find the Dark Bark,' said Elmo.

'Spread out, everyone. We don't know what it looks

like or even what it smells like, but that's where the

shes have been incarcerated!'

Spurred on by his words, the ko-tar-Mangani

scampered from level to level, leaps of up to thou-

sands of yards now possible under these new
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conditions.

Finally, a thought burst over Elmo's mind like

a dousing of ice-water. It was Ko-gash, triumphant

and aghast at once:

'Elmo! We have found the shes! And the

Judgement-Slayers! But worse, Elmo, worst of all!'

'What is it?' replied Elmo, his fingers on his

temples in a bid to focus his thoughts towards Ko-

gash.

'The God-Lord is coming! The God-Lord is

coming!'

* * * * * * * *

Without gravity to give a sense of orientation,

Yandu felt that he and Skenses were merely barrel-

ling through a tunnel that ran horizontally. The

wind and their slipstream gusted dust and sand into

their masks, but it didn't feel as if they were flying

down a tunnel. 

Of course, like everything else on board the

world-vessel, to call it a tunnel was like calling a

cotton thread a life-line. The tunnel was a dozen

miles across and was lined with more of the ballast

points, similar to the circular chamber when they

had first encountered the micro-gravity.

Now that he was breathing filtered air, Yandu

was made aware just how noisome the air in the

previous vast chamber had been. He had first

encountered it as an oily, sludgy sort of animal

smell, but one that he was unable to identify.

Curiously, it didn't even smell of the underlying

lizard taint that had betrayed Skenses' masquerade
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as Major M'Kimbo to both his and Elmo's sensitive

nostrils.

So, thought Yandu, if he doesn't smell like a

Bori-al-jannu, what does he smell like?

The light within the tunnel was growing stead-

ily dimmer, but then for some unknown reason it

brightened, as if the vast end of the tunnel had been

reached. 

Skenses spoke through the intercom built into

the masks. 'Tahjarr has reached the end of the

tunnel according to my sensors. There's another

vast area open at the far end. We'll be there in

twenty minutes at this rate.'

As they closed the distance to the end of the

tunnel, Skenses updated Yandu with what they

could expect to find up ahead.

'Mm,' mused Skenses, 'more big structures.

They're acting strangely, so I'm inclined to think

they may be organic--trees, possibly.'

'Why am I not surprised?' replied Yandu. 'Noth-

ing is done on a normal scale. Gigantic trees? Let's

have a whole forest of them!'

'I think that's just exactly what we might have.

A veritable forest of trees, each tree about twelve

hundred miles tall, anchored between the decks.'

The light ahead was brightening, and the

sandstorm was lessening with each yard they flew.

Finally, they burst out into an area that appeared to

have some sort of natural formations several miles

below, all based on something like a series of huge

ring-shaped ponds, except that each pond on its

own scale was a veritable sea.

A vast shadow filled the sky ahead. Yandu
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frowned, wondering what it could possibly be.

Then Skenses pointed: 'Look, up ahead. That's

Tahjarr!'

Yandu boggled. 'That is Tahjarr, but I thought

you said he was your brother!'

Skenses sighed, and took off his mask to test

the air. 'Once he was my brother, but that was a

long time ago. We have

both changed.'

Yandu returned his

gaze to the vast Levia-

than shape.

It was like a sperm

whale in shape, with a

blunt head and a broad,

four-fluked tail. It was

black as midnight, except

for the area around its jaws which seemed to be

illuminated with a kind of static electricity gener-

ated by the barbels or feelers that grew there.

Yandu took off his mask, as if to assure himself

that he hadn't begun to hallucinate. 'I can under-

stand him not looking like you, Skenses. Your race,

after all, is a race of shape-shifters, but--the size.

How did he get to be so big?'

Skenses looked on his brother with a rueful

sorrow in his eyes. 'You remember I mentioned to

you about empathy, Yandu?'

'Yes. The empathy helps you to adopt the shape

of the creature you mimic by--I don't know--emoting

your way into their heads, I suppose you might say.'

'Quite correct. Quite succinct. But then the

problem is, when you leave that shape, and you
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want to move on to another shape, it is quite an

emotional wrench to leave that shape behind, with

all of its instincts and appetites and cravings, its

social obligations, its world-view, its--its innocence,

even.'

'And that's why your people are trying to do

away with the empathic side of the shape-shifting.

If you take it to extremes, you end up with some-

thing like this.'

Yandu felt that words weren't enough. All he

could do was to absorb the sheer size, the sheer

presence of Tahjarr, and marvel.

'Now I know where he gets his ideas about

being a "God-Lord" from. He must have such a vast

emotional reference library to call upon.'

Then Yandu felt a chill run through him. In a

mountain of flesh the size of Tahjarr, a small plane-

toid of plasma, to feel that attention of such a being

was to step into a spotlight of hyper-consciousness.

Tahjarr looked on Yandu, and Yandu knew fear.

Skenses pushed Yandu away, and shouted: 'You

will not ignore me, brother! I have come to call you

to account.'

Tahjarr looked from Yandu to Skenses, and

Yandu felt that he could lift his head at last, freed

from the imposition of that alien intelligence.

Skenses, however, looked up with the fierce,

cold-eyed gaze of Elmo of the Apes. Then the face

crumbled, wavered, and for a moment 'Elmo's'

tanned skin gave way to the Bori-al-jannu's green

epidermis. Skenses shook himself, and the image of

Elmo returned. But it was not enough. 

Standing close to Skenses, Yandu felt the
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fierce, hot breath of psychotic dreams hurtling by.

'Elmo' doubled over, and was instantly returned to

his Skenses-form. Doubled over with the pain,

Skenses could do little more than blink his eyes and

gasp for breath. Yandu knelt beside him.

'Are you all right?'

Then Tahjarr spoke, and it was as if the heav-

ens opened and spoke with words of thunder and

lightning.

* * * * * * * *

Down in the lower branches of the Tree, Elmo

felt as if he had somehow stopped in mid-air. But he

knew that was impossible. The telepathic sending

from Ko-gash had caught him in mid-leap from

bough to bough. Along with the alarm and fear of

Ko-gash, Elmo also learned which direction to look,

in order to glimpse the God-Lord.

At first Elmo thought he was viewing a

thunderhead, a cloud so black that light couldn't

penetrate its inky depths. Then he saw the light-

ning that crawled along the blunt maw, and the

lightning gave it context and solidity.

The God-Lord had come and he was about to

pass Judgement.

'So, Elmo,' came Ko-gash's sardonic voice, 'you

were saying something about judging Tahjarr?'

Elmo's mind reeled for a moment. The sheer

size of the entity that floated overhead was enough

to make him burst out laughing.

Ko-gash sniffed mentally. 'What's so funny?'

Elmo wiped the tears of laughter from his
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cheeks. 'I always wondered what sort of creature it

would be that finished me off. I've seen some rare

sights since coming on board this vessel, many of

them lethal enough to vanquish me, but this is the

one. I've met my equal in Yandu, but now I think I

have met my death.'

Ko-gash's voice held amazement. 'You are still

planning to pass Judgement on him?'

'Why not? He is flesh and blood. He can die, as

can you or I. If he can die--he can certainly die at

the hands of Elmo!'
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Ko-gash was deeply perturbed. 'But—but, how

are you even going to get up there, Elmo?'

'I was hoping that you would ask. I will need

your help, and that of your people.'

'Ask, Elmo,' re-

plied Ko-gash. 'This

is a battle worthy of

a thousand epics. To

be mentioned in it

at all will be an hon-

our that will rever-

bera te fo rever

throughout—'

'Thanks, Ko-gash. I need you to hurl me up

there as far as your strength will throw me.'

'But how will you kill him, you have no weap-

ons?!'

'Well, can you provide me with weapons?'

'Better than that,' harrumphed Ko-gash, 'I can

provide you with warriors who are eager to prove

their mettle as God-Slayers.'
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'That's good.' Elmo's eyes kindled at the

thought of the battle to come. 'The best way to use

them, then, will be to send them in as a diversion.

Let them strip vines from the branches to use as

ropes to keep themselves roped together.'

Ko-gash's thoughts burbled for a moment in

Elmo's head, and then his voice returned: 'There is

a great slaughter at the place of the Dark Bark, for

the Storm-Furies are guarding it well.'

'You have taught your people how to defeat the

Storm-Furies, learning from my strategies?' de-

manded Elmo.

In answer, Ko-gash showed Elmo a vision of

the tiger-striped Tantors in deadly battle with the

glittering forms of the Storm-Furies.

If the gravity-generators had been operational,

the Storm-Furies might well have stood a chance,

using their air-mobility to stay out of range of the

Tantors' trunks and deadly tusks. As it was, Elmo

saw a Tantor leap up from its branch and skewer a

Storm-Fury with both tusks. Then, braced against

its own tusks, the Tantor used its trunk to tear the

robot limb from limb, spreading its ordnance and

internal tools to float in the micro-gravity.

'That's our means of getting up to deal with the

God-Lord,' said Elmo. 'Lead me there, Ko-gash, that

I might get a rocket to propel myself.'

He smelled three familiar scents behind him:

Unk-thak, Za-yo and Go-kalu had made their way to

his branch. Unk-thak held up three lariats of vines

already knotted into lengths of rope.

Unk-thak smiled in the fierce manner of the

Mangani. 'Ko-gash permitted us all to listen in to
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your conversation, Elmo. The ko-b'yat-Tantors will

be needed at the Dark Bark. But our place is beside

you while you battle the God-Lord.'

Elmo looked at Go-kalu, who said, 'We will

never have another chance like this, Elmo. The

God-Lord will send down more Storm-Furies to

wipe us out if we do not make the most of this

opportunity--Besides, I owe the God-Lord for the

loss of my mate, Gund-mal. He would have made a

strong warrior at my side. I can feel his seed stir-

ring in my loins, Elmo. How can I bring life into a

world that is as distorted as myself?'

Za-yo breathed her huge voice softly into

Elmo's ear: 'I, too, carry life within me, Elmo. But

what life will it be as long as there are creatures

like the Voice-of-the-God-Lord, prepared to smash

my eggs underfoot? My unborn young cry within

me for vengeance!'

Elmo smiled, his blood heating at the thought

of fighting by the side of these female warriors. 'And

you, Unk-thak? Don't tell me you're pregnant?'

Unk-thak grinned. 'My motives are entirely

power-centred, Elmo. If I had fought and killed Yud-

gor I would have been king of a tribe of ko-tar-

Mangani. But, what if I kill the God-Lord? Doesn't

that make me king of all creation?'

Elmo made no reply, instead he raised his fist

and thrust it into the air. The others did likewise,

except Za-yo who placed the tip of her trunk on the

collection of clenched fists.

Unk-thak said: 'Tell us, Elmo, how we may pass

Judgement on the God-Lord.'

Elmo turned to Go-kalu. 'Do you still have the
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sting from At-rem's scorpion tail?'

Go-kalu showed her grisly weapon.

* * * * * * * *

At the Dark Bark, Yud-gor and Ko-gash mar-

shalled their peoples against the forces of the

Storm-Furies. There were more than fifty of the

brightly-coloured robots, but they had already slain

several of the ko-tar-Mangani. 

But the mass of the ko-b'yat-Tantors soon told.

Using tactics that Ko-gash had picked up from

Elmo's memories, the Storm-Furies were soon

quickly despatched. 

Ko-gash picked over the broken remnants of

the robots, fascinated by their internal workings,

and the way their power-packs exploded when an

elephant knelt on a Storm-Fury's chest.

By the time Elmo and his three allies had

arrived at the Dark Bark, the battle was over. 

Elmo and those ko-tar-Mangani who remained

set about searching the Dark Bark for the she-folk

of the ko-tar-Manganis. The Dark Bark consisted of

a strange section of integument that resembled the

gills on the underside of a mushroom. These gill-

like structures went deep into the fabric of the

Tree, and as Elmo and the ko-tar-Mangani searched

them, they were tantalised by traces of scent that

told the shes had been here recently.

Searching frantically, Yud-gor declared that one

of the gill-slits was where the scent of the shes was

strongest. Elmo agreed. Yud-gor then called upon

his remaining ko-tar-Mangani to follow him into the
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Tree's interior.

Only Unk-thak remained.

Elmo said, 'You're not going with them?'

'As I have said, Elmo, mine must be the hand to

slay the God-Lord!'

Ko-gash's voice spoke gently to them all: 'I

think you are going to have to accept a little help

from us all.'

A tiger-striped ko-b'yat-Tantor approached

Elmo, his trunk curled around a bundle of dismem-

bered Storm-Furies. Scattering the remnants so

that they orbited around them, the ko-b'yat-Tantor

introduced himself as Ko-gash.

'I think there are enough weapons, tools and

rocket pods for all of us. Take what you need. We

are all behind you in this, Elmo.'

Unk-thak pawed curiously through the weapons

and helped himself to a long blade, swishing it

through the air in the manner of a sabre, his mo-

mentum turning him over and over in his excite-

ment. Go-kalu helped herself to a heavy machine

gun, and several belts of ammunition. She clam-

bered onto Za-yo's shoulders and rested the gun

there. She had seen from her shared telepathy with

Elmo and Ko-gash how the machine-gun was fired,

and was anxious to put it to use.

Elmo draped a few belts of ammunition over his

shoulder and draped the rocket pods over Za-yo's

skull, then tied them in place with the vines that

Unk-thak had brought.

Za-yo sighed, frustrated that she couldn't carry

a weapon. Elmo patted her trunk affectionately.

'You are carrying us, and we will be the death of the
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God-Lord between us.'

With Ko-gash synchronising all their efforts,

Elmo and his companions on the back of Za-yo all

set off with the remaining members of the herd of

ko-b'yat-Tantors. Each ko-b'yat-Tantor carried a

rocket pod to propel them through the micro-

gravity. They couldn't carry any weapons, but Elmo

caught glimpses of dark, peripheral visions as the

ko-b'yat-Tantor visualised themselves landing on

the God-Lord's vast body and ripping into his hide

with their tusks.

* * * * * * * *

As Skenses struggled back to consciousness,

Yandu blinked and rubbed his eyes as he saw what

appeared to be a small flotilla of shapes launching

themselves from one of the huge Trees. They were

little more than specks at this distance, but he could

see the glimmer of rocket flares.

Despite the proximity of Tahjarr, he was

intrigued enough to look through the binoculars at

the shapes. Electronically enhanced, the shapes

soon swam into focus.

Yandu chuckled as he glimpsed the largest

shape: a massive serpent with the head of an ele-

phant; on its back sat Elmo, accompanied by what

looked to be an albino anthropoid ape and—Yandu

rubbed his eyes and looked again. A black woman

who, from the waist down, was shaped like a

leopard-centaur. 'If there can be such a thing!' he

murmured. A groan from Skenses brought Yandu

back to their present predicament. Skenses was
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bleeding from the mouth, nose, eyes and ears—

caused by the stress of being forcibly shape-

changed against his will, surmised Yandu.

Yandu knelt beside him. 'There's some sort of

primitive cavalry charge going on down below,' said

Yandu. 'Maybe they'll be enough to divert Tahjarr.'

Skenses stiffened. 'No, no, they mustn't! It'll be

a slaughter. Quick, get me the cellular polariser.'

Yandu rummaged through the grav-sled and

came up with a squat pistol. Dubiously, the African

monarch handed it over to the stricken Bori-al-

jannu. 'I don't see how a handgun can do much

damage to a behemoth the size of Tahjarr.'

'If it only were a handgun, Yandu, then you

would be right.'

'And it's a... a cellular polariser?'

'Yes. Help me steady myself. There will be a

recoil, and the beam must be kept trained on Tah-

jarr's organism. I must use it against Tahjarr before

he annihilates us all in his terror.' Yandu helped

Skenses to right himself, working against the

micro-gravity. 

'What I don't understand is,' Yandu added, 'how

can Tahjarr be so huge. Can you, Skenses, shape-

change into a gigantic creature? Where does the

extra mass come from?'

'Tahjarr has used this world-vessel as a means

of building up his corporeal mass. He can still

shape-shift, but each cell in his body is derived from

the harvested bodies down below.'

'How can you know that? Has he done this

before?'

'No. But I glimpsed some of the psychic trauma
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when he blasted me back to my true shape. He has

the creatures below worshipping him. Those who

worship, are "transcended" into his body. In effect,

they are absorbed, still conscious, adding their

consciousnesses to his mental reservoir. Their

physical bodies become "cells", in his great corpus.

Those who refuse, he still harvests, except they

become his metabolic fuel.'

'Metabolic fuel? You mean... you mean, food?'

'I'm afraid so. That's your friend, Elmo, down

there, isn't it? Tahjarr will scoop him up like a

peanut and hardly notice him going down.'

'Can—can we help?'

'Steady my aim, Yandu.' Pointing the muzzle of

the cellular polariser towards the massy form of

Tahjarr, Skenses squeezed the trigger. The instru-

ment bucked in his hands and Yandu felt its recoil

force them back and up.

The ray from the cellular polariser spat out, and

ripped with a terrific stink of ozone down towards

Tahjarr. As the coruscating beam of bio-forces

burned into his flank, Tahjarr gave vent to a squeal

of pain. The sound went up and up, past the range

of human hearing, but still enough to shiver the air

into motile shards. 

'It's "walking up",' shouted Skenses. 'Steady me,

Yandu, steady me!'

When Yandu looked, he saw what Skenses

meant. It was similar to the effect from a machine-

gun. The normal recoil causes the muzzle to rise

and, with the high rate of fire, the bullets 'walk up'

from their target. Using the air-blasters to fight

against the recoil, Yandu had to lean his back
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against Skenses, and keep one eye looking over his

shoulder, while he shot the two blasters in his

hands to keep the beam on target.

Despite the pain he was evidently experienc-

ing, Tahjarr managed to wriggle round and face

Skenses. 'So, my brother, you have come to take

me down a peg—or twelve million.' Threshing his

vast flukes against the micro-gravity, Tahjarr

charged towards them, his mouth opening wide

enough to drink up a sea.

The beam, presented with a bigger target,

bored deeper and deeper into Tahjarr's flesh. Yandu

glanced over his shoulder and saw what appeared to

be a living world of flesh about to swallow them

whole.

'He's not running from it!'

'He doesn't know what its effects are, Yandu.

It's a cellular polariser, but it has to analyse the

cells first before it can polarise them. I've pro-

grammed it to recognise Tahjarr's own cellular

signature. It's like a homing device, to find the

single cell in that huge monolith that is the God-

Lord and not the huge accretion of flesh with which

Tahjarr has surrounded himself. He's playing right

into our hands!'

The air grew dark around them as Tahjarr's

jaws swam about them—it was like having the

coasts of two countries set on their edge and sailing

between the two. Yandu looked down into the

cavernous maw and said, 'I don't know about him

playing into our hands, but we've played right into

his throat.'

Then the jaws closed and Tahjarr swallowed.
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* * * * * * * *

Propelled by the rockets, Elmo and his war-

party quickly closed the gap between the Tree and

the vast, continent-sized form of the God-Lord.

Unlike the last time Elmo had used the rocket pods,

here in the zero-gravity a little push went a very

long way. As they approached the Brobdingnagian

flank, Elmo ordered for the rockets to be switched

off and to be reversed, preparatory for braking, if

necessary.

Then a strange flash of lightning cracked the

sky.

After the first few seconds of it, Elmo realised

that it was too constant and steady to be natural

lightning. He could see the great arc that the

lightning crossed, but the source was too distant.

He smiled, however, sure that yet another enemy

of the God-Lord had sought him out to seek ven-

geance.

The shriek of agony from the huge body above

them made everyone blench. Even when it had

ceased, Elmo could still feel the vibrations rever-

berating through what seemed to be the very fabric

of the air.

Go-kalu stared wildly about, her hackles raised

all along her spine, her fur bristling. 'The gods wage

war between themselves!' she spat, swinging the

muzzle of her machine-gun about, seeking a suitable

target.

Above them, the landscape of the flank of the

God-Lord rippled in a muscular spasm, and a fluke

came up over the horizon, like a sail apparently vast
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enough to swat the sun.

Elmo yelled for the rockets to be fired, and

they all jetted backwards out of the way of the

fluke, but not without finding themselves flung

about like scraps of paper on an errant breeze.

The slipstream of the fluke swept over them,

and the down draft sucked them closer to the

flanks. 

Elmo jumped to his feet, balancing like a surfer

on the broad head of Za-yo, wielding a makeshift

spear he had fashioned from a tree bough and the

blade from a Storm-Fury.

The skin of the God-Lord swept closer—so

close that he could see pores in the epidermis.

Then Za-yo straightened and lunged against her

own mass and plunged her tusks into the rugose

surface.

Despite plunging right in up to the full length of

her tusks, Elmo knew she hadn't even penetrated

the God-Lord's skin. He leapt off, however, with

Go-kalu and Unk-thak at his heels and dived for the

apparent solidity of the God-Lord's mass.

Overhead, he saw Ko-gash, sailing proudly on

with the rest of his herd. They were lit up by the

bright light of the lightning-arc.

'Look out, Elmo,' came Ko-gash's voice. 'The

lightning-arc is ahead, and you are right in its path.'

Elmo steadied himself against the vast spread

of the flesh beside him, somehow expecting the

God-Lord to be so massive that he projected his

own gravity field.

Up ahead, ploughing towards him like a spot-

light of the apocalypse, came the lightning-arc. It
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swathed through the flesh of the God-Lord in a

curious manner. Unk-thak was the first to notice

the smell and comment on it:

'It smells of every animal I have ever met,

Elmo.'

Elmo stared. Of all the sights he had encoun-

tered in this world-vessel, this surely had to be the

strangest. The lightning-arc, instead of severing the

flesh, ploughed it up until it resembled various

kinds of creatures. Globules of flesh boiled away in

dolphin-shaped blobs, whole waves of antelope leapt

away, not true antelope, but as Elmo followed their

flight with his eyes, he saw them become individual

creatures.

Ko-gash said gently in his mind: 'These are the

true believers, Elmo, the ones who worshipped him

and were joined with him after their "rapture".

There is a Judgement come upon the God-Lord

after all.'

The lightning-arc seethed past, and travelled

along a ridge that Elmo recognised as the area close

to the God-Lord's mouth. Feelers, several miles in

length, generated electrical charges about them-

selves, but they were a defence designed to combat

huge creatures, enemies of the same size and status

of the God-Lord. In relation to Elmo, they were as

effective as trying to catch gnats in a fishing net.

Using his spear to act as a pick, Elmo closed

the distance between his landing site and the edge

of the God-Lord's maw. 

The wind whistled over his back, and when he

reached the edge of the God-Lord's lips, he saw the

lightning-arc vanish inside the God-Lord's cavity
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and down his throat, and there—right in the centre

of the mouth, where the lightning-arc was coming

from, he saw Yandu, and another—a strange green-

skinned alien with large bat-wing ears—Were they

wrestling for possession of the gun that produced

the lightning-arc? If they were, it was the clumsiest

fight he had ever witnessed.

And then they were right inside the mouth,

between the teeth—each one of which dwarfed

Mount Everest. And then Unk-thak and Go-kalu

joined him.

Elmo pointed after the rapidly diminishing

figures descending into the maelstrom. 'I must go

after them!'

'I'm with you!' roared Unk-thak, shaking the

Storm-Fury arm in his hands as an articulated club.

Then together, the three of them leapt forward,

clawing their way towards the inmost centre of the

Abyss.

* * * * * * * *

Aga-Sheikh Aneesa Baal'sin had rarely found

herself as tested as she had been during the last

several days. After leaving Elmo, she had managed

to fly her plane back to Nairobi in time to intercept

Kalim, her husband, before he was able to perform

his first autopsy on the strangely butchered car-

casses.

Among the bodies Kalim had found were those

of two young couples—a black girl from the Malim-

ba tribe, in her early teens. An Arab boy, the eight-

year-old son of a trader; and an old settler couple,
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both whites, who lived out on a run-down plantation

past the Malimba river.

Now that it was no longer a mysterious cause

of animal deaths, but a case of multiple murders,

they had to call in the authorities. Kalim put the

bodies into storage in a refrigerated truck he hired

from Nairobi for that purpose.

The strange lights in the sky were witnessed

from as far south as the Aberdare Highlands in

Kenya to Jebel Marra in the southern Sudan, and

from there to as far west as the shores of Lake

Chad.

The lights in the sky created many different

effects, depending on those witnessing them. In

Kenya, the Mau Mau movement utilised them to

foment rebellion, causing the British Army to be

mobilised to quash several minor uprisings. The

Anya-nya movement (or the snake-bite secession-

ists) in Sudan attempted to create an end of the

world scenario, ordering large portions of the

population to journey to Jebel Barkal, a town dating

from the eighteenth century, sacred to certain

portions of the population. The resulting pilgrimage

caused the country to come to a standstill and

almost instigated a civil war between the Muslim

north of the country and the tribal southern reach-

es. 

In the Central African Republic, French para-

troopers were deployed to put down insurrection in

the uranium mines of Bokassa. Further west in

Cameroon, a baptising cult sprang up, urging people

to journey to Lake Chad and there be baptised and

get ready to travel to the next world, for this one
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was on the brink of dissolution.

The BBC World Service refused to carry

bulletins on the phenomenon, insisting that they

were unsubstantiated reports.

The Clayton family decided to evacuate their

farm. Jane, Meriem and Jack (Korak) decamped to

Nairobi, where Jane organised a relief camp for

refugees that were beginning to stream in from the

countryside. Jack and Meriem flew doctors on

mercy flights to medical emergencies.

Aneesa and Kalim chose to stay behind in order

to keep the livestock tended. The Waziri, electing

to maintain an unpopular neutral stance in the

increasingly politicised modern Kenya, stayed also,

but they prepared for trouble, and kept their shot-

guns and hunting rifles cleaned and ready for use.

Surreptitiously they sandbagged an area behind the

farmhouse, a defensive redoubt with a month's

supply of water and food for three hundred people.

Riots were commonplace and any abandoned

farms and homestead—even whole vil-

lages—became the targets of vandals and looters.

Aneesa, with her tribal responsibilities well out of

the way of what they had come to call the 'central

African triangle', was able to put her flying skills to

use by acting as a flying taxi service to several

doctors who were on call.

She was on one such flight, bringing a doctor

out to an outlying farm, where an outbreak of

typhoid had occurred. Having set the doctor there,

she returned to the sky, heading east to reach

Nairobi. 

Contrary winds blew her off course, and a
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tornado coming in from the Indian Ocean sent her

even further adrift, and finally, she saw in the

distance, one of the characteristic lambent clouds

that signalled the presence of the 'sky-lights'.
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Aneesa had no intention

of getting any closer to the

lights, but the wind thought

otherwise. Relentlessly, her

frail craft was drawn closer

and closer, until she entered

the cloud itself.

The whole airframe of her craft began to hum

with a glowing field of static electricity. Her instru-

ment panel went dead. Receiving shocks from her

joystick and the metal parts of the plane, Aneesa

had no other recourse than to open the cockpit and

attempt a landing by parachute.

Just as she had opened the cockpit and had one

foot out on the wing, she saw up ahead the source

of the refulgence in the midst of the cloud. Gaping

in surprise, she missed her one and only opportu-

nity to escape.

Before she could react, the light single-engine

plane ran aground on the superstructure of the

cloud-craft. Aneesa jumped, tugging at her ripcord.
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The chute opened, but was caught on the spars

jutting from the cloud-craft. Before she could free

herself, several strange lizard-like creatures, bear-

ing curious, glass-like weapons appeared and took

her prisoner.

Aboard the craft she was placed in what ap-

peared to be a holding cell. It was a cell on a grand

scale, for within fifteen minutes of her incarcera-

tion, her plane was brought in and anchored to the

deck. These new captors were gaudy robots, who

seemed only interested in recording her machine.

They examined the engine and soon had it running.

They drew off samples of the fuel and the lubrica-

tion oil and then left her alone.

* * * * * * * *

As Elmo, Unk-thak and Go-kalu hurtled inside

the vast maw of the God-Lord, propelled on the

rocket pods stolen from the Storm-Furies, they

could see the flare of the lightning-arc ahead. Yandu

and his companion were visible as tiny figures,

riding on the end of the lightning-arc.

Elmo and the others poured on the speed with

their rocket-pods, trying to catch up. Then, from

behind, came an even larger roar, and it was Za-yo,

her ears wide, acting as aerofoils. She had several

more rockets attached to her girth ropes, and on

her broad back danced the white forms of Yud-gor

and several of the other surviving Mangani.

Unk-thak groaned in chagrin as they stormed

past, over-engined with far too many rocket pods.

In the midst of the dancing Mangani was a tall, black
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figure, stiff-limbed and thorn-fingered.

Go-kalu snarled. 'Did you see it too, or have my

eyes deceived me?'

Elmo nodded. 'Even the Judgement-Slayers

have turned upon their master.'

Unk-thak grunted, his eyes narrowed in suspi-

cion. 'Just one, though. And it's the first male

Judgement-Slayer I've ever seen.'

Elmo wished for his rope that he might have

lassooed a ride on the storming Za-yo but even with

his grass rope, Za-yo and her passengers had

slipped by before he would have had the chance to

cast a single throw. Squinting against the intense

glare of the lightning-arc, he saw that he had drawn

closer to Yandu. 

'We have enemies ahead,' growled Unk-thak,

gesturing overhead.

Elmo looked up and saw clouds and crowds of

oncoming creatures: Cape buffalo by the thousands,

a veritable locust-horde of leopards, lions and

baboons. These, he surmised, had to be the faithful

followers of the God-Lord, torn from their commu-

nion with his vast aggregate body by means of the

lightning-arc.

And now they were trying to find out who had

disrupted their union with the godhead of their cult.

Despite their numbers, they were relatively ineffec-

tive because they had only their muscles to propel

them through the zero-gravity environment. 

Go-kalu growled in her throat, anxiety causing

her to sheathe and unsheathe her claws. 'We are

catching up with those who ride the lightning-arc.'

'I wonder how long it will last,' murmured
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Elmo. 'Surely the power in their attack can't last

forever.'

Without gravity to guide them, they had no real

sense of falling or rising, all they knew was that

they were progressing ever deeper within the gullet

of the God-Lord. Was he inhaling or swallowing

them? Elmo wasn't sure, and he wasn't sure whe-

ther it mattered. As he neared Yandu, he saw that

Go-Sheetah was firing air-blasters in each hand in

an attempt to keep himself aligned with his fellow

passenger. They were close enough to recognise

each other, and Elmo saw a grin spread across his

erstwhile companion's face.

'Elmo! Fancy meeting you here!'

'All the best people come here, I'm told.'

The green-skinned alien accompanying Yandu

turned and looked over his shoulder. Despite the

irrational thought, Elmo was certain that this was

another re-union. 'Major M'Kimbo, I presume?'

shouted Elmo, pitching his voice to carry over the

distance.

'Major, no longer,' cried Yandu. 'I've promoted

him all the way up the ladder to fratricide and God-

slayer.'

'Where are you going?' called Elmo. 'Or is that

a stupid question?'

'Skenses tells me, Elmo,' replied Yandu, shout-

ing over the roar of the lightning-arc, 'that we are

almost at our journey's end. Somewhere in this

creature is Skenses' brother, Tahjarr, whom you

probably recall as the God-Lord.'

By the time Elmo and his companions caught

up with Yandu and Skenses, they could see that the
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lightning-arc was much shorter than it had been

previously. Outside the body of the God-Lord, it

had stretched for miles, now it was less than a few

hundred yards.

'We're nearly there,' croaked Skenses. 'The

cellular polariser is homing in on Tahjarr's cellular

signature. He is within local parameters.'

While Elmo linked up with his two new allies,

he looked about for Za-yo and the other ko-tar-

Mangani. They were nowhere to be seen. Had they

flown on, barely in control, only to be digested into

this great carcass?

Suddenly, from being a single line of lightning,

the ray from the muzzle of the cellular polariser

expanded to become a sheet of flame. Up ahead, the

wall of the God-Lord's throat blew open with an

expansion of creatures: dogs barked, leopards

coughed, lions roared, hippos bellowed, zebras

whinnied, and then they all exploded apart, pro-

pelled out of their cellular prisons by the polarising

force of the cellular ray. Ahead, Elmo saw a white

gleam of bone and sinew. 

Skenses shut off the ray and threw the cellular

polariser away. 'It has done its work. Now we must

spread out and hunt him down. Don't forget he's a

shape-shifter. He can appear to any of us as any-

thing he should choose.'

'Track him by his alien odour,' cried Yandu,

then catching Skenses' eye, he added: 'No offence,

Skenses. We're all allies together.'

The cellular polariser had ripped into a large

empty blood vessel, about thirty feet in diameter.

Yandu kicked himself over to examine the walls of
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the vessel. 'This is an artery. Tahjarr must use it as

a conduit for moving about the God-Lord's body.'

Elmo nodded in agreement. 'We'll have to split

up. Yandu, why don't you take Skenses and spy out

that direction. Go-kalu, Unk-thak and I will take this

way.'

Yandu glanced at Skenses, who said: 'There is

nothing personal in this, Yandu. Tahjarr must be

stopped. Whether he is captured by me, or slain by

another—the first priority is stopping him.'

Within the confines of the blood vessel, the

walls were spongy and forgiving. It was relatively

easy to relax and bound along the tunnel-like

structure by kicking from wall to wall, angled

always at going forward. 

Elmo and his two allies soon came to the first

valve. Elmo recalled that arteries were open routes,

because they took blood away from the heart, but

veins were valved in order climb up the body

against gravity. 

Go-kalu shouldered him aside, and snarled: 'Let

me cut a path through this wall of flesh!'

She fired the machine-gun and cut out a rough-

ly triangular hatchway. When she had paused and

the bloody gore had stopped flying about, Elmo

braced himself on the valve and kicked in with his

feet. The ruptured valve floated away on the far

side, and Elmo stuck his head through the hole and

looked about. More blood vessel to traverse.

After Elmo had scrambled through, he helped

Go-kalu and Unk-thak with their weapons. Unk-

thak shook the blood out of his fur and watched as

it gathered around him in an aureole of bright red
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globules. 'You can feel the God-Lord's heart beating

as we climb through.'

'I wonder,' murmured Elmo, 'are we going

towards the heart or the head?'

'I hope it's the heart,' enthused Unk-thak. 'I

want to tear it apart and bathe in the God-Lord's

lifeblood!'

'I'm not sure we could do that,' replied Elmo.

'The heart is probably the size of Greenland.'

Unk-thak frowned at the unfamiliar reference,

but instead shook his club. 'His heart may be huge,

but my vengeance will be greater!'

They hurried on, and found more valves to

block their way. Each was dealt with, and as they

journeyed, it soon became clear that they were

going towards the heart. The heartbeat was grow-

ing louder.

* * * * * * * *

Aneesa soon learned, that the craft she was in

was so big she didn't discover that she had left

Earth's atmosphere until she found out a means of

opening the panels around her cell. Shocked to see

the Earth disappearing below her, she reflected on

the possibility of ever seeing her home world again.

Despite her solitude, she spent most of the

time at the view ports, watching the moon ap-

proach, and then pass, and soon she saw their

destination up ahead, a vessel almost a third of the

size of the moon itself.

If she thought the cloud-craft was huge, she

soon found a need to reset her vocabulary onto a
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totally different scale. She saw hundreds of craft

similar to her 'cloud-craft' join her in space, as if

rendezvousing from other planets in the solar

system. Then, adopting a flight pattern, they all

settled down on the surface of the huge world-

vessel.

With her cloud-craft docked, a dozen robots

arrived to escort her and her aircraft from their

hangar-sized holding cell. The robots had rocket-

propulsion units in their boots and between them

they were able to fly the aeroplane through the

wide corridors of the world-vessel until they came

to a vast set of doors. There, they set the plane

down on what appeared to be a grassy field, and left

her on her own. Her last sight of them was watch-

ing the huge valved doors—perhaps twelve hundred

feet in height—closing from behind.

Before her, she saw what appeared to be a

forest hundreds of miles away, with mountains

beyond. Climbing into her cockpit, she started the

engine, took off and began a reconnaissance of the

alien terrain.

* * * * * * * *

Yandu and Skenses blasted their way through

the valves in their journey, hurrying on, tugging

their grav-sled between them.

After some time, Yandu asked, 'You think

Tahjarr is up ahead, don't you?'

'I know he is up ahead. I have a local version of

the cellular scanner. But we've still got to hurry.

We could spend a lifetime chasing him around the
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innards of this creature.'

'Not just one lifetime!' rang out an amplified

voice.

Up ahead, rounding a tight curve in the blood

vessel, came a gleaming apparition. 

'Tahjarr!' spat Skenses.

Tahjarr resembled Skenses to Yandu's eyes,

although he knew that since they were the first two

specimens of Bori-al-jannus he had encountered, it

would be difficult to pick up physical differences.

Tahjarr hovered in the micro-gravity, his lower

body and right arm encased in a metallic carapace,

similar to the material from which the Storm-Furies

were made.

Yandu knew that he had overcome the Storm-

Furies before. And this time he was armed with

Bori-al-jannu-tech weapons.

'Halt in the name of the Empress!' shouted

Skenses. 

Tahjarr's augmented voice rocked the air with

laughter. 'You know I do nothing in anyone's name

except my own, poor, dear, deluded sibling. And

don't attempt another shape-change. The psychic-

reversion I performed on you last time, is also

programmed to be deadly on the next shape-change.

If you kill me, it will have to be as a Bori-al-jannu,

and you know that will never happen!'

Yandu kicked himself gently away, to drift back

a little, knowing that Tahjarr's whole attention was

fixed on Skenses.

Without warning, Skenses transformed himself

into an alien predator, all fangs and talons, windmill-

ing claws. Tahjarr's exo-skeleton pulled back, his
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face showing fear. Then the transformed Skenses

attacked, kicking off from the tunnel wall and

bearing down on his brother.

Tahjarr winced as the whirling fury crashed into

him, causing a wall of light to shoot up between

them.

Skenses was thrown back, clots of blood

streaming from his head and shoulders.

Tahjarr's voice was taunting. 'You surely didn't

think I came here to give myself up—brother!'

Skenses struggled in the micro-gravity to

control himself. He paused, holding against the

tunnel wall and raised his fist, on which was gleam-

ing a metal glove.

'I know you don't do the decent thing, Tahjarr.

But while your force-field analysed my form as that

of a flail-tiger from Parnassus VI and fought it

off—my stealth-glove penetrated your force-field

and inserted a mine within your war-harness.'

'If I've got to die, brother, then you'll come with

me!'

Tahjarr jetted forward and embraced his bro-

ther, snarling into his face.

Skenses, mortally wounded from the psychic-

reversion, panted in his Bori-al-jannu form. His

mouth worked for a moment as he gathered suffi-

cient saliva and blood in order to spit into Tahjarr's

face.

Even that was halted in mid-flight by the force-

field.

'Disarm the mine!' screeched Tahjarr. 'I will not

be killed in such an insignificant, underhanded

manner!'
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Yandu came up behind Tahjarr and struck at

him. The force-field flashed up, pulsing him away.

Skenses looked over Tahjarr's shoulder and

locked eyes with Yandu.

'Thank you for being a true companion, Yandu.

May you lead your people to greatness.' 

He turned his eyes to Tahjarr. 'Farewell,

brother. Do you believe in re-incarnation?'

Before Yandu could reply, the force-field shot

up like a glowing egg about to give birth to a sun.

The mine had exploded within the force-field, but

its destructive powers could not pass beyond.

Skenses, trapped in his mad brother's arms,

was reduced to a fine tissue of black ash. For a

second the force-field lasted, and then the energy

pod powering it took too much damage from the

mine, and the force-field imploded. 

Yandu was bowled over by the force of the

unrestrained blast wave. When he had stopped

bouncing off the walls, he came to a rest against the

last valve they had cut their way through.

Bounding back to the scene of the duel, he

found only flash burns, and molten slag—all that

remained of the war-harness.

For a moment, he felt empty. Shocked as much

by the suddenness of the encounter as by the

sudden end of the duel.

Silently, he bowed his head in prayer—to

whatever gods would bend an ear to a warrior-king

in space.

* * * * * * * *
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The robots in their examination of Aneesa's

plane had failed to discover her camera equipment,

and she took the time to land often and photograph

and examine any structures that appeared to be

man-made below.

Herds of creatures ran from the noise of her

engine. She was unable to get a close look at them,

but she was certain they weren't the African fauna

she was accustomed to seeing.

After flying for more hours than she cared to

count, she reckoned that days lasted longer in this

artificial environment. On one landing, she dipped

her fuel tanks and found that the aviation fuel had

been replaced by something else, another kind of

fuel; one that smelt sweetish, organic, almost. The

robots had done more than examine her plane: they

had modified it to fit its new environment.

Troubled by this discovery, she returned to the

sky once again, heading for the forest that seemed

to lurk always just beyond the horizon.

* * * * * * * *

Elmo halted suddenly, holding up his hand to

stay the others. 'Did you hear that?'

Unk-thak growled uneasily, looking down at his

feet, as they rested for a moment on the floor of the

tunnel. 'Not so much heard, Elmo, as felt.'

'It sounded like an explosion,' said Go-kalu.

Elmo paused, hovering in mid-air, his fingers

locked on the pulpy wall of the blood vessel. 'Did it

come from up ahead, or did it come from behind?'

Unk-thak cocked his head, listening intently.
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'Up ahead!' he shouted, bounding forward, the

robot-arm he had turned into a club articulating

noisily.

Elmo and Go-kalu bounded after him. Rounding

a long curve, they saw a frantically running figure

up ahead.

'That looks like Skenses!' shouted Elmo.

The figure appeared to be covered in blood, and

was loping along in long shallow strides that told it

had much practice at micro-gravity manoeuvring.

As Skenses came loping up, his arms were

waving frantically. 'Go back, go back! Run like

you've never run before!'

Go-kalu and Unk-thak needed no further

urging, but Elmo paused only long enough to wait

for Skenses and then fall into step with him, imitat-

ing his shallow, hurdling-type stride.

'How come you're up ahead of us? Does the

blood-vessel complete a loop?'

Skenses pressed on, gasping: 'Matter-transmit-

ter built into my stealth-glove, Elmo. Yandu and I

met Tahjarr at the other end. I managed to get an

anti-personnel mine past his force-field, but I left

the timer too long. Tahjarr was able to m-t himself

and his war-harness out of the force-field. He has

just blown open the ventricle of the God-Lord's

heart. There's a veritable sea of blood about to wash

us away.'

'But surely Tahjarr will himself perish in the

deluge!'

'He has his war-harness. He'll m-t himself out

of harm's way and make good his escape! Dammit!

and I was so close this time!'
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'What happened to Yandu?'

'He's still at the other end. He should know to

come back. He probably thinks I am dead.'

For long grim minutes, they hurried through

the blood-vessel, and behind them the vessel walls

began to shake with the deluge of lifeblood pouring

along.

They reached the entry point into the God-

Lord's trachea and found Yandu there.

'I'm glad to see you—' he began, and then his

eyes settled on Skenses. 'But you're dead! I saw

your body turned to ash in front of my very eyes.'

Before Elmo could react, Unk-thak and Go-kalu

struck simultaneously. Unk-thak drove forward

with his club of scarlet. The force of his blow

carried Skenses' head clean off his shoulders. Go-

kalu drove the poisonous scorpion sting into his

chest, the muscles of the glands pumping the poison

out automatically.

'Unk-thak bundolo!' he cried, splashing through

the gore that pooled out into huge bubbles of blood.

'Unk-thak kill!'

Go-kalu kicked the corpse away with a savage

swipe of her foreclaws. 'Go-kalu bundolo!' she spat.

'Go-kalu kill!'

Elmo knelt to sniff at the corpse. He looked up

at Yandu. 'It's not Skenses. I know his scent too

well. It's got to be Tahjarr!'

Yandu's eyes widened as he looked up and saw

the thundering red of the God-Lord's lifeblood

pouring down like a crimson tsunami.
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Returning from the site of the confrontation,

Yandu had brought Skenses' grav-sled—now he

frantically rummaged through it to find the blasters

to propel them all away from the flood.

Elmo fired his rocket-pod and grabbed his

friend by the arm, tugging Yandu out of the gaping

wound in the God-Lord's blood-vessel. With no

gravity to tell him which way was up, he turned

right, hoping that he was leading them up the God-

Lord's gullet, and not down into his intestines. The

blood showered out behind him, a Niagara of

incarnadine gore. Finally Yandu found his blaster

pistols and a few spares. He tossed them to Go-kalu

and Unk-thak and using one himself, added their

blast to the impetus of their escape. On their

outward journey Elmo and Yandu brought each

other up to date on their adventures after separat-

ing.

'So,' summarised Yandu, 'all we have to do now

is find some means of getting home.'

'With Tahjarr out of the picture, I don't think
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that will be a problem.'

Yandu looked away. 'Skenses promised he

would get me home. He seemed to think we would

survive this confrontation with Tahjarr, but his

whole strategy was based on a suicide gambit.'

'Perhaps there's something in the equipment

that will show us how to get home,' suggested

Elmo.

The light ahead showed that they were reach-

ing the exit from the God-Lord's gullet. Soon they

flew out under a skein of frosty stars in the sky.

The moon was huge overhead, dwarfing them with

its cratered proximity. Elmo looked back and saw

the blood shoot out from the God-Lord's vast maw.

It was as if a sea was being emptied out of a vessel

of divine wrath.

'We saw Za-yo and the other ko-tar-Mangani

zoom past us, Unk-thak. Do you think they got out?'

Unk-thak was looking dejected and forlorn.

'Who knows? I slew the God-Lord and yet I feel no

different. I am not worthy to be king of creation.'

'You are certainly worthy to be king of the ko-

tar-Mangani,' replied Elmo. 'The shes have been

found, let us go down and celebrate.'

They set their rockets and blasters to take

them back to their Tree, guided to a vast bonfire,

around which the shes of the ko-tar-Mangani

danced and cavorted around a Dum dum drum in the

centre of a forest clearing.

* * * * * * * *

That night, under the vista of the largest moon
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that Elmo had ever danced under, he introduced

Yandu to the revels of the Dum dum. Some hours

after the slaying of the God-Lord, the gravity had

returned, and most of their allies turned up to visit

the first bonfire ever to burn on the Tree of Life. 

Like a beacon, it drew all manner of life-forms.

The rocs flew overhead and perched on branches

overhead, and they were welcomed by Ko-gash who

was able to transfer his thoughts into their some-

what cramped and beady little brains. The rocs

were aliens from a distant star system, but like life

everywhere, they soon found common ground in

rejoicing over the death of the God-Lord. Although

the rocs might have been at the top of the food-

chain between the Gene Pools and the Trees of Life

and Knowledge, still they were prisoners and now

they longed to spread their wings ('Sorry about the

pun,' apologised Ko-gash's carrier-wave subtext,

'but these Rocs are, after all, rather flighty!' Where-

upon everyone who got the pun, groaned and threw

twigs and flowers at Ko-gash; and those who were

still catching up whispered frantically, 'What's the

joke? What's the joke? I don't get it!') and explore

these new regions of space to which the world-

vessel had brought them.

With the celebrations dying down, and many of

the denizens of the Tree beginning to make eyes at

mates or dates, Yandu found the opportunity to go

through the equipment stored in Skenses' grav-

sled. 

Elmo joined him and marvelled at the strange,

futuristic toys they found. Most of the stuff was

incomprehensible to them, and Yandu carefully laid
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it to one side for future examination. He found

several items with blinking lights and dials. Some

were obviously explosive devices, and again these

were laid aside. Soon he was left with three hand-

held devices, all similar, with winking green lights

on their consoles.

The first one revealed itself to be some sort of

scientific encyclopaedia. Most of the fields of sci-

ence were covered, and many that Yandu would

have written off as fantasy or science-fiction. 

'Of course,' he added, 'I've been conversing with

a telepathic elephant for several hours, so ESP is

something I'll have to shift around in my world-

view. Take it out of the childhood section, so to

speak, and place it under "Topics to be Re-

searched".'

He looked under the heading of Geology and

called up the entry on 'Sigilium'. 

'Looking over his shoulder, Elmo asked, 'What's

sigilium?'

'It's a substance only newly-identified, and

apparently we have a small mountain of it in Anyi-

mawu. What we called the Secret Tumulus. The

effects of sigilium on the human body create un-

usual results, and for years my people have always

treated the Great Tumulus as a place of the gods.'

'I'm surprised that Skenses' machine is written

in French.'

Yandu paused and stared at him. 'That's odd,

because I'm reading it in English.'

Elmo raised an eyebrow. 'Certainly a magical

toy, that can divine the reader's native tongue.

French was my first language with a written coun-
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terpart, otherwise it would have appeared in

Mangani.'

'Just a thought,' murmured Yandu. He turned to

the Zoology section and called up a section on

Mangani. 

'That's odd,' he mused. 'It's referring me to a

species of ape called Pan paniscus. I don't think I

know that one. Pan troglodytes is the scientific name

for the chimpanzee, but—'

'It's the name for the bonobo,' said Elmo. 'It's

very rare, found only in an area south of the Congo

River—or Zaire River, as I suppose I must get used

to calling it.'

'And is it the bonobo?'

'No. I've encountered both species. Bonobo are

a species of chimpanzee. The Mangani are higher up

the evolutionary scale, on another branch of the

primate tree. That's if you accept Darwinism.'

'Oh, I don't think I want to get into a discussion

of evolution with an ape-man,' laughed Yandu.

'Right enough, Horatio.' Elmo joined in with his

laughter and looked to the sky, where hung the

hugest Goro, the moon, he had ever seen. He could

almost feel the tug of its gravity, and a Dum Dum

danced in such close proximity to earth's satellite

was the greatest Dum Dum of all.

Still, he wished that Yud-gor and the other ko-

tar-Mangani had returned. Yandu, guessing his

mood, said: 'They'll come back, Elmo. Or, if they

don't, then they died the way they wanted to,

fighting against the greatest evil in their brief uni-

verse.' Yandu closed the hand-held device and

picked up another, adding: 
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'In my culture, the black panther is the positive

side of the cosmic balance, the white gorilla, on the

other hand—'

'Yes,' said Elmo

softly. 'I noticed you

were a little ill at ease

among the ko-tar-

Mangani at first, but

you've got over that,

haven't you?'

'You could say

that.'

'What's your new

toy this time?'

It's a scanner of

some sort. I saw Skenses use it when he was

tracking Tahjarr.'

He showed Elmo the screen and how it showed

their present location. Playing about with the

controls, he could zoom in and out on the scale and

scan his away around the world-vessel.

'I've found the docking area,' he said at last. 'It's

on the other side of the world.'

'I'm sure we can hitch a ride on a roc,' said

Elmo. 'What's your hurry?'

Yandu eyed him, biting his lower lip. 'I've a note

in your dossier that you have been treated with

some sort of immortality drug—the Kavuru witch-

doctors, is it?'

'You shouldn't believe everything you read in

dossiers,' said Elmo.

'So Edgar Rice Burroughs made that bit up?'

'Mr. Burroughs has gone on the great quest
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beyond this life. I wouldn't presume to answer for

him.'

Yandu glanced at the scanner screen. 'That's

odd. I'm picking up some sort of reading.'

'Home in on it,' said Elmo, leaning over to

examine it.

As Yandu played around with the settings, a

squawk erupted from the last item he hadn't had a

chance to examine.

Elmo picked it up, turned it over and unfolded

a flap on it to discover a tiny screen with the ribbed

pattern of a microphone under it.

Alien digits and numerals flashed up on it, and

as he moved it about, he saw that lights flashed on

Yandu's equipment.

'I think these two items are meant to be used in

conjunction.'

They found the interface sockets and pressed

the two items together. On Yandu's scanner, he

could see a dark image of a night sky. Playing

around with more settings he called up an image

which he suspected was an infra-red reading. 

'It's an airplane. I mean—it's an Earth airplane.'

Elmo saw the numerals flashing on his unit and

said, 'See if you can home in on the pilot.'

Yandu lost the picture for a moment, but then

he realised it was only resetting itself. When the

screen cleared, he could see the pilot was a young

woman. The heat of her body shone right through

her clothes.

Elmo pressed a stud on the unit and spoke into

the microphone:

'Elmo calling—is that you, Aneesa?'
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On the screen, the image jumped, as the avia-

trix looked about for the source of the voice. 'Either

I'm going mad, or else we are somehow in commu-

nication. Is that really you, Elmo?'

'I could ask you the same question. How is your

fuel situation?'

'Unlimited, apparently.'

'Hmm, very interesting,' replied Elmo. 'You're

about ten thousand miles from us. Would you care

to join our party?'

'You have thrown a party, Elmo? I thought you

were the solitary loner?'

'I was thinking of the other sense of party, as

in, my companion and I. You would enjoy meeting

him.'

'Have you any idea how we can get off this

artificial world and get back to Earth?'

'That's what I was going to suggest to you.

Yandu and I have a sort of map home—'

'Did you say Yandu? As in the king of Anyi-

mawu?'

Yandu broke in. 'He did. Why? Is there a prob-

lem back home?'

'I'll say. The United Nations has sent in a

peace-keeping force to uphold the regime of your

legitimate successor. I'm afraid you've been missing

for some days now, and presumed dead—your

majesty.'

'Who's my supplanter?' demanded Yandu.

'A man called Gellar, I believe. He has the

backing of several European powers who are very

interested in the mineral rights of Anyi-mawu.

Apparently there's some sort of guerrilla resistance
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led by—um, I forget the names. One was a Major

M'Kimbo and the other was—'

'Chief Raku?' suggested Yandu.

'Yes. I think that was the name. I take it they

are in the right, then?'

'I take it that you are Aga-Sheikh Aneesa

Baal'sin?'

'Bismillah! I didn't realise I was famous.'

Elmo pressed the stud, grinning. 'I bet he has

a dossier on you, as well, Aneesa.'

'Bismillah! And double-Bismillah! I thought I'd

bought up every photograph of my last beach

holiday!'

'Maintain your course,' ordered Yandu. 'We will

intercept you and work out a route after we meet.'

'How fast do you think a roc can fly?' asked

Elmo.

Yandu began stuffing all the equipment back

into the micro-gravity sled. 'I'm not sure, Elmo, but

let's see if we can set a return-to-Earth speed

record that doesn't get broken for the next forty

years.'

* * * * * * * *

They went to make their farewells to Unk-thak

and Go-kalu and found them entwined in each

other's love-embrace. They woke as the two jungle

monarchs approached, the white ape and the black

panther, and farewells were said.

'You've got your own world now,' said Yandu.

'Try and make it better for everyone.'

Elmo leapt up onto a branch and climbed up to
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waken a sleepy roc, and as Ko-gash became in-

volved in the discussion, nothing less than a whole

farewell party would do. Half of the ko-b'yat-Tan-

tors wanted to set out and explore the new world

they had inherited, the other half wanted to stay

behind and start exploring the world of the Tree,

which they still had to fully understand. It was still

dark as Ko-gash, Elmo and Yandu set off on the

broad, feathered back of the roc. Lights had sprung

up in the other Trees, and the lure of neighbours to

meet and get to know was too much for most of the

ko-b'yat-Tantors.

'The days are longer here,' said Elmo thought-

fully, as he looked up at the over-sized face of Goro,

the moon.

'Big days, big nights,' murmured Yandu, eyeing

the scanner as it showed their progress. 'But there's

only one small planet that we can call home.'

Here ends Thomas Johnston's incredible Elmo

adventure. Will Elmo, Yandu, and Aneesa return to

Earth? Only time will tell.


